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ABSTRACT

The Role of Molecular Clouds In the Star Formation Process

as Observed In two Grand Design Spiral Galaxies

(September 1987)

A Dissertation Presented

By

Steven Donald Lord B.S. Tufts University

M.S. University of Massachusetts

Ph.D. University of Massachusetts

Directed by: Stephen E. Strom

ABSTRACT

We have compared the molecular, neutral and ionized hydrogen

distributions in two nearby spiral galaxies. To estimate H2 surface

densities we acquired observations of the CO (J = 1 * 0) transition in

60 positions to a radius of 135" in the Sbc galaxy M51 (NGC 5194), and

in 21 positions to a radius of 150" in the SAB galaxy M83 (NGC 5236)

using the 13.7 m telescope of the Five College Radio Astronomy

Observatory. The molecular component of the ISM was found to strongly

dominate over the HI component in each galaxy. Extinction corrected

Ha intensities were used to compute the detailed massive star formation

rates (MSFRs) in each galaxy. Estimates of the MSFR, gas density, and

the ratio of these quantities, the massive star formation efficiency

(MSFE), were then examined.



In M51, the spiral arms exhibit an excess gas density of 1.4 - 1.6

times the interarm values. The MSFR contrast between the arms and

interarms, measuring between 1.5 and 2.3 at the same resolution,

exceeds the gas density contrast and implies a nonlinear relationship

between star formation and gas surface density on the spiral arms.

This follows the predictions of the cloud-cloud collision scenario of

star formation which relies on the occurrence of orbit crowding to

bring clouds into close proximity. We note that the regions exhibiting

the highest MSFEs are those in the spiral potential minimum inward of

R=124", and those regions outward of R=124" thought to be experiencing

orbit crowding due to tidal distortion caused by the close passage of

M51's companion galaxy.

The total (arm and interarm) gas content and massive star

formation rates in concentric annuli in the disk of M51 were computed.

The two quantities fall off together with radius, yielding a relatively

constant MSFE with radius. This is consistant with the increased MSFE

on the arms in that the majority of the gas shows a constant MSFE. The

resulting time scale for gas depletion (total SFE
-1

) in the disk is

2. 5 ±0.5x10^ yr assuming a Salpeter-like initial mass function.

In M83, the molecular gas component of the inner disk mimics the

bar morphology. In this galaxy there is the suggestion of enhanced star

formation at the ends of the central bar due to the compression of cloud

orbits found there. The gas depletion time scale is 1.2±0.3xl09 yr.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

a) Motivation

Since the earliest observations of molecular clouds in galaxies

(Rickard et al. 1975), there has been a great interest and

observational effort put forth to determine the extent to which

molecular clouds are confined to spiral arms in spiral galaxies. The

reason for this is severalfold. First, since it is generally accepted

that stars form in molecular clouds, the optical spiral patterns seen

in galaxies were thought to possibly reflect a spiral pattern in the

underlying distribution of molecular mass. Specifically, the spiral

density wave believed responsible for the spiral pattern might provide

a mechanism for molecular cloud growth through an increased incidence

of cloud-cloud collisions and coalescence. Secondly, if the density

wave in a galaxy were responsible for triggering star formation, either

through the action of density wave shock fronts or those of cloud

collisions, then the subsequent star formation and disruption of

molecular clouds might prevent there being much molecular mass in the

interarm regions of spiral galaxies.

Despite these reasonable expectations, the results of numerous

studies of molecular clouds in spiral galaxies have shown a general

lack of confinement of molecular clouds to spiral arms. While these

results, based on ext ragalactic observations of galaxies employing

0.75' to 1.1' apertures, may have at first appeared to be the effect of

1
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insufficient angular resolution, more recent, higher resolution studies

have confirmed the general absence of molecular cloud confinement to

spiral arms. Additionally, it has been pointed out (Scoville and Hersh

1979) that the degree of confinement depends on the ratio of atomic to

molecular gas. They argue that if the H2 is the dominant component of

the interstellar medium of a galaxy, and is in equilibrium with HI,

then it is not possible to confine H 2 to small regions in azimuth in

the galactic disk, and still maintain a steady state system.

The galaxies which are sufficiently nearby and face-on to be

useful in answering questions regarding molecular gas distributions in

the presence of spiral structure are M31, IC 342, NGC 6946, and M51.

The first indication of CO spiral structure in an external galaxy was

found in M31 (Combes et_ al . 1977a, b; Stark 1979; Ryden and Stark 1986),

where numerous observations indicate that in the outer disk, the CO

emission is concentrated in a ridge which is coincident with optical

arms. The observed contrast between the molecular surface density on

and off the arms is 7 ± 4 to 1, as inferred from Figure 4 of Ryden and

Stark (1986). But, of all the galaxies surveyed thus far, this high

arm/interarm contrast appears to be peculiar to M31.

What is unusual about M31? The H 2
surface density in

Andromeda is quite low compared to that in other Sb and Sc galaxies

(c.f. Stark 1979; Morris and Rickard 1982; Young 1986), and also low

relative to the HI surface density in M31 (Brinks 1984). Thus, if

H9 and HI are in equilibrium, the high value observed for the
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arra/interarm CO contrast may be common primarily to galaxies with

relatively low molecular surface densities.

The remaining candidate galaxies in which to determine the CO

spiral structure are some of the more distant, face-on spiral galaxies:

IC 342, NGC 6946 and M51. Observations of these galaxies with 0.75' to

1.1' resolution (Rickard and Palmer 1981; Young and Scoville 1982;

Scoville and Young 1983, hereafter SY) showed no obvious correlation

between the peaks in the molecular emission and spiral structure. In

these galaxies the dominant feature of the azimuthally averaged CO

distribution is the central peak and large intensity decrease with

radius. Even when the azimuthal variations relative to the mean were

analyzed (Young and Scoville 1982; SY) no global evidence was found for

large enhancements in the molecular emission on the arms. In the outer

disk of M51, SY found at best two locations on arms with a 1.5:1

enhancement in the CO emission relative to the mean value at that

radius.

More recent CO observations in M51 have been made at 33"

resolution (Rydbeck, Hjalmarson, and Rydbeck 1985, henceforth RHR) and

7" resolution (Lo et al. 1987). In the study of RHR, a CO enhancement

of only 20% was found in the arms. The contrast is more apparent after

subtracting the underlying exponential distribution, which contributes

75% of the emission. And although Lo et al. do observe ridges of CO

emission coincident with arms in the inner disk of M51, their

interferometric observations are missing over 70% of the total
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emission, most of which is "resolved-out", and thus represents the

extended, underlying distribution. This conclusion is verified by a

series of single dish measurements taken at 15" resolution (Y. Sofue

1986, personal communication). Thus, in M51 as in the majority of

luminous late-type spiral galaxies studied, any spiral structure in the

molecular distribution appears to be a secondary property and not the

dominant feature.

Why, then, are the spiral arms so apparent in galaxies, if the

underlying distribution of star forming material is relatively smooth?

The answer may lie in the efficiency with which stars form in the arm

regions in a spiral galaxy. A goal of this study (Part One) is to

determine the star formation efficiency across the disk of M51, and to

ascertain whether the efficiency is higher in spiral arms. We will

relate our results to other local galactic properties including the

stellar surface density, gas kinematics, the spiral density wave, and

finally the tidal forces invoked by the companion galaxy's (NGC 5195)

close passage causing perturbed orbits outward of R = 135".

The second part of this work (Part Two) comprises an analysis of

the molecular distribution and star formation in the inner disk of the

luminous southern barred spiral galaxy M83 (NGC 5236, SAB(s)). We

determine the manner in which the central bar potential in this galaxy

organizes the distribution of molecular clouds. Efficient massive star

formation is seen here to occur throughout the galaxy's inner disk, and

we present evidence suggesting that the highest star forming
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efficiencies in this galaxy are to be found in the regions where cloud

streamlines converge.

b) Summary of Chapters

In Chapter II we present the various data sets used for the M51

study: the CO obsevations of this work and the Ha and HI data from the

literature. We review the use of integrated CO intensity as an

indicator of H2 surface density, and Ha flux as an indicator of massive

star formation rates.

We produce radial and azimuthal averages of the data in Chapter

III, and calculate the detailed and averaged star formation

efficiencies. Finally, the data are subjected to algorithms that

display the properties of the spiral pattern in M51.

Chapter IV relates the results of Chapter III to current theory.

High massive star formation efficiencies on the spiral arms are

interpreted as evidence for star formation triggered by cloud-cloud

collisions. The star formation efficiency as a function of radius is

found not to agree with the predictions of two other models of galaxian

star formation. Finally, the star formation efficiency averaged over

the lifetime of the disk is computed, and is found to be significantly

smaller than the current efficiency. Explanations of this result are

offered, including the temporary efficiency enhancement due to the

tidal influence of the companion galaxy NGC 519 5.
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The tidal encounter disturbs the kinematics in M51's outer disk,

as shown in Chapter V. Here we present the first observations of such

velocity effects seen in the molecular gas. Problems with the

current model of the interaction of the two galaxies are given.

Chapter VI contains a summary of the results of Part One.

Chapters VII and VIII present our data analysis for M83, and

parallel the topics of Chapter II and III. Again we have used original

CO observations along with Ha and HI results from the literature. We

show that in M83 there is a large uncertainty in applying extinction

corrections to the Ha data. The distribution of gas for R < 150" is

found to be concentrated on the central bar, and a higher star

formation efficiency with radius is seen in M83 than was observed for

M51. Also, as in the case of M51, the time averaged efficiencies are

less than the current ones. The high current efficiencies derived from

the Ha flux measurements may be caused by an initial mass function

which is unusually weighted toward the production of massive stars.

Finally, M83 and M51 are compared.

Appendix A discusses the conversions to H2 surface densities and

to star formation rates in detail. In Appendix B, we shew that a gas

infall model will not explain the inequality between the current and

past star formation efficiencies in M51. In Appendix C we display the

Ha and CO surface emission in the disk of M51 obtained after

subtracting off the axisymmetric distributions.
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c) Some Definitions

Throughout this work we use a
p

(M Q pc -2 ) for the gas surface

density, SFR (M 0 pc~2 Gyr
-1

) for the star formation rate, and SFE

(Gyr
-1

) = SFR/ Op for the star formation efficiency, where Gyr = 109 yr.

The quantity a
p

represents total (HI + H 2 + He) surface density unless

specifically qualified, e.g. a
p
(HI), and a(H 2 ) will be taken to

implicitly include the helium contribution. The advantage of studying

surface densities is that these quantities are derived from surface

brightnesses and thus are independent of the distance to the galaxy.

The SFE may most simply be understood as the inverse of the gas

depletion time if the SFR remains constant and there is no gas infall

or recycling.

For both galaxies, we also refer to the region 15" < R < 60" as

the "central region", the region 60" < R < 160" as the "inner disk",

and the region beyond R=160" as the "outer disk". The variables R and

0 will refer to the plane of the sky coordinates while Rgai and

0gal refer to coordinates in the galaxy's frame, as determined by the

systemic parameters.

The adopted systemic parameters for M51 are: inclination angle i

= 20° (Tully 1974b), position angle, P. A. = -10° (Tully 1974b), and

distance, D = 9. 6 Mpc (Sandage and Tammann 1975). The central position

used here is a (1950) = 13h 27 m 46s . 327, 6 (1950) = 47° 27' 10". 25

(Ford et al. 1985).



CHAPTER II

OBSERVED AND DERIVED QUANTITIES

a) CO Observations and Molecular Gas Densities

Here we present a fully sampled CO map of the Inner disk of M51

made In 60 positions with the 13.7 m telescope of the Five College

Radio Astronomy Observatory (FCRAO). Sixteen of the positions

presented in SY were used in this work, and an additional 47 new

positions in this galaxy were observed, 19 of them lying in the inner

disk and beyond. The new observations were made at the FCRAO between

December 1983 and June 1985 using a slightly smaller beamwidth, HPBW =

45", an improved cooled mixer receiver, Tggg = 200 K at 115.2712 GHz,

and with integrations (1.5 hours per position) to significantly lower

noise values, rras = 0.013 K, after smoothing to 12 km s~ . At the CO

J=l+0 frequency (115.2712 GHz) the mean system temperature during the

observations was 950 K.

The central region was oversampled in a 5 by 5 grid with spacings

of 22.5" in the east and north directions. Each five positions shared

two common references (10' east and west) with an observing scheme of

15 seconds at each of five positions on source, followed by 20 seconds

off. These 25 spectra were acquired in parallel over several days,

which allowed for sensitive pointing precision (rms = 3") because in

the inner disk the line profiles change markedly with positional

offset. Calibration was accomplished via the chopper wheel method and

the spectra were corrected for forward scattering and spillover (nf ss
=

8
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0.70) in order to obtain TR*. An estimate of r^, the coupling of the

main beam to the source was obtained for each position using a

non-axisymmetric model of the galaxy's CO brightness and these values

were used to produce TR measurements at each position. The backend

consisted of a 1 MHz x 256 channel filterbank receiver which provided

2.6 km s
-1

resolution. The line spectra were smoothed to 12 km s~ ,

and linear baselines removed.

The observed positions are shown superposed on the H a map provided

for this study (Hodge and Kennicutt 1983) in Figure 1, with circles

denoting the half-power beam width in the inner and outer disk and

crosses in the central region. The observed locations and the

integrated CO intensities, I'co = / TR
* dv, and Ico = / TR dv, are

given in Table 1. Errors in the integrated CO intensity at each

position were calculated by adding in quadrature the uncertainties

associated with baseline fitting calibration (ocai), and the rms

noise (an ). The values for and an were estimated for each

individual position, and the mean values for these errors are: a = 0. 7

K km s
-1

,
abl

= 1.2 K km s
-1

, while acal is estimated to be 10% (Kenney

1987). The total error, atot , is given in Table 1.

Our conversion of CO integrated intensity to an H2 + He mass

surface density, expressed as N
p

(protons) cm-2 at each beam position,

was based on both empirical and theoretical results which imply a

direct proportionality between these two quantities. These studies are

discussed in Appendix A.c, and summarized below. In this work we adopt

a conversion given by
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II

Figure 1, The HaM51 image of Hodge and Kennicutr Mqst\ o..

i
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°f "

A
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n
* f

9 *' I 'C0 13
f
he integrated GO intensity. I

'

rn =
f(T */ _

jdv = JTR dv in K km s
-1

.
co JV A '

Ttss-'

coefac'nt!^' "C
13 m°deled

'
S°UrCe -in beam coupling

ffT */iTH,
(11VC2

thS corr
?
cted integrated intensity, Irn =

J(TR /nc ) dv = JTR dv in K km s
-1

. The CO fl..v <; i n t' u -1
given by Sco = 1^ x 31 Jy/K .

flU *' Sc0
'
ln Jy km s 1 is

cm-2°?raiL
2

M-l
,HO 18 ^ lmage brightness in "nits 10-16 erg

HPbSw ^ii^r*"" °f Cat3l0ged regl °nS Wlthi" 0.73

Column (14^, is the extinction corrected £„_ in units of

beam^in^'km's-!.^
21"« llne «« P« interpolated 45"
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TABLE 1

OBSERVED AND CORRECTED PARAMETERS

tu AS S sky °sky K gal R iK gal 9 igal I ' r-rsx CO
n N

ri a t ri 1

(1) \£

)

\ j ) (7) (8) (9

)

(10) U i) (13) (14) (15)

45 45 64 45 66 69 57 16 0.72 22 2 ^2. 7 2.

0

10 7.2 ±1.5 1.25

2 23 45 50 27 52 56 38 14 0.7 2 20.0 2.4 4.2 18 14.8 2.5 1.38

3 o 45 45 0 45 51 11 17 0.72 23 8 3.4 5.0 18 18.3 3.1 1.50

4 -23 45 50 333 51 55 342 2 0.72 17 3 2.

1

3.4 12 13.6 2.6 1.48

5 -45 45 64 315 65 63 323 11 0.73 14 9 1.8 1.

9

12 8.8 1.4 1.51

5 45 23 50 63 53 58 74 14 0. 72 19.4 2.5 2. 5 22 8.5 1.5 1.24

7 23 23 32 45 33 42 57 14 0.72 19.6 2.5 5.

6

20 18.4 3.8 1.29

3 o 23 23 0 23 36 11 19 0.7 2 25.8 3.4 6.

5

8 21.5 7.0 1.33

9 -23 23 32 315 33 42 323 19 0.7 2 26.0 3.6 4.

1

8 14.0 4.9 1.34

1

0

-45 23 50 297 52 57 305 11 0.72 15.7 2.4 1. 7 9 6.8 1.7 1.41

1

1

45 0 45 90 48 53 99 22 0.70 31.0 4.0 2.5 13 8.5 2.0 1.19

1

2

23 0 23 90 24 37 99 27 0.70 38 0 5.3 5.

0

12 16.3 4.9 1.17

1

3

o 0 0 0 0 30 0 31 0.69 44 9 6. 7 6.

2

10 20.0 7.1 1.17

1 4 -23 o 23 270 24 37 279 25 0. 70 36.1 5.1 4.

3

6 14.0 6.3 1.18

1

5

—45 Q 45 270 48 53 279 18 0.71 25 2 4.0 1.

7

5 5.7 2.4 1.23

1

6

45 -23 50 117 52 57 125 18 0.70 26.1 3.4 1. 7 8 6.8 1.7 1.25

7 23 -23 32 135 33 42 143 35 0.69 50 5 6.6 2.

6

7 8.9 3.3 1.21

1

8

Q -23 23 180 23 36 191 36 0.69 3.

2

7 10.5 4.2 1.16

1

9

—23 —23 32 225 33 42 237 28 0.69 2.

7

5 9.0 4.0 1.07

,L U -23 50 243 53 58 254 14 0.71 Z\J. J J. J 1 2 4 4.1 1.8 1.06

2

1

45 —45 64 135 65 68 143 14 0.71 ia Q 0 A 1.

4

10 6.5 1.1 1.34

22 ZJ —45 50 153 51 55 162 19 0.70 27 1 3.3 1. 6 9 6.6 1.4 1.3.2

Z J g —4 5 45 180 45 51 191 19 0.69 or n A ?zo. u - 1 7 9 6.6 1.6 1.20

2 4 —Z J —45 50 207 52 56 218 23 0.70 32.9 3.9 1.5 6 5.8 1.6 1.05

2 5
i, a. —45 64 225 66 69 237 7 0.73 10.2 1.4 0.8 5 3.2 0.9 1.03

26 0 90 90 0 90 93 11 6 0.76 7.9 1.2 1.4 13 5.8 0.8 1.48

27 34 83 90 23 92 94 34 6 0.75 8.0 1.0 1.1 9 4.1 0.7 1.25

28 64 64 90 45 94 96 57 10 0. 72 14.1 2.1 2.2 15 8.7 1.2 1.36

29 83 34 90 68 96 97 78 13 0.72 17.9 2.3 1.5 13 6.1 0.9 1.41

30 90 0 90 90 96 98 99 7 0.7 5 9.3 1.4 1.2 7 5.5 1.0 1.41

31 83 -34 90 113 94 96 121 10 0.73 13.5 1.8 1.0 5 4.8 1.0 1.43

32 64 -64 90 135 92 95 143 11 0. 72 15.3 2.3 0.3 4 3.6 0.9 1.33

33 34 -83 90 158 90 93 167 10 0.73 13.9 1.9 0.7 5 3.3 0.7 1.22

34 0 -90 90 180 90 93 191 6 0.77 7.2 1.1 0.8 6 3.7 0.7 l.U

35 -34 -83 90 203 92 94 214 11 0.73 15.3 2.3 1.0 4 4.2 1.1 1.21

36 -64 -64 90 225 94 96 237 9 0.74 12.4 1.9 1.7 4 6.6 1.7 1.28

37 -33 -34 90 248 96 97 258 6 0.7 7 7.2 1.1 0.7 6 2.3 0.6 1.22

38 -90 0 90 270 96 98 279 6 0.75 8.4 1.3 0.6 7 2.5 0.5 1.38

39 -83 34 90 293 94 96 301 10 0.72 14.1 1.7 0.6 6 3.0 0.6 1.53

40 -64 63 90 315 92 95 323 5 0.75 6.5 1.0 1.0 5 4.8 1.0 1.58

41 -34 83 90 338 90 93 347 7 0.74 10.0 1.2 1.3 12 5.9 0.8 1.60
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TABLE 1 (CONT. )

in. Aa AS R3lcy 93ky R'gai Rgal 9gal I'CO V ho ±al f 'na " £Hrf f«I

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) C7) (8) (9) (10) (U) ("X") U*) C^L.

/9 n 1« 135 0 135 137 11 4 0.77 5.4M.8 1.7 17 5.2 10.7 1.46

A 52 25 35 23 138 39 34 9 0.71 12.7 1.7 6.0 18 17.9 2.4 1.38

?6 III 45 ifl 142 57 8 0.74 10 2 1.5 3.8 15 12 9 1.8 1 90

I e ,, s „ 135 68 143 145 78 6 0.75 3.6 1.1 1.6 15 5.5 0,8 1.76

A fs 0 135 90 43 45 99 8 0.73 10.6 1.6 0.8 4 2.5 0.7 1.53

il 75 52 35 113 41 143 121 5 0.76 6.4 1.1 0.5 5 1.7 0.4 1.42
1

- 5 S 1» 140 143 2 0.81 3 0 0 5 2.0 10 5 7 1.0 1.33

i q „ _, 7i 135 i5« 135 137 167 4 0.75 5.7 0.7 0.8 3 2.2 0.8 1.15
5

- 3 180 135 137 191 5 0.76 6.8 1.0 0.8 5 2.6 0.6 1 06

5? -125 135 203 138 139 214 8 0.72 10.9 1.4 1.4 4 4.7 1.3 1.56

52 96 -96 35 225 141 42 237 8 0.72 10.9 1.6 3.3 3 11.1 3.4 1.57

W 125 -52 35 248 143 45 258 4 0.7 7 5.4 0.8 0.4 3 1.7 0.5 1.34
" " 35 43 45 279 4 0.77 5.4 0.8 0.2 7 0.7 0. 1 1.43

55 125 52 35 293 41 43 301 7 0.71 10.3 1.3 0.1 3 0.3 0.1 1.56

II 11 tl 35 315 38 40 323 5 0.75 6.9 1.0 0.4 4 1.3 0.4 1.82

57

_

S2 125 35 338 35 37 347 4 0.76 4.7 0.6 1.5 10 4.7 0.8 1.77

1 "Is 229 248 23 252 253 34 3 0.70 4.8 0.6 0.5 12 0.6 - 0.88

n tl IZ 225 23 29 230 34 3 0.70 4.0 0.6 0.3 4 0.4 - 1.0

C 4 144 54 21 ill 158 32 3 0.70 4.8 0.6 4.8 4 14.4 4.0 1.01
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N
p
(H 2 ) = 6±3 x 1020 IC0 cos(i) (II. 1)

with the constant b = (6±3)xl020 in units of protons cm
-2

(K[TR ] km

s" 1
) and i being the galaxy's inclination. Since a, is near unity for

Milky Way molecular cloud observations made at FCRAO (Tr=Tr*), while

nc is typically about 0.70 for extragalactic observations, we convert

our temperature units to TR = TR */ ^ prior to estimating N
p

.

The uncertainty of the conversion factor depends largely on the

extent to which extragalactic molecular cloud populations statistically

resemble the well-studied Milky Way cloud population, and on whether

the virial mass (M~Av2 2.) of Milky Way clouds actually represents their

true mass. Furthermore, on the basis of a theoretical derivation of

the conversion factor b, Dickman, Snell and Schloerb (1986) point out

that a constant b may only be applied to an ensemble of clouds when the

mean cloud radiation temperature, <T>, is constant as well. In the

general case they find that b is proportional to <T>
-1

. We must

therefore caution, that by applying a constant b to all regions of

M51's disk, we may be overestimating N
p

in those regions containing

significant numbers of heated clouds. Since our results deal

explicitly with measurements of the star forming efficiency in various

regions, and SFE-N
p
-1

, we may underestimate the true efficiency in

regions where massive star formation, and thus cloud heating, can

occur.
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b) HI Observations

The 21 cm HI flux in each beam position was estimated using the

unpublished VLA observations of Dr. Arnold Rots and collaborators

(1985, personal comnunication). These data comprised 100 synthesized

line profiles arranged in a 10 x 10 grid centered on the nucleus, with

a resolution of AO" and an overs amp led spacing of 2 0". We have

integrated these profiles and interpolated the flux values to achieve

the same spatial sampling scheme as that used for the CO and

Ha observations, with values given in Table 1. The data are of high

quality (S/N - 40) and we find the error term for these observations

negligible for the purposes of this study.

The HI line fluxes were converted to number surface densities by

NHI
= 2.95xl010 ff

-1
Js v dv cos (i )

(II. 2)

after Verschuur (1974, p. 29), with NHI In cm"2
, S v in mJy, v in km

s" 1
, and SI, the beam area, in steradians. The 40" beam subtends

2.9xl0- 8 steradians. Only for R > 135" does the HI mass surface

density become as high as 20% of the H 2
mass surface density derived

from our CO observations. While 20% variations in NHI are seen at this

radius, these contribute only marginally (± 5%) to the total gas mass

surface density. We defer presentation and discussion of the

unsmoothed HI data and flux variations to Rots and collaborators. We

have computed the total gas surface density at each position, and

display this quantity in units of N
p

(protons cm" 2
) m Table 2 as well
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TABLE 2 (NOTES)

Column (1), Position index.

plaS
1
™"!,.'

5

™^ "I "'S' 1 ' Vl "» "» 1»- <=«ter location, i„ the

(i;-!
'» S5%.

g
8p2c

X

? I„

1

e"ly

a
r """"^ 'fa*»» "» Palpal Jl

1 0^p
1

ro"oi
1lN

-8."
,I)

'
h' d"*» <-»«*. 8l»en in

.la X'Ji'ij'gS 84"
0rber su '£* ce de °slty ln 1020 «-2

.

Column (12), Star formation rate in M„ nc~2 n -1 *modified Miller-Scalo IMF; SFR I % J° ^ fr°m fH « uslnS the
6fHa.

' *
tK C %a c°s(i). Error term is from

Column (13), SFE (Gvr-1 ) = <nro / « u

-^^r»Jl?^J6Sto2eS'
,

SSi-™ - —«,-«- be» "hich
smoothed Ha distribution.

Pattern, as derived from the
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TABLE 2

DERIVED QUANTITIES

In."Rslcylsky R- gal R gal 9gal iA is
NH2 NHI N

p
*„ SFR SFE

±<fc ^
J) (10) (ID (12) (13) (14)

(1) (2)
/ 7 \
(3 ) )

(Si (6)(7)C

1 64 45 oo 69 57 6

2 50 27 S 7JZ So
-J 0 38 5

3 45 0 5]_ 11 4

4 50 333 J 1 s s 342 5

5 64 315 0 J AftOO 323 6

6 50 63 S 7 JO 74 5

7 32 45 33 A 74Z 57 3

8 23 0 7 7Z J 7AJO 11 2

9 32 315 7 7J J A7tz 323 3

10 50 29 7 S7JZ 57 305 5

1

1

45 90 AS 53 99 4

1

2

23 90 7 AZ 4* 37 99 2

1

3

0 U U 30 0 1

14 23 7 7HZ/U 24 37 279 2

1 5 45 77nz/ u 48 53 279 4

1 6 50 t 1 7 52 57 125 5

1

7

32 1 7 s1 J J 33 42 143 3

18 7 7 23 36 191 2

19 32 zzo 77JJ 42 237 3

20 50 Z4J S7 58 254 5

2

1

64 1 7S1J J 65 68 143 6

22 50 113 J 51 55 162 5

2 3 45 lo U 45 51 191 4

24 50 ZU/ S9 56 218 5

7 SZ J 225 66 69 237 6

26 90 0 90 93 11 7

27 90 23 92 94 34 7

28 90 45 94 96 57 7

29 90 68 96 97 78 7

30 90 90 96 98 99 7

31 90 113 94 96 121 7

32 90 135 92 95 143 7

33 90 158 90 93 167 7

34 90 180 90 93 191 7

35 90 203 92 94 214 7

36 90 225 94 96 237 7

37 90 248 96 97 258 7

38 90 270 96 98 279 7

39 90 293 94 96 301 7

40 90 315 92 95 323 7

41 90 338 90 93 347 7

2 125 10.0 135 ±15 31± 6 0.29iO.07 0.39

1 113 11.0 124 14 64 11 0.65 0.13 0.70

1 134 11.9 146 15 79 13 0.68 0. 13 0.72

8 97 11.8 109 12 59 11 0.68 0.15 0.53

8 84 12.0 96 10 38 6 0.50 0.09 0.41

2 110 9.9 120 14 37 6 0.39 0.08 0.4?

2 111 10.3 121 14 79 16 0.82 0.19 0.72

1 145 10.6 156 19 92 33 0.75 0.27 0.70

8 147 10.7 157 21 60 21 0.48 0. 18 0.51

7 88 11.2 100 13 29 8 0.37 0.10 0.33

3 1 7 5 9.5 1 84 23 36 9 0.2 5 0.0 6 0.40

3 214 9.3 223 30 70 21 0.39 0.12 0.58

- 253 9.3 263 38 86 30 0.41 0.15 0.58

7 204 9.4 213 29 60 27 0.36 0.16 0.51

7 142 9.8 152 23 24 10 0.20 0.09 0.28

3 147 9.9 157 19 29 7 0.23 0.06 0.39

4 285 9.6 294 37 38 14 0.16 0.06 0.45

5 297 9.2 306 36 45 18 0.19 0.08 0.50

6 228 8.6 236 39 39 17 0.21 0.09 0.46

6 115 8.5 123 20 18 8 0.18 0.08 0.23

4 112 10.7 123 13 28 5 0.29 0.06 0.40

4 153 10.5 164 18 28 6 0.22 0.05 0.43

5 158 9.6 167 19 28 7 0.21 0.06 0.47

5 185 8.4 194 22 25 7 0.16 0.05 0.42

6 57 8.2 6 6 7 14 4 0.2 6 0.0 8 0.21

1 45 11.8 56 6 25 4 0.56 0.10 0.27

1 45 9.9 55 5 18 3 0.41 0.08 0.21

2 79 10.8 90 12 37 5 0.52 0.09 0.36

2 101 11.2 112 13 26 4 0.29 0.05 0.34

3 53 11.2 64 8 23 4 0.46 0. 10 0.28

3 76 11.4 88 10 21 4 0.30 0.07 0.27

4 86 10.6 97 13 16 4 0.20 0.05 0.20

4 78 9.7 88 11 14 3 0.20 0.05 0.19

5 41 8.8 50 6 16 3 0.40 0.09 0.25

5 86 9.6 96 13 18 5 0.24 0.07 0.29

6 70 10.2 80 11 28 7 0.45 0.13 0.24

6 41 9. 7 51 6 12 3 0.30 0.07 0. 15

7 47 11.0 58 7 U 2 0.23 0.05 0.17

7 79 12 2 92 9 13 3 0.17 0.04 0. 18

8 37 12.6 49 6 20 4 0.52 0.12 0.24

8 57 12.7 69 7 25 4 0.46 0.08 0.28
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TABLE 2 (CONT. )

ir^i;ky a- gal a gai v iA is n«i v* sfe±* ^
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7X8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)

.9 MS Q 135 137 11 3 1 30 11.6 42± 5 22± 3 0.6710.11 0.42

il }« 23 138 139 34 8 1 72 11.0 83 9 77 10 1.17 0. 19 0.68
A3 135 23 138 US

s7 8 2 58 15 1 73 9 55 3 0.96 0. 16 0.72

t\ \ll 6 S Jio 62 6 24 3 0.48 0.08 0.51

A \\\ 90 U3 145 99 8 3 60 12.2 72 9 11 3 0.19 0.05 0.22

ii 1|| a: tlii sis itsa a
» 1 i & s s s 1 a ta a
« 225 141 142 237 8 6 62 12. 5 74 9 48 15 0.81 0.26 0.37

43 H3 U5 258 3 6 30 10.7 41 5 7 2 0.22 0 07 0.09

K S S5 iS its S a

7

7 fa £:i 70

2

3 5 1 To?
°

0 :

0

o

2

:

d 35 315 X 40 23 8 8 39 14.5 53 6 6 2 0.13 0.04 0 0

,7 }?5 338 135 137 347 8 8 27 14.1 41 4 20 4 0.63 0.12 0.34
5

I S 3

f3 III 34 - - 27 7 34 4 2 - 0 09 0 01 O.U

? S 3 S S 3

4

2 : : 5 S S i .i » »» o.s 6 o. 59
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as in the figures that follow. We use to indicate the total gas

surface density in M0 pc .

c) H-alpha Fluxes and Star Formation Rates

The primary data used here for comparison with the CO and HI data

are Ha observations kindly supplied by Dr. Rob Kennicutt and referred

to in the atlas of 125 galaxies of Hodge and Kennicutt (1983). These

observations were made with a Carnegie image tube at the 2.1 m

telescope of Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO). The plates were

taken with a 20A bandwidth X6563 Ha filter which excluded the XX6548,

and 6584 [Nil] lines outside of R=15". The galaxy was also observed

with a 20A wide filter offset 40 A to the blue. The plates were

digitized with the KPNO Photometric Data System (PDS) microdensitometer

at a resolution of 1.5" and differenced to yield a continuum subracted

image. This image, henceforth the "PDS image", smoothed to 8"

resolution and clipped to an appropriate window, is shown in Figure 1.

In order to ascertain the error associated with the observed flux

of this image, as well as errors that may arise from averaging lew

level flux from this image over large aperatures, we compared the PDS

image with a more sensitive, though smaller field, CCD Ha image of M51

kindly provided by Dr. Holland Ford (personal communication, 1985).

After independently calibrating this image using standard stars and

subtracting the red continuum flux, we found that the PDS and CCD

images agreed very well in position, extent and absolute intensity of
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the observed HII regions (out to R = 110", which is the full extent of

the CCD image field). By comparing each 45" aperature within the two

images, we were able to determine an absolute calibration error of 7%

and to rule out the possible exclusion of a significant amount of low

level emission in the averaging process. It was found that the total

observed flux in each aperature was dominated by the emissive regions

having a brightness greater than 2.0xl0~ 16 erg cm
-2

s" 1 arcsec
-2

,
with

the CCD image sensitivity extending well below this value.

No attempt was made to calibrate either the PDS or the CCD image

in the nuclear region (R < 15"), where the strength of the [Nil] line

at A6584A exceeds the Ha line in intensity up to a factor of six (Ford

et al. 1985). The nuclear region of this galaxy has been shown to be

an active and perturbed region (Ford et_ al . 1985; Goad and Gallagher

1985) undergoing evolution dissimilar to that of the disk. Both

molecular (CO) and atomic (HI) gas have been reported to be absent in

the inner 15", (Rydbeck, Hjalmarson and Rydbeck 1985, henceforth RHR;

and Weliachew and Gottesman 1973, respectively), although these

assertions may have to be somewhat relaxed in light of the central

emission found in higher resolution CO and HI studies (Y. Sofue,

personal comnunication; A. Rots, personal communication, respectively).

Due to the unusually active nucleus, we have omitted the H a flux of

this region from our analysis. We have masked out the inner 15" of the

Ha image and have compared the CO and HI emission in the central 45"

with the average Ha flux from the beam weighted annulus extending from
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r = 15" outward. For this reason, in the figures which follow, the

central region is shown with a dashed line, and the Ha brightness

therein is a lower limit.

The most important source of error in the Ha measurements arises

in correcting for the effects of extinction in the disk of M51 along

the line of sight to the HII region under observation. In the central

region, for example, extinction estimates may yield corrected Ha fluxes

up to four times the observed value, with correspondingly large

uncertainties. To obtain correction factors, we have employed the

recent extinction measurements of van der Hulst and Kennicutt (1986,

henceforth vK), which are based upon observations of the brightest 40

HII regions in M51 as seen in the PDS image and dual-frequency radio

continuum observations. In the region R=15"-60", where the vK sampling

is sparse, we have augmented their data with Balmer decrement

extinctions from Jensen, Strom and Strom (1976). From these combined

data, we have constructed a radial extinction function and have applied

it to the high resolution PDS image before computing average

Ha brightnesses over the 45" beam areas. Thus, our extinction

measurements applied to individual beam locations maintain large

uncertainties, with more reliable emission estimates resulting when

azimuthal means are taken. In Appendix A we discuss our extinction

, correction method in detail, with the salient points listed below:

- The vK study found the extinction to be "patchy" In the sense that

neighboring HII regions often showed a magnitude or more difference in
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visual extinction, but that a fairly well defined mean value

(Av=l. 8±0. 4) was maintained throughout the disk at radii R=60" - 180".

- The vK study found a slight fallof f in <AV > with radius (where

brackets denote an azimuthal mean) which agrees well with the analogous

extinction gradient found for M51 in the multi-frequency radio

continuum study of Klein et_ aJU (1984).

- The far-IR measurements of Smith (1982), of resolution 49",

indicate that the dust opacity in M51's disk is not_ clumpy on the scale

of our beam, nor is it systematically biased to the spiral pattern, but

rather maintains a uniform distribution.

- Outside of R=60", the mean extinctions obtained by comparing the

radio continuum and Ha data agree, within the errors, to the empirical

measure Av
= 2.7xl0" 22 Np (HI+H2 ), suggested by Bohlin, Savage, and

Drake (1978), where the leading constant in their relation has been

halved to reflect the dust contribution, on the average, from half of

the disk.

To compute the uncertainty for the corrected mean H a brightness in

each beam, we have used the uncertainty in extinction for each HII

region, cr^l.l mag. as found by vK, the total number of HII regions in

each beam, and the total uncorrected flux (Equation A. 9). The

resulting uncertainties, which exceed 30% at many locations, are

indicated by error bars in the figures which follow.
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Corrected Ha fluxes have been used to compute the star formation

rate at each beam position by the method outlined in Kennicutt (1983).

By calculating the total Lyman ionizing flux of radiation-bounded HII

regions directly from the Balmer a line emission, and assuming a number

distribution in mass (i.e. an initial mass function, IMF) for the newly

formed 0 and B stars, their ionizing luminosity with mass, and their

lifetimes, the Ha brightness at each beam position may be converted to

a massive star formation rate (MSFR). A drawback to the method, as

discussed in §A.d is that it will tend to underestimate the total

number of Lyman continuum photons from density bounded HII regions and

from HII regions where dust absorbs a significant fraction of the UV

continuum flux.

Obtaining the total SFR from this rate then depends critically on

the selected IMF. We have taken note that the relative values of the

global Ha equivalent width (EW) and the (B-V) color index can serve as

a sensitive discriminator between various IMFs (Kennicutt 1983). In

particular, the measurements for M51's disk of EW (H o+[NII ] )= 24 A,

(B-V)T q =0.6 (de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs , and Corwin 19 76), and

<AV > =1.8 (vK and this study) are not consistent with a Miller-Scalo

IMF, but are consistant with an "extended Miller-Scalo" IMF, which has

a fall-off in the high mass end (IMF-M
-2 - 5

) similar to the Salpeter

(1955) function. We hasten to add that Kennicutt used his IMF

discrimination method in a statistical treatment of large numbers of

galaxies, and not for the characterization of individual disks. One
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difficulty in applying the method to an individual galaxy is in knowing

the mean extinction, a difficulty which the recent studies (vK; Klein

et al. ) have helped surmount.

Using the extended Mlller-Scalo IMF we have estimated the total

SFR at each beam position by extrapolating the MSFR to the low mass end

of the function. The method and the derivation of the conversion

factors, CSFR , between Ha brightness, MSFR and SFR are discussed

further in Appendix A.d. In summary, we adopt conversions from

Ha brightness fH a (erg cm-2 s
_1 arcsec

-2
), and total luminosity

LHa (erg s~l) to star formation rates as follows:

for massive stars, M > 10 Mq

MSFR [M 0 pc -2 Gyr
-1

]
= 4.71xl015 fHa cos(i), (II. 3)

/MSFR dA [M0 yr" 1
] = 9. 19x1

0

-4 3 LH a,
(H-4)

and for all masses;

SFR [M0
pc"2 Gyr

-1
]

= 4.54xl016 fEa cos(i) = 9.63 MSFR (II.5)

/SFR dA [N 0
yr_1 ] = 8.92xl0"42 LH « = 9 - 63 /MSFR dA, (II. 6)

where the galaxy's inclination i becomes important for the brightness

measurements but is implicitly included in spatial integerations over a

region of area A (in pc 2 ). It can be seen from these formulae that the

extended Miller-Scalo IMF puts about 10% by mass of new stellar

material into stars more massive than 10 M 0 . The way in which these
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conversion factors would change for different IMFs and for a range of

upper and lower mass cuttoffs for each IMF are also given in Appendix

A.

A distinction has been drawn in this study between absolute and

relative errors. For example, the gas density conversion factor

possesses a sizable uncertainty (50%) as reported by various authors.

Yet, if our Galaxy may be used as a guide, the relation between

Lc0 and virial mass is seen to maintain a constant proportionality over

an order of magnitude in cloud luminosity (c.f. Scoville et_ al. 1987,

Fig. 8) independent of disk position. Thus, the use of a constant b

value leads to small relative errors from location to location,

especially when regions as large as 2.1 kpc are considered. The

derived Ha fluxes have an appreciable relative uncertainty due to

variable extinction effects as discussed above. The conversion of

these values to MSFRs and total SFRs includes absolute errors to the

extent that the IMF slope we have chosen is in error, and includes

relative errors in so far as the IMF changes with disk position. These

latter relative errors are not known, and may be important. We have

given some evidence in Appendix A for M51's IMF being both known and

constant, although the evidence is far from conclusive. In summary,

the error bars for all figures have been computed from the relative

uncertainties in molecular mass (due to Ico calibration) and fH

a

(due

to extinction). The range of absolute uncertainty pertaining to the

H 2
mass and SFR conversions, as discussed in §A.e, most likely tend
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toward overestimations of H 2 masses and underestimates of star

formation rates and efficiencies.



CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

a) Point by Point Comparisons

In Figure 2a we compare the Ha and CO distributions, plotted as a

function of radius in the plane of the galaxy. Both the CO and

Ha intensities exhibit a wide scatter at each radius and the same

general falloff in the inner disk. The three high values in

Ha emission at R = 6.5 kpc correspond to positions encompassing 3 of

the bright HII conplexes (Nos. 5, 6, 8, 10), (Nos . 14, 19, 24, 27), and

(Nos. 71, 72) studied by Carranza, Crillon and Monnet (1969). These

high values are extreme examples of the generally larger scatter seen

in the Ha distribution as compared with the CO distribution, at each

radius.

In Figure 2b the CO emission has been converted to an H 2
surface

density and plotted against the HI surface density on a logarithmic

scale. The neutral hydrogen follows what is becoming a familiar

pattern in "late type" spirals (c.f. Morris and Rickard 1982; Young and

Scoville 1982; Tacconi and Young 1986) where the inner disk HI surface

density appears as fairly flat distribution exhibiting a central

depression, and displays a surface density which is typically a small

fraction of the inner disk molecular surface density. Within a radius

Rgal = 6 - 5 k Pc we 566 th3t m0leCular com?onent °
f the ISM ln

M51 dominates the total gas surface density.

Mean values at each radius and the cos deviations are given in

Table 3a. Here o represents the error associated in measuring the mean

28
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Figure 2. a) The Ico and fH „ brightness distributions as a function
of radius in the plane of the galaxy. The resolution is
2.1 kpc as indicated by the bar, and the radius positionsare the mean radii within each aperture. b) The molecular
(H2 + He) and HI surface densities as a function of radius.The molecular distribution approximates a IT* distributionand accounts for 94% of the gaseous disk mass and
12% of the total disk mass within R=6.6 kpc. HI spectra of40 resolution were provided by A. Rots (1985).
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TABLE 3a AND 3b (NOTES)

These azimuth and sector mean values were obtained from the
individual data of Tables 1 and 2. All quantities were spatially
averaged in the frame of the galaxy with the mean sector values
produced through an interpolation and averaging scheme described in
§IIIb. The sectors are wedges with a 45° opening angle and extending
from Rgal =20" to Rgal =160".

Row (1) iA is the annulus index, ig is the sector index.

Row (2) N is the number of: observations used to compute the mean.

Row (3) <Rgai> is the mean radius of an annulus in the plane of the
galaxy, <Qga±> is the mean position angle of a sector, measured east of
the principle axis Qg^y = -10°.

Row (4) <Lqq> is the mean CO integrated intensity.

Row (5) 6IG0 is the dispersion of the Ico values about the mean.

Row (6) oIqq is the uncertainty of <Iqq> determined from the
aj values of Table 1.

Row (7) is the mean brightness over the region.

Row (8) 6fHa is the dispersion of the fH

a

values about the mean.

Row (9) ofHcl is the uncertainty of <fH a> determined from the
Of values of Table 1.

Row (9a) <LB > is the normalized blue luminosity with 100 units
equal to a blue magnitude of 16.96 mag arcsec-2 , from Boroson, (1981)

Row (10) <HI> is the average HI surface density in each region.

Row (11) <N_> is the average gas (molecular and atomic) surface
density in each region. The uncertainty is given by oN =
6.0xl020 cos (20) olco .

p

Row (12) <SFR> is the average star formation rate over the region.
The uncertainty aSFR is obtained from oSFR = 4.52xl016 cos (20) ofH a.

Row (13) <SFE>=<SFR>/<Cp> where <a
p >

[nQ pc~2 ] = 0.798xl0~20 <N
p
>.

Row (14) 6SFE is the dispersion of the SFE values about the mean.

Row (15) oSFE is the uncertainty of <SFE> determined from the
Og values of Table 2.

1
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TABLE 3a

AZIMUTHAL MEAN VALUES

(1) U J
-

6 7 3

4 8 4

42 52 56 69 95 141

34 27 22 17 11 8

12 3 5 5 4 3

1.9 1.4 0.9 1.0 0.3 0.2

12.6 9.8 8.4 6.4 4.7 5.0

3.9 5.0 3.6 2.0 1.6 4.8

2.0 1.2 0.7 0.6 0.2 0.3

54 34 29 22 19 13

10 10 10 10 11 12

202 162 136 106 75 56

54 42 36 28 20 22

0.42 0.33 0.36 0.33 0.36 0.48

0.26 0.20 0.19 0.09 0.13 0.3 6

0.07 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.03

(2) N

(3) <Rgal >(arc seconds )

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(9a)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

<L50 > (K km s" 1
)

5ICQ (K km s" 1
)

oIcq (K km s" 1
)

<fHa> 10~1S erg/(cm2 s arcsecf;)

10~ 16 erg/(cra2 5 arcsec2 )

10~16 erg/ (cm2 s arcsec2 )

(normalized luminosity)

Ha/
5fHa
ofH a

<LB >

<HI>

<N„>
<SFR>
<SFE>
&3FE

aSFE

(1020 protons cm"z )

(1020 protons cm-2 )

(14 0 pc" 2 Gyr
-1

)

(Gyr- )

(Gyr" )

(Gyr
-1

)

„-2i

1

30

45

4.7

20.0

7.1
99

9

263

36

0.41

0.15

36

38

10

2.0
15.6

4.0

2.9

72

10

225

67

0.42
0.20
0.09

TABLE 3b

SECTOR MEAN VALUES

(1) iS

(2) N

(3) <9gal>(°)
,

(4) <Ico > (K km 8 ,)

(5) aico (K km s- 1
)

(6) olco (K km s-1)

(7) <fHa> 10"" erg/(cmz

(8) 6fH a 10",^ erg/(cmz

(9) ofHa 10"" erg/(cmz

iZ u
(10)

(11)

<EI> (10 protons cm

(1020 protons cm
-2

)

arcsec
arcsec
arcsec

•2
)

(12) <SFR> (Mq pc"2 Gyr"1
)

(13) <SFE> (Gyr

(14) SSFE (Gyr

(15) oSFE (Gyr

- 1
)

- 1
)

7

23

12

6

0.5
2

) 10.8
2

) 6.5

;

2
) 0.8

11

76

46

0.73

0.27
0.06

2 3 4 5 6 7

7 7 7 7 7 7

67 113 158 203 248 293

14 14 14 15 12 13

5 9 12 12 9 8

0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.6

9.0 4.8 4.5 4.5 5.4 3.0

3.7 3.4 2.0 1.8 3.6 3.3

0.6 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.4

12 11 10 10 10 12

93 92 88 96 79 83

38 21 19 19 23 13

0.55 0.27 0.43 0.29 0. 39 0.16

0.25 0.10 0.36 0.0 7 0.23 0.11

0.04 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.02

7

338

10

6

0.4

5.9

3.9

0.5

12

68

25

0.47
0.18
0.04
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values, and 6 represents the rms scatter of the individual points. The

scatter in each of the two gas distributions is quantitatively

different. At the 2.1 kpc resolution used in this study, the HI shows

only 25% variations from point to point while the H 2 distribution shews

4 0% variations. It is possible to crudely measure the number of

molecular clouds to which the magnitude of these variations would

correspond. Using a "standard cloud" (a statistically contrived

entity) of diameter 34 pc and mass 2.9xl05 M0 ,
obtained from the mean

values of the survey results of Sanders, Scoville and Solomon (1985),

the observed 40% variations in the Ico measurements would correspond,

for example, to 240 ±100 clouds in a beam, if in that beam Ico =4 K[TR ]

km s
-1

. While the HI distribution appears smoother than the

H 2
distribution, it may well be that the HI distribution is clumpy but

on a significantly smaller absolute scale, as noticed in more nearby

galaxies (Mihalas and Binney 1981, p. 539), and that HI spiral

structure is present, but unresolved in these observations.

The CO emission falloff in the inner positions of Figure 2b shows

a steeper gradient than do the outer positions, even after smoothing by

the 45" Gaussian beam, indicating that the entire distribution can not_

be well modeled by single exponential function. A 1/R functional

2

dependence provides a better description, having a * which is 2 5%

lower than the best fit exponential curve (of scale length 2.6 kpc) and

five times lower than the best fit Gaussian curve. Our few CO

observations of the North and South arm in the outer disk (not shown
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here) indicate that the molecular emission falls rapidly outside of

R gal
= 220" (except toward the tidal arm, as discussed in §Vb). We

therefore have a situation similar to that encountered in NGC 6946

(Tacconi and Young 1986), where N
p
(H 2 ) drops off to equal N

p
(HI), at a

value of about N
p

= 1021 cm-2 between Rgal = 10-12 kpc, a region where

the blue magnitude for each galaxy is nearly equal as well: v$ =

23.6±0.2 mag arcsec
-2 (Boroson 1981; Abies 1971).

The atomic and molecular gas surface densities at each point were

added to produce detailed map of the total gas density, <y ^ Figure

3a we display a
p

against fH a at each position in a log-log plot. One

may see a rough correlation between the two distributions. Linear

correlation coefficients and the probabilities of uncorrelated

populations are given in Table 4a for the different radius regimes.

Approximately the same correlation is maintained throughout the disk.

The scatter apparent in the figure is a product of the scatter in each

distribution with radius and the occurrence of many emissive HII

regions found on the spiral arms which are unaccompanied by a

corresponding enhancement of molecular emission. The detection of the

spiral pattern is discussed fully in §IIlc.

b) Azlmuthal and Radial Averages

The Ha and gas density data have been binned according to radius

into 8 groups. The mean values at each radius were plotted against

each other in Figure 3b, and are listed in Table 3a. The correlation
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Figure 3a. The ^ a brightness vs. the total gas surface density
(10 protons cm

-2
) at 57 positions. Correlation

coefficients are given in Table 4a, with a linear fit
yielding SFE = SFR/a = 0.54 Gyr"*, wlth the SFR computed
as described in §111.
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TABLE 4a

LINEAR CORRELATIONS BETWEEN Ha FLUX AND GAS SURFACE DENSITY

Rmln Rmax N SAMPLE b Pr(b,N) m C

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

0" - 70" 25 HI+H 2 0.23 0.27

70" - 150" 32 HI-ffl 2 0.32 <0.01

0" - 150" 57 H2 0.55 <0.01 0.4+0.1 -7+1

0" - 150" 57 HI+H 2 0.54 <0.01 0.410.1 -12±1

TABLE 4a (NOTES)

Column (1 and 2) Rmln and Rmax define the radius regime in arc

seconds in the plane of the galaxy from which the data sample was

taken.

Column (3) n is the number of data points used in determining b and

Pr(b,n).

Column (4) Displays the gas density parameter used for comparison

with the fna*

Column (5) b is the formal correlation coefficient between the gas

densities and Ha fluxes.

Column (6) Pr(b,N) is the probability of a correlation coefficient

as high as b originating from two uncorrelated populations.

Column (7 and 8) The constants m and C are the best fit to the

equation: fHo x 10^ = m (N x lO"20 ) + C, displayed in Figure 3. A

slope of 0.4 (fHa/Np) corresPonds t0 3 star formation efficiency of 0.

Gyr-1 .
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Figure 3b. The azimuthally averaged f

^

a brightness plotted against
N
p

(1020 protons cm
-2

) for eight radial bins. Dashed
lines represent N

p
computed without the contribution of HI.

The outer annulus (leftmost data point) displays a

departure (increased f
jj a^CO ) f rom tne trend seen at

interior radii.
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AO

between the Ha emission and gas density is apparent in this figure.

The leftist data point alone shows a departure from the linear trend

and indicates a higher Ha to CO ratio in the region R=125"-145".

in this region, the molecular surface density maintains a relatively

shallow falloff whereas there exist extended HII complexes which are

amoung the most emissive of any found in the galaxy. These HII regions

are also apparent in Figure 1.

Figure 4 illustrates the azimuthal average of the Ha emission and

gas surface densities versus radius. Also shown in Figure 4 is the

b lue luminosity radial function smoothed to equal resolution, from

Boroson (1981). The average intensities of the CO and blue

luminosities fall off with radius in remarkable accord, as shown for

several luminous late type galaxies (Young and Scoville 1982). The

linear proportionality between the Ha and CO emission between 1
and 7

kpc is seen here to be even more pronounced than shown in SY, due to

tne improved data sets. This result implies a linear proportionality

oetween SFR and the total (HI+H 2 ) gas surface density N
p
when the total

content of an annulus is considered. As we have shown in Figure 3a,

this linear relation is not strictly maintained in the case of

individual disk locations. The error bars in Figure 3b represent

.easurement uncertainty and not the dispersion of the points comprising

the average, and the Ha intensity at the central position has a large

uncertainty for the reasons discussed in II lb.

The high correlation evident in the aZimuthally averaged H
a
and

^ distributions might suggest the possibility that spatial averaging
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over any large area of this galaxy yields a high correlation in the

Ha and a
p

values. In order to test this hypothesis, averages over a

different set of comparably large areas is shown in Figures 5a and 5b.

Eight equal pie-shaped wedges (sectors) with 45° opening angles

extending from R ga l=20" to Rga i=160" in the plane of the galaxy were

considered, and care was taken to average the emission within each

wedge so as to treat the observations in an unbiased fashion. Within

each 2" by 2" pixel the intensity values from the nearest beam centers

were weighted by the magnitude of the Gaussian point spread functions,

thus weighting the overlapping interior beams and the areal growth of

the wedges correctly. Figure 5a shows that the average CO intensity in

each of the eight sectors of M51 is nearly equal, whereas the

Ha intensities vary by a factor of 4, with excesses evident in the

Northeast and Southwest. There is no apparent correlation in the

averaged Ha and CO values as seen in Figure 5b. Mean intensities for

the sector averaging scheme are given in Table 3b.

From these studies we conclude that the average H-alpha emiss ion

at a given radius is well determined and fo llows the average gas

distribution, but in a given sector of the galaxy the Ha flux is not a

constant. The molecular distribution, on the other hand, maintains an

equal distribution over all eight sectors. In fact, the mean CO

intensity in each sector is at least as well determined as at each

radius.
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Figure 5b. The correlation of gas surface density with star formation
rates in eight sectors. No correlation is seen, indicating
that additional, azimuthally dependent factors, such as the
action of the spiral density wave and tidal forces, must go
into determining SFR(cjp).
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c) The Spiral Pattern

Two tests were conducted to delineate the role played by the

spiral density wave in the star formation process. These tests are

denoted as the degree of arm coupling, and the spiral phase

distribution, and we discuss each in turn below.

(i) The Degree of Arm Coupling

In the first test, a determination was made of the extent to which

star formation rates and efficiencies vary within the spiral arms and

the interarms. Obstacles to producing these measurements include: 1)

the lack of a rigorous definition of a spiral arm, and 2) our

resolution being such that the total area of any aperature falls

simultaneously on regions that might be characterized as arm and

interarm regions. Thus, with fractional sensitivity to spiral arms,

the observed emission strength in any aperature must be interpreted in

terms of the fraction of that aperture which falls on the spiral

pattern. By defining the spiral pattern as a smoothed and threshholded

version of the H a map of Figure 1, with regions assigned either zero or

unit intensity on the basis of the local H a brightness, we have

produced a narrow but nearly continuous two-armed structure serving as

a silhouette of the spiral pattern. The coupling parameter, T^m,,

listed in Table 2, is the fractional power of a Gaussian beam

illuminating this pattern, and ranges between 0.2 and 0.7. For each

position we have also computed the relative excesses in the parameters
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N
p ,

fHct, and SFE, defined as the fractional deviation from the mean

value at that radius, e.g. excess gas surface density N ex =

(N
p

-<N
p
>)/<Np>> using the mean values of Table 3a.

In light of our adopted definition of the spiral pattern, it is

not surprising to find that the Ha fractional excess of each beam is

well correlated with the arm coupling parameter, as can be seen in

Figure 6a. The vertical scatter in this figure is indicative of the

variabilty of the number density and total luminosities of spiral arm

HII regions. The excesses exhibited by the other distributions — CO,

HI, and SFE ~ each acquired at the same resolution, are correlated

against the arm coupling parameter with the results given in Table 4b,

and shown plotted in Figures 6b-d. The results have yielded the

following conclusions.

1) The Ha emission excesses show a strong correlation with the

spiral pattern, while the CO excesses generally do not. If the

molecular clouds are confined to a broad (width > 45") spiral pattern,

then this result could be a resolution effect.

2) The CO emission varies less than 60% from its mean value both on

the arms and on the interarms, variations which, in general, are not

correlated with radius or the spiral pattern at 4 5" resolution.

3) The Ha emission varies less than the CO emission on the

interarms, with a scatter of 30%. The scatter becomes much more than

this on the arms, with differences from the mean of up to 100%.
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TABLE 4b

CORRELATIONS OF THE SPIRAL PATTERN WITH EMISSION EXCESSES

P ara.met e

r

N b Pr(b,N)

(i) (2) (3) (4)

SFRex 32 0.87 <0.01

SFEex
32 0.76 <0.01

N(H 2 )ex
32 0.37 0.37

N(HI)ex 32 0.24 0.24

TABLE 4b (NOTES)

Column (1) The parameters are the fractional deviations from the

mean values, defined in §IIIc. For example SFRex (R) -

S(r1-<SFR(R)»/SFR(R). These parameters are correlated against the

paSSief naL as discussed in the text and displayed in Figure 7a.

Column (2) N is the number of points used in the correlation. All

nnlnta Stside of R a i=70" were used because outside of the radius the

'spiral pattern is sufficiently resolved by a 45" aperture to detect

correlations.

Column (3) b is the linear correlation coefficient between the

parameter and narm .

Column (4) Pr(b,n) is the probability of • ^J*^60* *

as high as b originating from two uncorrected populations.
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4) The HI emission, at 45" resolution for R<160" shows little

correlation with the spiral pattern, and maintains a small ( - 25%)

variation on the arms and interarms.

5) As a consequence of points 1 and 2 above, the SFE excesses are

correlated with the spiral pattern and are correlated in the same way

as are the Ha emission excesses, as can be seen by comparing Figures 6a

a nd 6b

.

6) Seven positions lying along the bright HII complexes prominent in

the Northeast and Southwest at R = 135" (position numbers 28, 29, 35,

4 3, 44, 51 and 52, in our notation) and shown in the figure as filled

circles, are of special interest. These regions dominate the CO and

Ha emission in the outer two annul! in our observations, giving

evidence that the spiral pattern in this galaxy, while not generally

evident in the molecular distribution with our resolution, is in fact

apparent and available for quantative treatment at these locations.

Our results here demonstrate that the point by point SFRs, as

measured from the Ha flux, do not_ linearly follow the gas surface

density. We will show in the next section that, with the use of an

optimal averaging scheme, the spiral pattern will become visible in the

CO distribution, and furthermore that a nonlinear relation will be

found to hold between and fHo. Were the gas density and star

formation rates linearly related, then this relation would be apparent

at any resolution which included an appreciable number of clouds (HPBW
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> 20" = 1 kpc). We will show that the spiral arm star formation

efficiency is generally higher than the interarm efficiency and that

our results can be expressed by a nonlinear dependence of SFR on Op.

To account for the relative strength of the fH

a

on the arms we must

consider the various attributes of the spiral density wave: its ability

to compress the stellar and gaseous populations into higher surface

density configurations, to increase cloud-cloud collision

probabilities, and perhaps to increase mean cloud sizes. These

considerations will be taken up in the following sections.

(il) Spiral Phase Diagram

The emission properties of the spiral pattern may be more fully

brought out by averaging the observed data in the coordinate system of

the pattern itself, with the spiral represented as a continuous

function of position angle with radius, 6arm (Rgal ). Because the two

arms are nearly a constant 180° apart in position angle throughout the

inner disk, a single function with an appropriate phase constant added

will track either arm, although some corrections for distortions at R =

140" - 160" are required. The spiral phase function of Tully (1974c,

Figure 4) was used for this purpose. It traces the spiral pattern, as

defined by the innerarm dust lanes, and, in the absense of these, the

innerarm optical edge, for over 5 it/2 radians.

By interpolating the low resolution CO and Ha data given in Table

1, we produced smooth deprojected surface distributions over the face
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of the galaxy. Profiles In azimuth, fHa( Qgal)> ^O^gal^' Ggal
°°

360°, were taken from R gal
= 45" to R gal = 158" at each 2" increment.

These azimuthal profiles were then binned into two groups,

R al
=45"-113", and Rga l

=1 13"-158", and averaged, after first rotating

each profile by 9arm(Rgal ). In this way the arm terminating optically

in the far South is always tracked with its dust lane appearing at <|> = 90°,

and the far North arm with its dust lane appearing at <|> = 270°. The

outer edges of each arm appear at higher <t>
= 9gai + earm^Rgal^

+

9 0° values than the inner edges.

The resultant distributions, sampled at 22.5° intervals in are

shown in Figure 7a-f and constitute a smoothing over radius in the

coordinate system of the arms, which served to eliminate much of the

intrinsic variation in the distributions. For each averaged annulus

the final resolution was determined by inserting a delta function into

the raw data and measuring the width at half power of the resulting

peak. The resolution varies between 41" and 100" as described in the

caption to Figure 7.

The outer annulus raw data points take on more weight in these

averages because they sample a larger surface area, accentuating the

positions of enhanced emission found therein. The above procedure was

also repeated for the CO observations of Rydbeck, Hjalmarson and

Rydbeck (1985; RHR) which comprised 74 spectra of the inner disk of M51

taken with 33" resolution and a different sampling scheme, with results

included in Figures 7e and 7f. The spiral structure is clearly seen in
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each radius regime in the SFR (fHa) distributions at 90° and 270°. The

seven positions mentioned in the previous section dominate the

Northeast and Southwest CO emission, and are chiefly responsible for

the maxima seen in Figures 7e and 7f . The fH

a

distribution shown in

Figure 7d is verified via comparison with the similar result obtained

by Tully (1974c, Figure 8).

The quantities plotted in Figures 7e and 7f are N
p

= N
p
(H2 ) +

Np(HI), with the H 2
derived from the RHR and the present CO data sets,

and the HI from the VLA observations (Rots 1985, personal

communication), extrapolated to the same positions and comparable

resolutions. The largest discrepancy between the data of this work and

the RHR data is apparent at
<f>

= 270° in Figure 7e. The region in

question is the origin of the far North arm, located just north to

northwest of the central region (R sky = 60", Qg^y = 335°). The

sampling scheme of the present work straddles the spiral arm with

positions 2-5 on the inside and positions 26, 39-41 on the outside,

crossing it only at position 38. The RHR data crosses this arm three

times with oversampled radial strips, each time detecting a relative

maxima in IG0 at positions (0,4), (-4,4) and (-8,0) (RHR 's notation).

Because the RHR data, with its better resolution and comparably

complete sampling inward of R = 113" detects the arm, we will use these

results for the inner annulus model fitting (Figure 7c) described

below. Outside of Rsky
= 113", the data of the present work have nuch

more complete sampling than the RHR data, so we use the results of this
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wo rk for the outer radii model fits. The selected data sets are shown

with a heavy solid line in Figures 7e and 7f. (Note that the solid

circles in Figure 7e are f rom Rydbeck et al . , while the solid circles

in Figure 7f are our data. )

We now examine the profiles of fHa ( + ) and N
p
U) shown in Figures

7c-f, where the interarm intensities appear as minima between the broad

arm peaks centered at 4=90° and 270°. Looking across the figure, the

vertical scales are equal for each pair of panels. In Figures 7c and

7d the Ha surface brightnesses have also been converted to star

formation rates as per Equation II. 5 as indicated on the right hand

scale. Comparing Figure 7e to 7f, we can see the falloff in gas surface

density going from the inner to the outer annulus. A smaller drop in

the interarm Ha emission is seen going to the outer radii, while the

peaks of the spiral pattern in H a emission in the outer annulus appear

to be stronger and show a greater fractional deviation from the

interarm value there. It is evident that the star formation rates

indicated by the Ha profiles and the gas density profiles are related.

To better establish their relationship, we have taken the 16 gas density

and SFR values in each annulus from the spiral phase diagram and have

looked for some simple functional dependence between these data. It is

important to keep in mind that the results reported below are highly

dependent on the spatial resolution employed.

We have considered three different types of models (Table 5a) to

describe the a
p

, SFR relationship: a) models which treat the arras and
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TABLE 5a (NOTES)

In all cases A and IA stand for the arm and interarm positions.

These model fits have been computed using linear regression

techniques (Bevington 1969). In all models the x
2 values are derived

from: 1/ (N-PARAM-1 ) £(SFR0-SFRf )
2

, where N is the number of data points

(N=16), PARAM is the number of free parameters, (PARAM=l-4), SFRQ is

the observed star formation rate, and SFRf is the rate from the model

fit.

*Model fits 8-11 are computed from a linearized form of the model

using (ln(cip),ln(SFR0 )) values and a SFR2 weighting factor. The errors

quoted for leading coefficients, e.g. ac for the form ln(SFR) =

ln(Ci Dp 2
), represents the error such that (within errors) =

C X
exp(±t^

1
).
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TABLE 5a

STAR FORMATION RATE MODEL FITS

Inner Annulus

(45"<Rgal<H3")

Outer Annulus
(113"<Rgal a58

M
)

Index Model = 1 <%i
c 2

i % 2
X
2 Cl 1

°Ci
c2

i
<t 2

X
2

1 3FR = Cl a
p

(IA & A.) 0.3210. 01 48 0.5010.02 175

2 SFR - Cl o
p
2 (IA 4 A) 0.0035 *0.0002 49 0.009810.0004 139

3 SFR - Cl + C 2 dp (IA S A) -2.63*12.9 0.3510.14 53 -22.8 15.5 0.9610.12 199

4 SFR -
Cl dp (IA)

0 2 dp (A)

0.2910.02 0.3410.02 32 0.28 10.02 0.6810.04 99

5 SFR
Cl % (IA)

C 2 *„
2 (A>

0.29S3.02 0.003510.0002 37 0.2810.02 0.01210.0007 93

6

Cl V CIA)

SFR >{

C, ° 2 (A)

O.0O35».0003 0.003510.0002 39 0.005810.0005 0.01210.0007 104

7 SFR
0?

2
Cl S + C 2 °P

2

CIA)

(A)

0.29±0.02 0.000510.0003 33 0.2810.02 0.00710.0009 92

8* SFR . c, cD
C
2 (IA 4 A) 0.5542.78 0.9010.62 59 0.01513.18 1.9710.83 282

9* SFR

Cj Op
C
2 (IA)

dp
C
3 (A)

C3

87.814.03

;
-0.2110.01

-0.29 10.92 49 0.41M.25

C
3

: 1.1610.69

0.9710.72 148

10* SFR
Cl

«fc.

CU)

C 2 ^ (A)

C3

0.29*0.02

: 0.5410.14

2.8110.65 52 0.2810.14

C
3

: 1.5610.07

0.08410.29 129

11* SFR

Cj dpc 2 (IA )

"
f

C
C 3 V4 (A)

4. 6xl08 H.3

: 2.810.7

-3.310.29

C4 : 0.5410.14

39 110-10.5 -0.5410.15

C
3

: 0.0810.29 C4
:1.56±0.07

135
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interarms with the same functional dependence (Models 1, 2, 3 and 8.);

models which treat the arms and interarms seperately with a linear

and/or quadratic dependency (Models 4, 5, 6 and 7); and models treating

the arms and interarms independently leaving the arm and/or interarm

exponent as a free parameter (Models 9, 10 and 11). A good indication

of the success of the various models is given by the x
2 value resulting

from each fit (Table 5a). One of the best results is obtained from

Model 7, which incorporates a linear dependence on the arms and a

linear and quadratic dependency on the arms. In Figure 7c and d we

display this model termed the "Bimodal Fit" and contrast its

performance with the "Power Law" model (No. 8) which treats the arms

C 2 ,™

and interarms with the same exponential form, SFR = C x <fc .
The

difference in the x
2 results for two models is not due to the number of

parameters used, because models 7 and 8 each have 2 free parameters.

In Figures 7c and 7d the power law model can be seen to fit the data

poorly on the interarms.

The results of the model fits of Table 5a show that the spiral arm

nonlinear dependence ("non-linear" as compared to the off-arm

coefficient) becomes most important in the outer annulus. In models 4

and 6 the on-arm coefficient in the outer annulus is 2 to 4 times

larger than the off-arm coefficient. This suggests that there may be

son, mechanism causing an increase in the efficiency of star formation

on the arms in the outer annulus, a mechanism that does not effect the

star formation rate on the inner annulus arms.
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2
In comparing models 5 and 7, we see that the resulting X wa s not

significantly lower in model 7 (mixed linear and quadratic star

formation on the arms), indicating that the importance of linear star

2
formation within the spiral arms is undetermined. The x values in

Table 5a do_ indicate that the presence of a linear term on the

interarms and a nonlinear term on the arms, provides a better fit to

ttie data than the other models. We wish to restress, however, that a

quadradtic exponent can not uniquely selected by the data. Our

observations do not resolve the inferred spiral pattern, so that if

star formation occurs nonlinearly with gas density on the arms, the

exponent found will be largely resolution dependent. Experimentation

with models of bimodal star formation following higher powers of the

2

gas density on the arms alone (a
p
3-Op 7

) yielded * values that are

within a few percent of the qua drat ic-bimodal model (No. 7) indicating

that, even at a fixed resolution, we can not uniquely specify the

nonlinear exponent. In Table 5b we show that very different models

will tend to produce the same ratio of arm to total star formation

indicating that most of the "bimodal" models are capable of

replicating the observed values, and none is uniquely selected.

Futhermore, we have found that the fraction of star formation resulting

from the nonlinear term in the models using exponents greater than 2 on

the arms remains nearly equal to the fractions listed in Table 5b.

This only indicates that when the exponent is introduced as a third

free parameter, the exponent and its leading coefficient are not

sufficiently independent to yield a unique solution. It is still a
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TABLE 5b (NOTES)

Column (1) The mean Interarm star formation rate in Mq pc
-
^ Gyr

-
*.

Column (2) The mean arm star formation rate in Mq pc
-
^ Gyr

-
^.

Column (3) The (mean arm/mean total) star formation rates in the
annulu s.

Column (4) For model 7 A^ indicates the mean on-arm star formation
rate resulting from the linear term Cj o^.

Column (5) For model 7 A
q

indicates the mean on-arm star formation
rete resulting from the quadratic term C2 <?p^.

Column (6) The ratio of the mean quadratic on-arm star formation
rate to the mean total (arm+interarm) star formation rate in the
annulu s.

Column (7) The ratio of the mean quadratic on-arm star formation
rate to the mean on-arm linear star formation rate in the annulus.

1
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TABLE 5b

STAR FORMATION RATES FROM ARM AN INTERARM TERMS

Inner Annulus
(45"<Rgal <113")

Outer Annulus

(113"<Rgal <158")

Index

= ====

4

=====

SFR

Model

C
X

a
p

(LA)

C 2
a
p

(A)

IA A

(D(2)

23 32

A /TOT

(3)

0.58

IA A

(D(2)

12 36

A/TOT

(3)

0.7 5

IA A A/TOT IA A A/TOT

10* SFR

a
p

(IA)

a
p

C
3 (A)

23 34 0.60 12 41 0.7 7

IA A A/TOT IA A A/TOT

11* SFR

Cl

= {

a
p
C
2 (IA)

^ (A)

24 34 0.58 15 41 0.73

IA k-i A q

(1)(4)(5)

/TOT q/Ax
(6) (7)

IA kx A q/TOT q/Ax
(1)(2)(5) (6) (7)

7 SFR
a
p
+ C 2 °p

2

(IA)

23 27 4.7

(A)

0.09 0.17 12 15 21 0.44 1.4
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possibility that linear star formation on the spiral arras (i.e. on-arm

star formation with the same coefficient as that found on the

interarras) may still be present. In the case of the mixed linear and

quadratic model (no. 7) it can be seen from Table 5b that the linear

term on the arms can account for as nuch as half of the total on-arm

star formation.

Because the quadratic and higher order bimodal models produce

significantly lower *
2
values than a linear or power law model, we have

evidence that the star formation as indicated by the H&flux follows a

nonlinear rule and does so principly on the spiral arras. It should

also be noted that there are no constants Cbl ,
Gb2 which produce a good

fit to both radius regimes simultaneously. Thus, this simple law is

incomplete in describing the factors that go Into determining the SFRs

in M51. In the following section we look for such additional factors

while including in our consideration the 15" <R < 60" radius regime.

d) The Inner 60"

Despite the fact that the inner 60" of M51 has now been observed

in the CO (J = 1 0) transition at resolutions including 45" (this

work), 33" (RHR), 15" (Sofue, personal comminication), and 7" (Lo et

al. 1987), there still exists some controversy as to the molecular gas

distribution in this region. One major discrepancy concerns the

presence or absence of a central hole in CO emission from R ~ 0"-20",

an issue which is not germane to the topic of this paper: the star
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formation in the disk. In the following discussion we will only

consider the central region outward of R sky
=20".

Between R=20" and R=60", the CO interf erometric map of Lo et al.

(1987) and the zero spacings provided by single dish observations (OVRO

and this study), are compared to the PDS and CCD Ha images in an

attempt to extend our analysis to the central region and to higher

resolut ion.

The interferometer map shows CO emission structures, some as long

as 3 kpc, extending out from the nucleus, and curving along, if not

always directly atop, the spiral arms defined by radio continuum ridges

and HII regions. The majority of the CO emission is missed, however,

by the interferometer. Lo al. (1987) estimate that, due to the

limited velocity coverage afforded their spectro.eters
,
that 10% of the

emission in a 60" field north of the nucleus, and 33% of the emission

in a 60" field south of nucleus is undetected. With our comparable

beam size and matching positions (nos. 8 and 18), we are able to

comfirm this estimate. Furthermore, Lo et al .
(1987) find that

of the remaining flux, 70% is resolved-out in the sense that it

presents structure greater than 40", thereby establishing a background

distribution of molecular clouds. If uniformly distributed, the cloud

background implies an arm/interarm N
p

ratio of between 15/1 and 3/1

where a constant conversion to N
p

is assumed. But the detected

emission does not extend continuously along the arms, but rather is

seen in interrupted structures, much in the way HII regions are seen to

be arranged in groups along the arms.
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(see Table 6). For comparison, interarra SFR values were established by

taking azlmuthal means of the interarm Ha brightness at each radius.

Our computation of the parameters for these regions were hampered by

calibration uncertainties, mainly in the Ha data set. Extinction

values for these particular regions were estimated from the average of

extinction measurements from the literature for regions inward of R=60"

(Jensen, Strom and Strom 1976; McCall 19 82; vK). These studies shew a

large scatter in Av from region to region, which produces the large

uncertainties given for fH

a

in Table 6.

Likewise, the arm CO intensities have an associated 25%

uncertainty (Lo, personal communication). We have obtained the upper

and lower estimates of the interarm intensity by using the estimated

3/1 - 15/1 arm/interarm contrast found in brightness temperature by the

authors. The Ha and CO uncertainties combined allow us to only

coarsely bracket the star formation efficiencies in these three

regions. Of note is region I (Table 6), the most compact of the three,

which manifests a very high efficiency. Further conclusions regarding

the detailed SFEs in the central region will have to await the

acquisition of H a extinction measurements for the particular HII

regions associated with the cloud complexes seen by Lo et_ al . (1987),

and intermediate resolution (HPBW=15") single dish measurements to

locate the CO flux unresolved by the interferometer.
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TABLE 6 (NOTES)

Row (1) These three regions are selected from bright CO features in
the interferometric map of Lo et al. (198 7) because they lie upon theHa spiral arms.

Row (2) Rgal is the radial extent of the region as measured in the
plane of the galaxy.

Row (3) 0sk is the azimuthal extent of the feature as measured in
the plane of the sky.

Row (4) The approximate length of the major and minor axes of the
region.

Row (5) C is the extinction correction factor derived from central
A v measurements as discussed in Appendix A.

Row (6) fHa is the uncorrected Ha flux from the PDS image.

Row (7) fHa = C f

'

Ha is the range of the corrected brightness.

,, 0
R™ <8) lCQ of the feature is obtained from the maps of Lo et al.

(1987) by adding the middle emission contour value and the undeTlyTngresolved-out background component measured by single dish
observations.

f 'I'!'
S
f!^

S

I**
formatlon efficiency is obtained fromfHa an<l Ico following the methods described in the text.

Row (10) f

'

Ha is obtained by identifying and averaging theHa brightness seen at the Rgal range on the PDS image.

Row (11) fHa = C f •

Ha is the corrected brightness.

f^ 0"/ 12
' ^0 if "resolved-out" ICQ component which we putfollowing Lo et al. (1987) between 1/15 and 1/3 the arm intensity.

f

R
and

(

T

13)
f!?? ^ "u 86 St3r f0™tIon efficiency is obtained fromfH a and lo, following the methods described in the text. The upperlimits in row 13 correspond to the situation of almost no interarm gasa situation we consider unlikely.

interarm gas,
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TABLE 6

H a AND GO EMISSION IN THREE CENTRAL LOCATIONS

(1) Region I II III

(2) Rga i 55-60" 30-45" 35-55"

(3) 0sky -15° - 10° 40° - 170° 175° - 275
c

(4) length x width 27 x 18" 90 x 10" 70 x 16"

(5) C (extinction correction factor) 3.3 ±2.1 3. 3 ±2.1 3. 3 ±2.1

On-Arm Values for these locations

(6) f

'

Ha 10~16 erg/ (cm2 s arcsec2 ) 16 6 5

(7) fHct 10-16 erg/ (cm2 s arcsec 2
) 19-86 7-32 6-27

(8) IC0 (K[TR 1 km s
-1

) 12 ±25% 34 ±25% 31 ±25%

(9) SFE (Gyr
-1

) 1.4-6.4 0.18-0.71 0.17-0.78

Interarm Values at these Radii

(10) f'Ha 10-16 erg/(cm2 s arcsec2 ) 0.3 0.7 0.7

(11) fHa 10-16 erg/ (cm2 s arcsec 2
) 0.3-1.6 0.8-3.8 0.8-3.8

(12) Ic0 (K[TR ] km s
-1

) 0.8^.0 2.3-11 2.1-10.3

(13) SFE (Gyr
-1

) 0.07-1.8 0.07-1.5 0.8-1.6
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e) Conclusions

We summarize our results for the arm and interarm SFRs and N
p

in

Table 7. In this table we include our results from the previous

sections. While the interarm SFRs and N
p

values are seen to be lower

in the inner 60" than those in the disk, this is most likely a

resolution effect.

The most striking result shown in Table 7 is that the SFR on

the arms rises in the outer annulus while the gas density falls. We

will compare this result to theoretical models of star formation in the

next chapter.

We summarize below the major conclusions of this chapter.

1) In the inner disk and central region the molecular hydrogen

density strongly dominates over the atomic hydrogen density, with

Op(HI)/a
p
(H 2 ) rising from 3% to 20% between R=20" and R=145".

2) The Op(R) distribution falls off with radius as 1/R.

3) In azimuthal annuli, the total Ha flux falls off in direct

proportion to the CO flux, implying MSFR ~ and the MSFE is roughly

constant. The MSFE does show a small upward trend in the outer

annulus, at R ~ 145".

4) In 45° sector averages, a constant Op density is maintained while

the Ha brightness varies from sector to sector.
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TABLE 7

SUMMARY OF ARM AND INTERARM PARAMETERS

Rgal SFRA SFRIA N
pA

N
PIA

SFEA SFEIA SFEA/SFEIA

(Mq PC
-2 Gyr

-1
) (protons cm

-2
) (Gyr

-1
)

AO" 110-267 8-13 72±25% 10-55 -

80" 30 20 115 95 0.33 0.26 1.2

135" 35 15 70 45 0.63 0.42 1.5

TABLE 7 (NOTES)

The subscripts A and IA stand for the arm and interarm regions.

The first row quantities were derived from the mean values of Table 6.

Star formation efficiency estimates In this region contain prohibitably

large uncertainties as discussed in §IIId. The values in the second

and third rows are obtained from the spiral phase analysis of §IIIc.
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5) Excesses in the Ha brightness and the Op density are correlated

with the spiral pattern, i.e., there are both H a and gas "arms",

although the patterns shown in these distributions are not strictly

continuous.

6) By taking radial averages while rotating in azimuth (so as to

maintain a constant spiral phase) we have found the average arm

overdenslty in Op and f„ a. Both the Ha and the <^ distributions are

elevated on the spiral arms, with the fH

a

more highly elevated than the

a
p

distribution, especially outward of R=113". The dependence of the

MSFR, (and the implied SFR) upon Op is also both resolution and radius

dependent. While a unique functional form cannot be specified, the

observed rates are consistant with SFR proportional to <^ on the

interarms and SFR proportional to a
p
2 on the arms. The arm and

interarm distributions sum together to yield an overall linear relation

between the SFR and cy



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION OF THE STAR FORMATION EFFICIENCY

a) Introduction

In this chapter we will relate our findings concerning the star

formation rates and efficiencies in MSl's disk to currently held

theories. We will first examine the result that the spiral arms

manifest higher star forming efficiencies than the interarms and show

that this result is in agreement with the cloud-cloud collision

model(s) of star formation. Collisions are expected to be more

frequent on the arms because of cloud number density enhancements and

cloud velocity dispersion enhancements, and we relate the observations,

models and simulations of these effects to the particular case of Ml.

A second result which we will discuss is the radial behavior of the

averaged SFE. It is interesting that this function is fairly flat with

radius out to the region R=135" to 160", and in this outer annulus

higher efficiencies are seen. We shall show that this result is not in

agreement with the predictions of two different models of disk star

formation. We suggest that the interaction of H51 with the nearby

companion galaxy NGC 5195 might be responsible for the higher outer

disk efficiencies. Finally, we coupare the star forming efficiency as

averaged over the lifetime of the galaxy to that currently observed.

The large difference seen could indicate that the entire galaxy is in a

period of high -tivity due to the close proximity of the co^anion.

75
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b) The High Star Formation Efficiency on M51's Spiral Arms

The results of the power law and bimodal fits in the spiral phase

analysis have led us to conclude that there is a nonlinear dependency

of star formation upon gas density on the arms. This assumes that the

same IMF applies to the arms and interarms, which may not be the case.

Since Ha flux traces the massive stars, our result more directly

implies that that massive star formation efficiency is elevated on the

arms. We now discuss two current models of massive star formation

where such nonlinear dependence on the gas density is expected.

i) Insupportable Mass Growth

Any mechanism which produces massive stars in molecular clouds

must do so by overcoming the cloud's internal means of support. Shu,

Adams, and Lizano (1986) argue that support through magnetic fields is

dominant over turbulent support. They base this conclusion on the

observation that polarization maps of individual clouds show

polarization vectors maintaining well ordered alignment over the

clouds' entire extents, as opposed to a tangled configuration expected

in clouds supported by turbulence. In their star formation scenario,

cloud-cloud collisions result in agglomerations which, while

containing the sum of the individual cloud masses, do not necessarily

contain the sum of the magnetic fluxes. The extent to which the net

flux increases is determined by the extent to which the clouds collide

across, rather than along their average field directions. Thus, on the
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average, cloud mergers lead to a pressure imbalance with gravity

dominating, and to eventually insupportable mass growth. Shu et_ al

.

suggest that 0 and B stars are favored in this production mechanism,

because a cloud merger which results in a supercritical mass

configuration can produce rapid (although magnetically decelerated)

contraction. This suggests that cloud growth occurs principally on the

spiral arms, with super critical clouds remaining in such a state for a

short time. A consequence of this model would be a high fraction of

the most massive clouds situated on the spiral arms. This, however, is

not borne out in the Milky Way.

ii) Cloud Collision Model

In the observations of Scoville et al. (1987) for a sample of 314

clouds with determined distances and masses, the large (diameter I > 20

pc) and small (4 < 20 pc) clouds were found to be similarly distributed

in the longitude-velocity plane, with neither population resembling an

arm population in this plane, as do, for example, the HII regions and

molecular clouds with HII regions (c.f. Solomon, Sanders and Rivolo

1985). (However, Kwan and Valdez 1987, henceforth KV, point out that

the presence of noncircular motions may make a spiral arm population

difficult to discern on the 1-v plane.) Furthermore, in clouds with

HII regions, the Lyman flux per cloud mass diminishes with increasing

cloud mass (c.f. Scoville, Sanders, and Clemens 1986), implying that

the sort of violent collapse which could encompass a supercritical

cloud's entire volume is not in evidence. Scoville et al. (1987)
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suggest that the dominant mode of 0 and B star production is due to the

shock wave and compression experienced in cloud-cloud collisions. In

support of this idea, the authors note that the typical HII region is

found to be very centrally located within a GMC's CO emission area;

they identify the heated molecular gas surrounding the HII region as

the interface between clouds in collision. Despite their small linear

cross-sections, Oics
~£

f small molecular clouds are expected to have

high collision rates. Since the collision rate for clouds goes as N c
2

,

the number surface density squared, and number distribution in diameter

goes as Nc (<0)~JT
2 ' 5 for the Milky Way, small cloud collisions are

expected to be far more frequent than large cloud collisions. Scoville

et al. identify a population of relatively small GMCs (5 pc < I < 30

pc) which possess HII regions and display internal dispersion

velocities nearly twice as large as clouds of the same size lacking HII

regions. The enhanced velocity dispersion and temperatures of these

clouds are interpreted to be artifacts of collisions.

iii) The Collision Rate

The rate u (number of collisions per time per area) is given by

to = N c
2

tJv alcs , where N c is the number surface density of clouds, av is

the population's velocity dispersion, and alcs is the mean linear

cross-section; alsc =<4>with <l> being the mean cloud diameter. This

simplistic relationship assumes a cloud monolayer, which, for our

present purposes, will suffice.
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Assuming, to first order, that the cloud size distribution is

equally maintained on the arms and interarms (Scoville, Sanders and

Clemens 1986; but see also KV), then Nc
~c£,. With collisions

responsible for initializing star formation, SFR ~ u ~ ^
2 av 0Lcs' Thls

form provides a physical motivation for the bimodal model of Figures 7c

and 7d. The enhancement of N
p

on the arms is also in agreement with

the predictions of the SDW theory. On the spiral arms, gas densities

predicted from linear and nonlinear density wave theory are 50% to 300%

higher than underlying distribution (Tully 1974c). Similarly high

density enhancements are predicted for the Milky Way by way of computer

simulations of its cloud population under the influence of a spiral

potential as shown by KV. Their study of a discrete cloud population

subjected to a 5% spiral potential above the underlying Schmidt

potential, with the inclusion of inter-cloud gravitational attraction

and cloud mergers, shows molecular arms appearing as broad structures

(of azimuthal width 51° at R=6 kpc) having average density enhancements

of 150% - 300% and containing 50% of the total molecular disk mass.

Cloud growth is halted in the KV models through cloud fragmentation

when a cloud's mass exceeds 106 M 0 ,
effectively accounting for the

dissruptive effect of star formation and to produce a cloud upper mass

limit commensurate with observations. They find that the degree to

which massive (M>106 ) clouds are confined to the arms is proportional

to the fragmentation timescale, t gs . With tgs = 70 Myr (Model A) the

spiral phase diagrams of KV resemble our Figures 7e and 7f. In this

case, while the SDW increases N c
on the arms, it leaves as much as 50%

by mass of the GMC population on the interarms.
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The effect of the SDW on the cloud velocity dispersion is somewhat

less clear. In KV's simulations, the 5% potential produces no spiral

shock front (the simulations include no hydrodynamic modeling) and the

net effect of the spiral potential and cloud interactions is to

stabilize the mean av near 3 km s" 1
, as is observed for the Milky Way

(Clemens 1985), with some increase on the arms. M51*s spiral potential

appears, however, to be stronger than the 5% potential employed by KV,

and its strength is evidenced both by nonthermal radio continuum ridges

seen along the inner arm dust lanes (Mathewson, van der Kruit, and

Brouw 1974) and the coherent streaming motions in both the radial and

tangential directions seen by Tally (1974c). Tally (1974c) fit these

motions to linear density wave theory, and so obtained a spiral

potential strength of 15%-20%. The Ha streaming motions are of

magnitude 20-40 km s" 1
, while RHR find even stronger molecular

streaming motions (in CO) as high as 70 km s"1
' where the minor axis

crosses the spiral arms at RTO8". We are unable to confirm this latter

result due to insufficient spatial resolution, but we note that if the

phenomenon is a global one, the consequences of the cloud streaming may

be profound. The result of such streaming, where the molecular clouds

respond fully to the shock wave associated with the nonlinear density

wave model (Roberts 1969), is dramatically portrayed in the M51 disk

simulations of Kimura and Tosa (1985). Following the methods of Bash

(1979) and Bash and Peters (1976), clouds emerging from the shock

produced by a 15% spiral potential follow ballistic trajectories

determined by their postshock velocities and the spiral and underlying
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potentials. The net effect, for clouds living 1.6xl<>8 years after

ejection (the longest lifetime considered) is the filling-in of the

interarm regions with clouds in perturbed trajectories, with a steady

state configuration greatly resembling that of KV. The spiral arms

still stand out as 100% density enhancements in the model of Kinura and

Tosa, in part because the model ascribes the role of cloud creation

(from HI) to the spiral shock. Thus, we have seen, under two extremely

different sets of premises regarding cloud creation, evolution, and

kinematics, (i.e. the KV and Kimura and Tosa simulations) similar

equilibrium configurations emerging, each resembling that found in *51.

The two pictures can be observationally distinguished only with high

resolution observations of the preshock and postshoC gas densities and

k ine„atics. Some initial evidence for the large cloud velocities, but

aRalns t the creation of GMCs from HI at the arms is found from the fact

that the molecular surface density does not increase while crossing the

observed velocity discontinuities seen at R=88" in the 33" resolution

observations of RHR.

All of the models discussed above yield enhanced values of a, and

Nc on the arms, and therefore provide a natural explanation for the

nigh efficiencies seen on the spiral arms if cloud collisions and

raergers drive the SFR. Assuming that the nassive star formation rate

is proportional to the cloud collision frequency * and co is in turn

proportional to K olcs
c
p
2), the model fits of Table 8a can be given

physical waning. In model 6, for example, with quadratic star
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formation (SFR = C tf) on both the arms and interarms, the two-fold

hig„er coefficient C for the on-arm t« as co.pa.ed with the interarm

t erm in the outer annulus may be interpreted as the combination of

enhanced av and *lcs values on the arms. Likewise, in comparing the

a 2 coefficients for model 7 (linear off-arm, quadratic on-arm), we see

a U-fold increase in this coefficient (C 2 ) between the on-arm terms of

the inner and outer annulus. This may be in part due to an increase of

(o olcs ) with radius. Resolution effects dependent on radius (such

Jbeal size vs. arm and interarm widths) may also play an important

r0le in determining the modeled value of this coefficient between the

two annul!

.

While cannot uniquely determine the functional dependence of SFR

on v we do note that in each radius regime examined, the arms she

P
„

, ,« rwa/o.) than the interarms. The simplest

higher efficiencies (SFR/dp^

«. is that on the arms, the conditions are

explanation of this phenomenon is that, on

favorable for enhanced collision rates, with rate given by

. - alcs
ap2 , and that these collisions are responsible for the high

star formation rates and efficiencies seen.

e^J^a^^
tte radial behavior of the star formation efficiency, <SFE(Rgal»,

was obtained using azimuthal averages («»» and Table 3a) and is

presented as the top curve in Figure 8. There is large uncertainty for

thiS fuction in the central region due to calibration uncertainty in
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the He data, but the outer 3 points in the top curve of Figure 8, being

derived from the average of over 40 observations in each distribution,

(CO, HI, and Ha), and the extinctions of about 30 HII regions, are of

higher reliability. A distinct rise in the function is visible at the

radius Rgal
~ 140". Superimposed on this curve, as hatched vertical

lines, are the arm and interarm efficiencies from the spiral phase

analysis (§IIIc). The arm and interarm efficiencies at Rgal=75 " are

lower than the nsan value of <SFE(R)> here because the former points

were established using the GO observations of RHR who measure higher

a
p

at this radius than was found by us. We turn our attention now

toward two models which give predictions concerning the arm, interarm,

and azmuthal mean SFEs.

i) A Model Dependent on the Velocity of Gas Through the

Spiral Density Wave

We have compared our results to the density-vave

stellar-production model of Gusten and Mezger (1983, henceforth GM).

The motivation for this model was to account for the observed

variations in the longitudinal distribution of radio continuum emission

from the MilRy Way, in terms of star formation rates that depend

strongly on the location of a two-armed density wave. Recasting their

repression III. 7 into our nomenclature, the HSFKs on the arms and

interarms, \ and \&,
are given by:

Ya
(R)=aa a

p
(R) R (n(R)-y (IVll)

e
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,

i'ia(R)=ala Op(R) (IV. 2)

where R(fl(R)-fip) = V(R) is the speed with which the gas travels

through the spiral density wave (SDW ) and and cx^a are undetermined

constant coefficients. In this model the SFE=SFR/
c^,

is given by:

SFEa (R) = a
a R (fi(R)-S^) (IV. 3)

SFE la (R)=otia (IV. A)

and the annular average value <SFR(R)> by:

<SFE(R)> = AT
_1

(Aa SFEa + A la SFE ia ) (IV. 5)

where the A values are the arm, interarm, and total surface areas in an

annulus; Aj=tia+A^ a .

The SFE results, shown in Figure 8, do not show these functional

forms. In particular, GM have SFEa going as V(R)=Vclrc-RSL. For M51,

within the range 20"<R<124", R n(R)=Vc i rc =constant, giving:

SFEa= Xj Vcirc (l-R/124") (IV. 6)

which comprises a linear decrease in SFEa with radius, where 124" marks

the corotation radius, (n(124")=0,, Tully 1974c). It can be seen in

Figure 8 that the SFEa points (upper squares) do not show this decline

with radius.

The mean efficiencies of the model may be found by inserting the

area fractions into the equation for <SFE(R)>. GM treat Aa as a
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constant. In this representation, Aa accounts for the immediate shock

front associated with a density wave, and depends only upon the linear

extent of the SDW through the annulus. Since M51's arms open nearly

logarithmically (i.e. with a constant pitch angle, Kennicutt 1981),

then Aa is approximately constant, while Aia grows in proportion to

radius. For large R, Ala =%. Thus,

<SFE(R)> = (SFE a Aa + SFE la AT )/AT
(IV. 7)

- Oj (JICR)-^,) +
<*ia

(IV. 8)

where AT
~ R, and o^ 1 is another constant. At large radii, the R

component of the V(R) term in the SFEa expression is canceled by the R

dependence of the total area term AT . Thus the model predicts that

<SFE(R)> should fall-off with radius as (£lft)-fy). The particular form

(ft(R)-fip) for M51 is shown in Figure 8 (curves a, North and South), and

is not evident in the observed <SFE(R)> function. An even steeper

fall-off would be predicted had we not used the Ala AT approximation.

Growth in <SFE(R)> with R could be produced using this model if Aa were

to grow with radius. While GM define the arm location and width for

the Milky Way in their model as a narrow ridge line of radio continuum

emission, we might alter the definition to correspond to the arm N
width

indicated by other tracers. Schweizer (1976) has measured arm widths

for M51 in the U,B, and 0 bands as a function of radius. The results

show a relatively constant width out to R=215". However, if Ha widths

are used, then the bright Northeast HII complex does show a greater arm
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width at R=135" than that seen at interior radii. This radius is

slightly beyond the corotation radius, and here the simple density wave

picture is incomplete in accounting for the higher SFRs and SFEs

observed.

ii) A Model Dependent on the Pressure of the ISM

In a different approach, Dopita (1985) suggests that star

formation within a galactic disk is accompanied by events such as

massive outflows and supernovae which serve to pressurize the ISM and

induce further star formation (c.f. Seiden and Gerola 1979). In this

picture, by measuring the pressure of the ISM, we can indirectly infer

the current MSFR. Under the assumptions of z-distribut ions in stars

and gas which follow a Gaussian form near the disk, and an exponential

form at large distances, the z-velocity of the gas may be related to

the total galaxy potential and scale height. By breaking the pressure

term into the product of the gas density and the mean squared

z-velocity of the gas and then solving for these quantities in terms of

the total and stellar surface densities, an indirect measure of the SFR

is obtained. The pressure term is found to be proportional to OpOj,

where Oj is the surface density in stars, gas and dark matter, and

o
p

is our usual expression for the gas surface density. The pressure

implies a SFR given by: SFR = C 0^, with C a constant and z Q
the

scale height of "
. . . the newly formed stars . . .

[and] the parent

clouds" (Dopita 1985). If we assume that z 0
does not vary appreciable

with R (an assumption which is good to 30% for R ~ 4 - 10 kpc in the
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Milky Way, Sanders 1981), then Doplta's law of star formation becomes

SFE(R) ~ Op(R) in a disk where new star formation is the dominant

contributor to the pressure.

We compare this funct ional^fortn in Figure 8 (curve b) to our

observed <SFE(R)> and again find little adherence. We note that

regions of massive star formation on the spiral arms probably d£

manifest a higher gas scale height, in both the H 2 and HI clouds, but

this is an effect well beyond our means to detect. It is worth noting,

however, that if the rising zl/2
(R) function of Sanders (1981) for GMCs

in the Milky Way were arbitrarily inserted into the SFR dependence

equation for M51, this would not reverse the downward <SFE(R)> trend

given by Op(R) in curve b. Finally, we have not attempted to

incorporate detailed Op(R,0) variations which might be obtained from

the 1 micron observations of Jensen (1977). For these reasons, we can

not make a serious claim to have tested the Dopita (1985) model on a

detailed level.

d) A Linear Model with a Constant Star Formation Efficiency in Time

The inverse of the SFE is the time period for the total depletion

of the local gas in the absence of gas recycling from stellar outflows

and if a constant SFR is maintained , i.e. SFR independent of cy If

recycling is considered, with a fraction f of new stellar mass being

constantly returned to the ISM, the timescale becomes (l-f)
-1

SFE
-

.

The second assumption, that the SFR is independent of c^, does not seem
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to be a very realistic one. The consequence of such an assumption is

that most disk galaxies will consume their entire gas supplies in about

4 Gyr (Kennicutt 1983), which places us in an suspiciously privileged

epoch. For example, selecting f between 0.2 and 0.3 gives time scales

for the azimuthal averages in M51 between 2.8 and 3.6 Gyr, presumably a

fraction of the galaxy's age. A more reasonable assumption is that the

galaxy's SFR changes in time. ^

In §IIIb we have shown that azimuthal averages in the disk yield a

linear proportionality between <o
p
> and the <SFR> of SFE= 0.4 ± 0.1

Gyr~l, while <Qp> varies with radius by a factor of 5. We postulate

that this relatively constant SFE reflects an overall control of the

total gas present in an annulus to limit the total SFR in a linear

manner, even while arm and interarm regions are utilizing the gas

resource with different efficiencies. The imposition of this linear

relationship allows us to use the general treatment of Talbot (1980) as

follows. We relate the observed SFR to the disk density by

where the primes indicate time derivatives and SFR is the observed

quantity, which includes mass yet to be recycled. In this sense,

a'#(t) is the net rate of change of stellar surface density (fraction

locked up) and a'p(t) is the net rate of change of gas surface density.

The linear relation then gives

(1-f) SFR(t) = a'*(t) = -a'
p
(t) (IV. 9)

SFR(t) = SFEe a
p
(t) (IV. 10)
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or, equivalently

,

a'p(t) = -(1-f) SFEe o^(t) (IV. 11)

with SFEe , the empirical star formation efficiency, a constant in time.

This differential equation has as its solution,

Op(t) = Op(0) exp k(l-f) SFEe t ]. (IV. 12)

Thus, (1-f) SFE is the inverse scale time for a nucleon to remain

in the gas phase. If this relationship holds back in time to t=0 in

the disk, we can use the current total (stars and gas) density to

obtain an empirical efficiency estimate, SFEe . Setting c^(0) to the

total local density, o
p
(0) = Op = a (t ) + a*(t) in the expression

above gives

SFEe = [T(l-f)]" 1 ln[op/<^(T)] (IV. 13)

where T is the age of the galaxy, and oj may be obtained from mass

models derived from the galaxy's rotation curve. Total masses and

surface densities derived in this way are somewhat model dependent.

For M51, the total mass estimate, MT , ranges from MT =7.7xl0
10 Mq for R

< 155" (Tully 1974, scaling Oj(R) to D=9.6 Mpc), to MT
=

lOxlO10 Mq (SY) for R < 215". Inserting minimum and maximum estimates

for f = 0.2 - 0.3 (Tinsley 1980; Talbot 1980), T= 10 - 15 Gyr, the

Op results from the individual annul! of Table 3a, and oj from Tully

(1974), we find <SFEe > = 0.16 -0.23 Gyr -1 over the entire disk. Thus,

the time averaged star formation efficiencies are uniformly lower than
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the values obtained using the Ha flux measurements which gave <SFE> =

0.4±0.1 Gyr-1 . We have plotted <SFEe > for a representative case in

Figure 8.

A similar discrepancy, in the same absolute sense, between the

estimated and observed efficiencies have been noted for the Milky Way

and M83 (Talbot 1980; Larson 1986). Because the SFE is obtained solely

through measurements of the current high mass stars, and SFEe through

the low mass stars dominating dp, explanations for the observed

discrepancy alternatively involve different sorts of IMFs or SFR(t) for

the two populations of stars. Specifically, Larson (1986) postulates

different decay time scales for the two SFRs, as well as a

non-monotonic IMF for stars of M < 2 M 0 . while Talbot (1980) and

Jensen, Talbot, Dufour (1981) suggest an IMF biased toward but

truncated at the high mass end, and spatially distinct birthsites for

the high and low mass stars. Alternatively, Silk (1986) suggests a

feedback process in which the star formation in molecular clouds heats

the clouds and provides a low mass cutoff to the IMF as high as 10

Mq due to the increased critical mass necessary for fragment collapse.

Finally, Talbot (1980) points outs that gas infall during the lifetime

of a galaxy will simulate a lower SFEe , as compared to the observed

SFE. In Appendix B we have investigated this possibility for M51. We

have derived the necessary infall rates over the lifetime of the galaxy

required to put our SFE and SFEe estimates into accord. The result is

that about 1/3 to 1/2 of the current galaxy mass would have had to
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originate from constant infall. Such reserves of gas are not to be

seen in the vicinity of M51, and, assuming the inf ailing material is

gaseous, we have ruled out this possibility for M51.

e) The Region R=130"

We now turn our attention to the region at R=124"-135", where the

SFRs and SFEs seem anomolously high as compared to the inner disk.

This region must be viewed in the context of the spiral density wave

and the tidal interaction .

A pattern speed, ^=37 km s
-1 kpc -1 , and corotation radius

(fip=n(Rgal)) at R
gai=

124 " were obtained by Tully (1974c) by fitting the

observed radial streaming motions to the linear density wave theory.

At Rgal
=124" the effects of corotation become apparent. The arms no

longer open logarithmically, but suffer spatial distortions (discussed

in §Vb). Futhermore, at this radius the Northeast and Southwest arms

broaden in H a emission, and the dust lanes and radio continuum ridges

which serve to demarcate the inner arm edge at radii outward from R=20"

lose their definition. While some density wave models predict that the

corotation region should display a gap or paucity of gaseous material

(e.g. Schommsr and Sullivan 1976, and references therein), a recent

study contradicts this expectation. In a detailed 2-dimensional

simulation using a powerful array processor, Nelson, Johns and Tosa

(1985) studied a spiral potential much like that of M51 (20% potential

and 20° pitch angle). They found that such a gaseous disk maintains a
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sharp arm overdensity through corotation, while the spiral shock front

crosses over to the leading outer arm edge beyond this radius. This

results provides the possibility that the high efficiency at the

Northeast and Southwest regions can be ascribed to the SDU.

In fact, It is in this region that the SDW and the tidal

interaction with the companion^are most linked. Julian and Toomre

(1966) have shown that a non-axlsymetr ic force (i.e. the gravitational

attraction from a nearby accreted clump of matter such as a satellite

galaxy), acting upon a disk galaxy, will induce a spiral density wave

that will establish itself in the outer disk and propagate inward.

This wave will propagate through the disk on the time scale of a few

epicyclic periods (Toomre 1969) which for M51 is 107-108 yr (Tully

1974c). The close passage of NGC 5195 each 5.3xl09 yr (Toomre and

Toomre 1972, scaled to D=9.6 Mpc) will provide just such an impetus to

M51. A second effect of the tidal interaction is the tranformation of

outer circular orbits into oval orbits and more highly distorted forms.

In the next chapter we will see that our outer disk observations

kinematically verify the tidal model of Toomre and Toomre (1972). The

great relevence of the tidal disruption is that converging streamlines

are predicted to occur for the disturbed orbits which will increase

N c and av , and therefore the collision rate, where the orbits crowd or

cross. These effects are present in the Northeast and Southwest just

where we see the exceptionally bright HII regions at Rsky=135",

esky=45°, 1 35°. In the Southwest, test particles (e.g. molecular
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clouds) in the tidal disruption model cross at 30° angles, which can

raise the collision probability for an individual cloud to near unity.

As has been pointed out by many authors, theory indicates that

spiral density waves tend to be dissipative, i.e. ,
they damp out in

time. This is especially true if a galaxy possesses an inner Lindblad

resonance (ILR) , because the 1LR serves to feed energy into randomizing

stellar motions at this radius, which in turn damps out the spiral

perturbation (Kormendy and Norman 19 79, and references therein). For

the flat rotation curve of M51, an ILR is present for ^,<4 2 km

s
-1

kpc
-1

. The modeled «p=37 km s
-1

kpc
-1

(Tully 1974c, scaled to 9.6

Mpc) puts the ILR at R=25", which is in fact the radius where spiral

structure terminates. Thus, M51's SDW is especially prone to

dissipation. The implications are that the sharply delineated spiral

structure we now see in this galaxy may be ephemeral, existing only a

short time (~108 yr) during each close passage of the companion, about

once each 5.3xl09 yr. It may be that the galaxy is now experiencing

more rapid and efficient star formation due to the present close

passage. This would tend to explain why the observed present SFE is

significantly larger than the past average SFEe . It would not, however

explain why the SFEe values for the Milky Way and M83 are less than the

present value, because these galaxies have not been recently subjected

to any obviously perturbing encounters, although passages in the past

between the Milky Way and the LMC may be important (Toorare 1969).



CHAPTER V

KINEMATIC DEPARTURES IN THE FAR NORTH

In this chapter we describe our observations of the far northern

(R=247") tidal arm of M51 (§Va and b). We show that the kinematic

perturbations which have been found in the Ha and HI distributions in

this region have now been recorded in CO emission as well (§Vc). This

result is Important because it gives further evidence of the strong

influence that the companion galaxy, NGC 5195, has on the stellar and

cloud orbits in M51's disk (§Vd). The interaction is of special

relevance to our study because orbital crowding In the Northeast and

Southwest (at R~135") could be the dominant cause of cloud collisions

and thus of massive star formation, rather than the spiral density

wave. The current tidal model, however, is not without its

difficulties (§Ve).

a) The Observations

Our observations of the outer disk of M51 have included 12

detections of CO emission in selected regions along the North and South

optical arms. Here we present results on the emission in the region at

r , = 247" 0 i =22.5°, where the northern "tidal arm" crosses in
^sky » sky '

front of the western portion of the conpanion galaxy NGC 5195. The

positions which we term A and B are shown superposed on the Ha image in

Figure 1 and are situated along M51's far northern arm near where the

companion's nucleus appears as a white oval. The spectral line

profiles at A and B are displayed as the upper two profiles in Figure

96
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9. The two lower spectra In this figure were taken along the same

position angle as A and B but at substantially smaller radii, Rg^y =

158", and Rsky = 137" and we denote these as C and A3 (of Table 1)

respectively. All four positions lie along a line of P. A. = 22.5 ± 3°.

b) Star Formation Rates

We have estimated the Np, SFRs and SFEs for positions A and B

using our molecular observations, the PDS image and the HI results of

Weliachew and Gottesman (1972). While the H2 density is seen to be low

at these positions as compared with the inner disk values, we note that

the values (Np - 26xl02 ^ cm-2 ) are greater than expected than if the

molecular disk falls off exponentially with the scale length of 4.3 kpc

found by SY, (which would predict N
p

= llxlO20 cm-2 ). These densities

at R=250" are compararable to densities found at radii 100" inward.

Therefore, at least in the North, with our scant sampling, the outer

molecular disk emission from R = 135" to R = 230" appears to show

little variation. Within this same radial extent, Weliachew and

Gottesman see the HI emission fall off, yet at positions A and B, the HI

component accounts for as much as 1/3 the total Np. Likewise, the SFRs

at positions A and B are low as compared with the mean inner disk

values (Table 3), yet comparable to the interarrn values in the outer

annulus at Rs^y = 135". We credit these low SFR values to the extreme

narrowness of the Ha emission in the tidal arm; the width here is only

5-10", versus the 40" wide complex in the Northeast at Rga i
= 135",

which is more commensurate with our resolution (especially at position
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Figure 9. Four CO spectra taken along Gsk
= 23°. The top two

spectra lie on on the far northern tidal arm, 58" from the
companion galaxy, and show a velocity reversal 70 km
s redshifted fromM51's nominal rotation curve. The
effect is due to tidal forces.
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C). The SFEs found for regions A and B are within one standard

deviation of the mean value found within the outer annulus.

Observational parameters for the CO spectra, SFRs, and SFEs and are

given in Table 8. Insufficient coverage of the outer disk CO emission

precludes our making any conclusions regarding the role of spiral

structure in influencing the SFRs^and SFEs in this region.

c) Far North Velocity Reversal

As can be seen at the top of Figure 9, the line center velocities

show a dramatic change from 390 km s
-

* to 440 km s
-1 moving outward

along Ogky = 22° from positions C to B. The velocity shift is in the

direction opposite that expected from the galaxy's rotation curve. The

measured Ha velocities of NGC 5194 measured from slit spectra (Goad, de

Veny and Goad 1979, henceforth GDG) show a strongly rising rotation

curve in the northern half of the galaxy out to R=2.8'. But in the

particular region of positions A and B, a velocity reversal of 50-100

km s is apparent, seen clearly in our spectra and in the

Ha Fabry-Perot interf erometry results of Tully (1974b, c) and Carranza,

Crillon and Monnet (1969). A comparison of the molecular and ionized

gas velocities along the vector 0sky = 22° extending North and South is

shown In Figure 10, where the Ha velocities are drawn from the sources

above. The lower dark line in this figure (A6= -2.2 -2.8") is the GDG

fit to the galaxy's rotation curve projected onto the sky, while the

upper dark line (A6 = 3.4 -5.0') represents sky velocities expected

for the companion NGC 5195.
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TABLE 8

KINEMATIC AND DERIVED PARAMETERS FOR POSITIONS ALONG 9sky = 22°

Index Rsky 93ky
Vpealc Vmean AVFWHM N

p
(H

2 )
N
p
(HI) SFR

(sec) (deg) (km s" 1
) (km s" 1

) (km s" 1
) (1020 cm-2 > (Hq pc-2

Gyr" 1
)

(Cyr"

A 247 22.5 440 450 40 27 7 2.4 0.09

B 225 22.6 460 440 70 22 8 1.7 0.07

C 154 20.6 400 390 35 27 8 61 2.2

43 135 22.5 400 410 40 71 11 77 1.2
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Figure 10. The spatial-velocity diagram for eight positions along theesky-23 diameter through the disk. The velocity reversalin the north tidal arm is seen above A6=3.5'. The heavylines show the projected, three component rotation curvefor M51 (of GDG) and that of NGC5195 (from Schweizer 197 7)Also displayed are the detailed Ha velocities along thisdiameter, suggestive of a systematic velocity shift betweenthe molecular and ionized gas at A6 = 2.4' and -1 5' (butsee §Va). " v
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Since position A is located just 58" from the center of the

companion NGC 5195, an SB(pec) galaxy, it is important to us to show

that the CO emission we see at positions A and B originate from the

main galaxy and not the companion. We have shown this by extrapolating

Schweizer's (1977) rotation curve for NGC 5195. The NGC 5195 rotation

curve gives apparent velocities fo-r the companion 100 km s
-
* greater

than those observed in CO emission at positions A and B. This may be

seen at the top of Figure 10, where the sinusoidal curve represents NGC

519 5's rotation velocity projected onto the sky along the radius vector

®sky
= 22° emanating from NGC 5194. Because of projection effects

which depend both on the companion's inclination and the azimuth angles

made by positions A and B, circular velocities five time in excess of

those seen by Schweizer would be required to ascribe the gas velocities

seen in the CO emission at these locations to NGC 5195. Furthermore,

we have seen no evidence for molecular emission at the anticipated

velocity v^gR = 580 km s
-
* in our spectra, nor did SY find emission at

the center of the companion (Vsvs = 597 km s
-1

), down to a 3 a level of

1.5 K km s
-1

. The CO emission therefore appears to originate from M51

itself and we conclude that the velocity perturbations in the tidal arm

which have heretofore only been seen in Ha (Tully 1974c) and HI

(Weiliachew and Gottesman 1973; Rots 1985, personal communication) have

now been detected in CO emission as well.

In Figure 10 we also see that in the North, from A6 = 1.8' to

2.8', and in the South, from A 6 = -0.2' to -1.5', there appear to be
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systematic 25 km s~ x departures from the mean ionized and molecular gas

velocities, in the sense that the ionized gas is "rotating faster" than

the molecular gas. Similar conclusions were reached by Rydbeck,

Hjalmarson and Rydbeck 1984, who found a velocity difference in the

same sense of 40 km s
-

-*- along a nearby position angle. A more careful

analysis of the observational d§ta shows that both of these values are

in fact overestimates of any velocity difference between the ionized

and molecular gas and are caused by the incompatible resolutions

employed in the comparisons. The narrow Ha slit spectra taken near the

major axis in each case, perforce, record the very highest projected

velocities of the galaxy. The broader resolution CO beams in each case

are biased toward lower velocity emission from the inner radii and the

20-30 km s~^ lower velocity emission which is prevalent 20" to either

side of the major axis (Tully 1974a). Such additional velocity

information must be employed to make a fair comparison with the CO

data. To test for a systematic velocity difference, we have

constructed synthetic Ha line profiles at the same resolution as our CO

data for the inner galaxy using Tully 's velocity field and a modeled

exponential CO distribution. In these spectra we find that at no

position is the Ha velocity peak displaced from the CO velocity peak by

more than 10 km s
-
^, which is our resolution limit.

d) The Tidal Encounter Model

In an attempt to match certain observed morphological and

kinematic attributes of the NGC 5194/5195 system, Toomre and Toomre
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(19 72) conducted a series of tidal encounter simulations, arriving at

an orbit for the companion with a closest approach of 13 kpc occurring

Q
10 years ago, an eccentricity of e = 0.8, a relative inclination of

70°, and a mass for the companion equal to 1/3 the mass of the main

galaxy. The model replicates a host of observed features (see Tully

1974c, for a review); most notable are the broad Southern arm, the

inward deformity and sharp outer edge cutoff of the Northwest arm, and

the formation of the narrow tidal arm. Furthermore, the model made

specific predictions which have been borne out by subsequent

observations, including the relative mass of the two systems, the sense

of the companion's rotation (approaching in the West) and the gross

kinematics of the tidal arm. The 70 km s
-1

velocity reversal at

position A is the combined result of z-motions and departures from

circular rotation due to the tidal forces brought on by the companion

as it traveled over the Northwest quadrant of M51 about 108 years ago.

What makes the model so remarkable is the motion of test particles

outward of R = 2.5' from NGC 5194's center. These particles travel in

ellipses for the majority of their orbits, but leave these elliptical

paths in the Northeast and Southwest. In the Northeast, the test

particles travel to the outer disk in a trajectory that takes them

along elongated closed loops, first up the leading edge of the tidal

arm and then back down the trailing edge, crossing their own paths to

resume their counter-clockwise curcuit about the center. A range of

velocity departures from circular rotation results, with a maximum

1 ine-of-s ight value of -100 km s~* predicted for particles along the
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inner edge of the tidal arm. Such a velocity spread is seen in the

molecular and Ha data shown in Figure 11, although even with 6.75"

resolution, Tully was unable to isolate the lowest velocity inner arm

s treamlines.

A second effect of the tidal model, bearing directly on our

results, is the predicted crowding of tidally-invoked elliptical orbits

at R=135" in the Northeast and Soutlijest. The encounter model shows

streamlines bunching together precisely where the two giant HI I

complexes (and the molecular emission peaks) are seen in the outer

annulus. The hypothesis has been advanced by Tully (1974c) that these

two regions (at 0sky = 45° and 235°) mark both the termini of the

spiral density wave and material clumping due to the crowded

streamlines. The effect of the tidal force is thought to become

insignificantly weak interior to this radius, and the gas motions

therein are dominated by the potential of the interior mass.

At R=135" where the tidal force is strong, the density wave is

beyond its corotation radius. With the pattern speed fit by Tully,

f2p=37 km s
_1

kpc
-1

(scaled to D=9.6 Mpc), the corotation occurs at

R=124". Tully points out that at the Northeast giant HII complex,

classical indicators of a spiral density wave are missing. Absent are

both a sharp radio continuum gradient along the inner arm edge (cf.

Klein et al. 1986) and a well defined inner dust lane, features which

are common to most of the interior spiral pattern. For these reasons

we must regard the two arm-related peaks in the spiral phase diagram
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for this radius bin (Figure 7c-f) possibly as the result of tidal

clunking. It is of little comfort to point out that the fortuitious

superposition the SDW and tidal crowding mechanisms at R=135 and

9sky
~ 45° and 235° cannot be maintained in-phase for very long; in a

few x 108 yr they will appear at spatially distinct locations, with the

orbital crowding leading the spiral pattern counterclockwise around the

galaxy.

e) Problems with the Model

The Toomres ' model, while scoring many successes for this system,

is now due for revision in light of both new observational data and the

advent of more modern computer simulation capabilities. Self gravity

of the mass tracers is ignored in their simulations and the authors

point out "self gravity may tend to aggravate tidal damage".

Furthermore, newly observed features exist which are definitely not

included in the model's predictions. Recent unpublished 21-cm

interferometric observations of Rots show an HI arm extending from the

broad Southern optical arm and curving continuously north to a position

over 20" (55kpc!) northeast of the center. Seen also are several

highly reds hifted debris-like clouds at a comparable distance to the

North. Such remnants may be the witnesses of a far more violent

interaction than the one advanced by the Toomres. An inspection of the

Toomres' (1972) catalog of galaxy-galaxy encounters leads one to opt

for a more head-on collision than the current grazing approach, or a

succession of such events to explain these features. The difficult
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goal of such a simulation is to reproduce the newly observed features

without doing violence to the existing, observationally verified ones.

Self gravity may help in such a venture by allowing for the observed

self-containment of the northern HI arm in the presence of a more

violent encounter.

The correct portrayal of the tidal forces operating on M51's disk

is essential in learning about the role played by the molecular clouds

in forming stars. Even as the model now stands, point masses, and thus

possibly molecular clouds, move radially outward from R=150" to R=250",

stall to near zero velocity in a clumped distribution in the tidal arm,

and then somehow cross back through their own streamlines to return to

the inner radius. While stars may be able to accomplish such a feat

without collisions, clouds cannot. A simple calculation using typical

GMC partneters from Sanders, Scoville and Solomon (1985), in conjunction

with our outer disk N
p

estimates, give a cloud surface filling factor

of fs
- 0.04 at the crossing point. The resulting mean cloud

separation of 125 pc implies that crossing molecular cloud streams,

with velocities given by the model, will collisionally damp out in less

than 10^ years. A somewhat fanciful way out of this dilemma would be

to have the outgoing and incoming streams isolated at different z

heights, i.e. a three dimensional loop structure, which might be a

conceivable ramification of the non-coplanar encounter of the two

galaxies.

Without the means for steady state transport, it remains an open

question if the molecular emission seen at R=250" is from molecular
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clouds brought there by tidal forces operating on the outer disk, or

else from clouds formed in situ by a corresponding clumping of the HI,

subjected to the same velocity stalling as the test masses. To

determine the molecular cloud motions occurring between R=150" and

R=250", higher resolution molecular studies are needed. Our few

observations in the outer disk suggest that the cloud population may be

sufficiently pervasive and emissive -as to allow for the acquisition of

detailed velocities in the disrupted regions, especially at locations

where Ha emission is spotty or entirely absent. The fact that the

companion has little or no emission down to the 1.5 K km s
_1

level

might aid in sorting out the distortions suffered by NGC 5194 in the

encounter.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

a) Gas Densities and Star Forming Rates In Individual Locations, and In

Azimuthal Averages

1) An immediate conclusion of this work is that the star formation

rates and the gas densities are generally correlated in that the two

distributions fall off together in radius, but there is a lack of

strict correlation in the point to point comparisons when regions 2.1

kpc in diameter are considered. In the inner disk, the HII regions,

and thus the regions with high star formation rates are found

predominantly on spiral arms, while the intersteller gas, consisting

mostly of molecular hydrogen, appears more uniformly distributed.

2) We find 40% variations in gas density and over 100% variations

in SFR at any rad ius in the Inner disk. While the SFK. variations occur

mainly on the spiral arms (as inferred from the Ha flux), the

variations in the gas density (as inferred from I^q measurements) occur

throughout the disk.

3) Because the gas density and star formation rates falloff in a

similar manner with radius, a faily constant <SFE> = 0.4 ±0.1 Gyr~* is

obtained at all radii.

4) The azimuthally averaged <SFE(R)> function shows its highest

values near the nucleus and at a radius of R = 135". This fuctlon does

not follow a (J2(R)-flp) proportionality nor a Oj.(R) proportionality as
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suggested by Gusten and Mezger (1982) and Dopita (1985) in their

models of star formation in galactic disks.

5) Efficiency measurements based on the density of gas and low mass

stars in the present epoch, <SFEe >, and representative of the

time-averaged SFE in the disk over the galaxy's lifetime, is smaller by

a factor of 0.6 than the current SFE as estimated by the H a flux and

the gas density. This discrepancy suggests the galaxy is currently

undergoing star formation with an efficiency higher than that averaged

over its lifetime. Such events may be linked to the passaged ) of the

companion galaxy, NGC 5195. Of the alternative explanations for this

discrepancy between SFEe and SFE, the possibility of mass infall has

been ruled out, while the possibility of an incorrect extrapolation

from a high mass star formation rate total star formation rate has not.

b) Spiral Structure

1) The molecular spiral pattern is revealed by averaging the

observations in the coordinate system of the pattern. With a resulting

resolution of 50"-70" in this frame, the intrinsic variations in the

molecular distribution are smoothed-out and the arms stand out as a

2 0-55% enhancement in gas surface density, as compared to the 100% to

400% seen enhancements seen in the Ha distribution.

2) The SFR can be modeled as a function of gas density, with higher

star formation efficiency, SFR/Op apparent on the spiral arms. The arm

efficiency is consistant with, but not uniquely selected by, a
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quadratic or higher power law relation between the spiral arm gas

density and SFR. High arm efficiencies are most pronounced in the

region 1 13"<Rgal <158" where the on-arm efficiency is seen to be nearly

twice the interarm efficiency. This result lends support to the idea

of massive star formation through cloud-cloud collisions on the spiral

arms. Cloud orbits are crowded together due to the compressive action

of the spiral density wave, and, outside the corotation radius at

R=124", by the tidal distortions caused by the close passage of the

companion galaxy.

3) Despite the high efficiency on the arms, azimuthal means show a

relatively constant star formation efficiency over the disk, implying

that the total star formation in an annulus is goverened by the total

gas density. We ascribe a role to the spiral density wave of

localizing star formation, rather than globally raising the total rate.

c) Kinematics

We have detected the North tidal arm (R=248") in CO emission. The

gas velocities display the 50 km s
-1

drop from the flat rotation curve

as predicted from Toomre and Toomre (1972).



CHAPTER VII

OBSERVATIONS OF M83

a) Introduction

The bright Southern galaxy M83 (NGC 5236 SAB (s ) I-II) in Hydra is

one of the most luminous galaxies known in molecular emission (Iqq = 59

K [Tr*] km s in the inner 2 kpc) and is also the nearest of the

barred spiral galaxies. With its large angular size (Holmberg diameter

d=16.2'), its massive and extended bar, bright HII regions, and clearly

defined global spiral structure, it poses as an ideal testing ground

for current models of gas dynamics and star formation in this class of

galaxies. Here we present new CO (J=l-0) observations of the central

300" (with HPBW=45") and use these results to show how the molecular

gas component of the inner disk mimics the bar morphology. The derived

molecular gas distribution is then used in combination with HI and

Ha images of this galaxy, which were obtained from the literature, to

determine the dependency of the massive star formation rate on the

total gas density at each position. A linear relationship results. We

discuss the implications this has regarding the evolution of the disk,

and compare our results to an earlier study of M83 (Jensen, Talbot, and

Dufour 1981, henceforth JTD) in which estimates of the star formation

rates in M83 were derived in several different ways.

In the following sections we will discuss the acquisition and

calibration of the observational data sets and give the conversion

factors used to obtain star formation rates and total gas densities
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(§VIIb, c,d). In §VIIIa, b, we present the data in point by point

comparisons and in two different averaging schemes which will display

the star formation characteristics with radius and azimuth in the inner

disk, Rga2<150". Finally, in §VIII.c,d, we impose the assumption of a

linear relation over time between the star formation and the gas

density, which enables us to draw conclusions regarding the star

forming history of the galaxy and the validity of the IMF employed.

The casual reader may at this point wish to pass over the calibration

discussion below and turn directly to the results which begin at §VIII.

b) CO Observations

Millimeter observations of M8 3 were conducted between November

1984 and June 1985 using the 13.7 m telescope of the Five College Radio

Astronomy Observatory. At the 115 GHz transition of CO (J=l-0) the

antenna has a HPBW=4 5" which subtends 1.9 kpc on the galaxy at the

adopted distance, D=8.9 Mpc (see Table 9). The cooled mixer receiver

(TSSB
=20° K) typically obtained system temperatures of 900 K at el. =

60° and 1800-3000 K at el. = 16°-18°, where the transit elevation of M83

is 18°. The filterbank employed was 256 channels by 1 MHz yielding a

velocity resolution 2.6 km which was subsequently smoothed to 12 km

s~l in the data reduction process. Reference spectra were subtracted

in a double position switching mode using 10' offsets in RA, with 30 s

integration times. The total integration time per position was 3 hr,

producing rms noise of TA *(rms)= 0.05-0.10 K at 12 km s
-1 resolution,

after atmospheric corrections were applied, as described below.
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TABLE 9 (NOTES)

(1) Rumstay and Kaufman (1983). All offsets In this work refer to
this central position.

(2) de Vaucouleurs et al . (1976, RC2). This position provided the
original center for the CO map of this study.

(3) Ondrechen (1985). is derived by us f rorn Ondrechen (1985
Figure B12). '

(4) Sandage and Tammann (1975).

(5) de Vaucouleurs et^ al. (1983).

(6) Talbot, Jensen, and Dufour (1979).

(7) This work.

(8) Young, et al. (1987).



TABLE 9

GLOBAL PARAMETERS FOR M83 (NGC 5236)

Parameter

Type:

Center Position:

Value

SAB(s)c I-II

Reference

(5)

R.A. (1950)
Dec.

R.A.
Dec.

R.A.
Dec.

Inclination

Major Axis
Position Angle

Distance, D

13h 34m 11s . 55 adopted (1)
-29° 36' 42". 2 value

13 34 10.2
-2 9 36 48

13 34 11.1
-29 36 34.6

26+6°

46 ±4°

8.9 Mpc

3.7 Mpc

V sys , w.r.t the LSR
(VLSR-v0

=1 - 92 km 5-1
)

B Magnitude Bp 0

Corrected

log LB <M
0 )

at D=8.9 Mpc

log L IR
at D=8.9 Mpc

Corrected Isophotal
Diameter D25

% 2 within Rgai= 115"

MHI within Rga i= 115"

8.24

10.95

10.78

16.2'

15.6xl0 9 M0

1.9xl08 M 0

(2)

(3)

adopted (2)

value

adopted (2)

value

adopted (4)

value

(5)

511 km s 1 adopted (5)

value

(6)

(8)

(8)

(6)

(7)

(3)
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Pointing and focus were determined during each transit using

Saturn and IRC+10216. The total pointing accuracy was 3" rms. The RC2

central position was used for the molecular observations, which is

offset from the optical and radio HI centers (Table 9). The latter

values are more nearly correct, and we refer all subsequent offsets in

this paper to the central position used by Talbot, Jensen, and Dufour

(1979, henceforth TJD) as later determined by Rumstay and Kaufman

(1983). Table 9 also lists other relevant systemic parameters adopted

in this study. For positional accuracy in the data presentation of

Tables 10 and 11, we draw a distinction between the 45" beam centers

and their radius centroids, that is, the mean radius averaged over the

beam's point spread function.

The galaxy was sampled along 4 axes, 45° apart, going through the

center, with the positions along each axis spaced by 1 HPBW. We

detected CO emission in each of the 21 positions sampled. Figure 11

shows these positions overlayed on the Ha map of the galaxy (TJD ) and

the CO observational results are shown in an integrated intensity map

in Figure 12.

Calibration of the M83 CO observations required special care due

to the extremely low elevation of the source. In the calibration

process, the source elevation comes into play twice, once in correcting

the chopper wheel calibration method (Penzias and Burrus 1973) for the

temperature difference between the ambient lower atmospheric

temperature, Tamb , and the upper atmospheric temperature, Tatm , (Davis
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TABLE 10

OBSERVED AND CORRECTED PARAMETERS

1 a. Ad && Rsky 9sky R 'gal R gal 9gal 1 'co lCO ±a
l

f *H a N fHa±a
f EHI

(1) (2)
—

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

1 -18 -7 19 247 20 34 25 59 0. 55 108 3 i20. 2 27 9 10 72. 6 ±6. 9 0.13
2 -18 38 42 335 46 51 108 19 0. 60 31. 0 5. 8 13. 5 2 34 5 7. 3 0.13
3 14 24 28 30 28 39 \ 163 33 0. 58 56. 5 10. 5 22. 4 10 57 6 5. 5 0.4 6

4 27 -7 28 105 31 40 243 11 0. 63 17 4 3. 2 12. 4 5 32. 2 4. 3 0.13
5 14 -39 42 160 46 51 293 10 0. 64 16 1 3. 0 9. 6 4 24 4 3. 7 0.21
6 -18 -52 55 199 57 61 331 15 0. 61 24 9 4. 6 8. 9 4 21 8 3. 3 0.3 7

7 -48 -39 63 232 63 67 8 16 0. 63 25 6 4. 8 9 4 4 22 1 3. 3 0.17
8 -63 -7 63 263 66 70 42 6 0. 68 8 8 1. 6 6. 4 1 15 2 4. 5 0.21
9 -50 24 55 296 61 65 73 10 0. 61 17 0 3. 2 6. 4 1 15 6 4. 7 0.21
10 -18 83 85 348 92 94 120 6 0. 67 9 5 1. 8 4. 0 1 9 0 2. 7 0. 7 6

11 46 56 73 39 73 76 174 25 0. 58 42. 4 7. 9 15 7 8 36 3 3. 9 0.46
12 72 -7 73 96 78 81 234 8 0. 66 12. 3 2. 3 5. 1 1 11 5 3. 4 0.69
13 46 -71 85 147 95 96 281 17 0. 57 30 1 5. 6 2. 6 1 5 8 1. 7 0.13
14 -18 -97 99 190 103 115 322 5 0. 68 7 7 I. 4 5. 2 1 11 3 3. 4 0.59
15 -82 -71 108 229 108 110 4 29 0. 56 52. 1 9 7 24. 1 10 51 2 4. 9 0.9 7

16 -108 -7 103 266 114 116 44 18 0. 60 29 6 5 5 15. 0 3 31 6 5. 5 1.16
17 -82 56 99 305 111 112 81 11 0. 04 17 5 3. 3 15. 1 3 32 3 5. 6 1.05

18 78 88 117 41 117 119 176 12 0. 62 20 0 3. 7 6. 6 3 14 2 2. 5 0.64
19 78 -103 129 143 144 146 277 4 0. 64 6. 8 1. 3 4. 0 2 8 2 1. 7 0.63
20 -113 -103 153 228 153 155 3 10 0. 64 14 9 2. 8 8 1 2 15 9 3. 4 1.15
21 -113 -88 144 308 161 162 84 11 0. 61 17 9 3. 3 13. 2 4 26 1 3. 9 0.74
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TABLE 10

OBSERVED AND CORRECTED PARAMETERS

i 4a 45 R
3 ^y

93ky ^ ' pa 1 gaj. gai. 1 CO ^O* 0
!

f 'h a N fHci ±af n L

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

1 -18 -7 19 247 20 34 25 59 0.5 5 108 3 ±20. 2 27 9 10 72, 6 ±6. 0. 13
2 -18 38 42 335 46 51 108 19 0.60 31 0 5. 8 13. 5 2 34 5 7. 3 0. 13
3 14 24 28 30 28 39"- 163 33 0.58 56 5 10. 5 22. 4 10 57 6 5. 5 0. 46
4 27 -7 28 105 31 40 243 11 0.63 17 4 3. 2 12. 4 32 2 4. 3 0. 13
5 14 -39 42 160 46 51 293 10 0.64 16 1 3. 0 9 0 24 4 3. 7 0.21
6 -18 -52 55 199 57 61 331 15 0.61 24 9 4. 6 8 9 21 8 3. 3 0.3 7

7 -48 -39 63 232 63 67 8 16 0.6 3 25 6 4. 8 9 4 22 1 3. 3 0. 1 7

8 -63 -7 63 263 66 70 42 6 0.68 8 8 1. 6 6. 4 IS 2 4. 5 0.21
9 -50 24 55 296 61 65 73 10 0.61 17 0 3. 2 6. 4 15 6 4. 7 0.21
10 -18 83 85 348 92 94 120 6 0.6 7 9 5 1. 8 4. 0 9 0 2. 7 0.76
11 46 56 73 39 73 76 174 25 0.58 42. 4 7 9 15 7 36 3 3. 9 0.46
12 72 -7 73 96 78 81 234 8 0.66 12. 3 2. 3 5. 1 11 5 3. 4 0.69
13 46 -71 85 147 95 96 281 17 0.5 7 30 1 5. 6 2. 6 5 8 1. 7 0. 13

14 -18 -97 99 190 103 115 322 5 0.68 7. 7 1. 4 5. 2 11 3 3. 4 0.59
15 -82 -71 108 229 108 110 4 29 0.56 52. 1 9 7 24. 1 10 51 2 4. 9 0.97
16 -108 -7 108 266 114 116 44 18 0.60 29 6 5. 5 15. 0 31 6 5. 5 1.16
17 -82 56 99 305 111 112 81 11 0.64 17 5 3. 3 15. 1 32 3 5. 6 1.05
18 78 88 117 41 117 119 176 12 0.62 20 0 3. 7 6 6 14 2 2. 5 0.64
19 78 -103 129 143 144 146 277 4 0.64 6. 8 1. 3 4. 0 2 8 2 1. 7 0.63
20 -113 -103 153 228 153 155 3 10 0.64 14 9 2. a 8 1 2 15 9 3. 4 1.15
21 -113 -88 144 308 161 162 34 11 0.61 17 9 3. 3 13. 2 4 26 1 3. 9 0.74
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TABLE 11 (NOTES)

Column (1) Position Index.

degrees respectively. seconds and

Column (4) Rgal is the beam-velghted mean radius of an observation.

(esky =226°) respectively
degree8 fr°m the Palpal axis

a.i^ttrsic^r^i^ TJV^T ^ «' «»
the various distributions
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TABLE 11

DERIVED QUANTITIES

n. ^•sky Qsky Qgal *A H 2
Nut

til.
SFR SFE±cfc

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)(7)(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

1 19 247 20 34 25 1 - 650 1.0 586+121 311 ±30 0.67+0.15
2 42 335 46 51 108 2 1 18 6 1.0 168 36 148 31 1.10 0.31
3 28 30 28 39 16 3 2 2 339 3.7 308 63 247 23 1.00 0. 22
4 28 105 31 40 24 3 2 3 104 1.0 95 19 138 19 1.82 0.44
5 42 160 46 51 293^ 2 4 97 1.6 88 18 105 16 1.49 0.37
6 55 199 57 61 331 2 5 150 2.9 138 28 93 14 0.86 0.21
7 63 232 63 67 8 2 6 154 1.3 140 29 95 14 0.86 0.21
8 63 263 66 70 42 2 7 53 1.6 50 10 65 20 1.67 0.56
9 55 296 61 65 73 2 8 102 1.6 93 19 67 20 0.90 0.30
10 85 348 92 94 120 3 1 57 6.1 57 11 39 12 0.86 0.28
11 73 39 73 76 174 3 2 254 3.7 232 47 156 17 0.84 0.19
12 73 96 78 81 234 3 3 74 5.5 71 14 49 15 0.87 0.29
13 85 147 95 96 281 3 4 181 1.0 164 34 25 7 0.19 0.07
14 99 190 103 10 5 322 3 5 46 4.7 45 9 49 15 1.34 0.44
15 108 229 108 110 4 3 6 313 7.7 288 58 220 21 0.96 0.21
16 108 266 114 116 44 3 7 178 9.2 168 33 136 24 1.01 0.26
17 99 305 111 112 81 3 8 105 8.3 103 20 139 24 1.70 0.42
18 117 41 117 119 176 4 2 120 5.1 113 22 61 11 0.68 0.17

19 129 143 144 146 277 4 4 41 5.0 41 8 35 7 1.05 0.29
20 153 228 153 155 3 4 6 90 9.2 89 17 68 14 0.95 0.26

21 144 308 161 162 83 4 8 108 5.9 103 20 112 17 1.37 0.33
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Figure 11. The raw surface brightness of the continuum subtractedHa image of M83, (Talbot et al. 1979). Shown superposed
are the positions of the CO observations indicated with 45'
HPBW circles. The fH

a

contours are at 15 and 40 erg
cm z

s 1 arcsec S

Figure 12. The integrated CO intensity contours for M83. The same

*t
nter 3

1

ln FigUre 11 are used
- Here

* CO ^K 1TR J km s ) has been corrected for atmospheric
temperature differences as discussed in the text. Thecontours run from 15 to 50 K km s" 1 in increments

ZLl* T S
*

Central bar and the calling arm in thei>outnwest are apparent.
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and Vanden Bout 1973) and then in obtaining the true source radiation

temperature, TR , from the elevation dependent beam coupling

coefficient, nc (el).

After obtaining observed TA
* values with the chopper wheel

calibration method, several corrections were made. The data were first

scaled upward by Cfac , where Cfac = 1+ (AX/Tamb ) (exp ( TqA)-1 ), with

AT=Tamb~Tatm> T0» the zenith opacity, and A=csc(el), the airmass (Davis

and Vanden Bout 1973; Snell and Schloerb 1983). This factor was

estimated and applied during data taking at 5 minute intervals. The

average value of Cfac was 1.3, with fir and tq uncertainties

contributing 5% to errors in TA
*.

The brightness temperatures, TR
* = TA */nf ss , were next calculated,

where nf ss=0.70 is the forward scattering and spillover efficiency.

The values of I' co (K[TR
*] km s

-1
) = / TR

* dv are given in Table 10.

Finally, the intensities were converted to the quantity of relevance in

computing molecular hydrogen colu mi densities, which is 1qo (^I^r^

S
-
*), where TR is the brightness temperature in the main beam,

Tr =Tr */tic , and nc is the beam coupling coefficient. At 115 GHz, for a

uniform source of the size of the moon, and at an elevation of 60°, nc
=

1.0. For a uniform source filling just the main beam (HPBW=45") at 60°

elevation, nc=0.71 has been found (Snell and Schloerb 1983). To

determine the main beam coupling at individual source positions within

M83, a non-axi symmetric CO brightness distribution was constructed from

the integrated TA
* measurements, and the ratio of the power originating
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in the main and error beam over the full sky (within the velocity

range) versus the power originating within the main beam was estimated.

The source model calculation yielded values in the range

nc (60° )=0. 65-0. 74 for the various positions in M83. Lastly, an

important correction was applied to account for a recently discovered

elevation dependence of (at 115 GHz)-j:or the 13.7 m antenna of the

FCRAO. Through repeated observations of the centrally peaked CO source

IRC+10216, Kenney and Taylor (1987) have determined that decreases

monotonically with elevation, and that nc (l 7°
)/ ^(60° )=0. 65.

Observations of Venus, of diameter d=l', have yielded similar results.

The implication is that, of the power present in the main beam at

el. =60°, 35% is shifted outward toward the sidelobes in lowering the

antenna to el. =17°. The reasons for this effect are not well

understood. It is also unknown as to whether the power lost is

redistributed within or without the diameter of an extended source such

as M83 (bright CO diameter, dc0=8
l

). To account for this uncertainty,

we estimate for M83, ^(17°) = 0.8+0.15 x ^(60°). The upper and lower

bounds represent a 5% power loss, and the full 35% power loss seen for

IRC+10216, respectively. Additional data, including planetary

observations, are now being collected (Kenney and Taylor 1987) to

remedy this large uncertainty, but we are herein constrained to report

our Ico (k [tr] km s_1 ) measurements with the inclusion of this 15%

uncertainty due to v Values for nc
and IG0 are given in Table 10.

To summarize, the calibration procedure involves four steps:
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1) Correction to chopper wheel method:

TA*(corrected) = Cfac (Tamb , AT,

T

0 ,el) TA*(observed) (VII. 1)

2) Forward scattering and spillover:

I'CO = /Tr* dv = /TA */nf ss dv (VII.2)

3) Main beam coupling to source if at el.=60°, where a, is a function

of position within the source:

I"co (el.=60°)= I' co /nc (60°) = /TR */ ^(60° ) dv (K[T
R ] km s"l) (VII.3)

4) Coupling efficiency as a function of elevation:

IC 0< 17 °) = (ac (60°)/nc (17°)) I"co (K[TR ] km s"l) (VII.4)

At the central position of our CO map we find I' co = 59 K[TR *] km

s
. Comparable values are found in other studies: I' CO =50.6 K km

s" 1 (Rickard and Blitz 1985), I

'

co=62 K km s" 1 (Young and Sanders

1986). From the computed coupling coefficient at this location, i\. =

0.55±15%, we obtain Ico = 108 K[TR ] km s" 1 ± 20%, where the additional

error originates from signal to noise errors, calibration errors, and

baseline errors, all added in quadrature.

To compute N
p
(H2 ) at each position, (a measure which implicitly

includes the He content of clouds), we used the conversion

N
p
(H

2 ) (protons cm-2 ) =

(6.0±3.0)xl020 IC0 (K[TR ] km s" 1
) cos(i), VII.

5
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where 1=2 7° Is the galaxy's Inclination. The motivation for this

particular value and a discussion of its use have been given in §lla

and Appendix A. In terms of a mass surface density <^(H
2 ), this

corresponds to a
p
(H2 )(M 0

pc" 2
) = S.OxlO" 21 N

p
(protons cm"2 ).

c) HI Observations

The HI column densities were obtained from the VLA observations of

Ondrechen (1985). The 30" resolution data were smoothed to 45" and

error bars were determined from half the maximum undetected flux, i.e.

from regions with N
p
(HI) < 2.1 102 0 (protons cm"2 ). There appears to

be a void in HI at Rgal <108", including most of the central bar (c.f.

Allen et_al. 1986) and a ring of HI located at Rgal ~ 120".

Ondrechen notes the presence of an HI absorption feature in the inner

30" and the absence of HI absorption in the bar (despite the strong bar

continuum emission present). By modeling the absorption feature,

Ondrechen is able to place upper bounds on the gas column density

present and conclude that there is very little absorbing gas in the

inner disk. Integrating over Ondrechen's (1985) HI column density

contour map, we find that the total HI mass within Rgai=H5" (~5 pc)

(Rsky =115") is 0.2xl09 M 0 , as compared to the H 2 mass of

15.4xl09 M 0 within the same radius, derived from this study. Within

the central 1.6 kpc (36") the contrast between the two gas

distributions is even greater, with MH2=4.0xl0
9 Mq and MHI<0.01xl0

9 Mq.

At all positions in our region of interest, Rsky <150", the N
p
(H2 )

distribution dominates over the N
p
(HI) distribution by factors of tens
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to several hundreds. In the following analysis, the HI number surface

density N
p
(HI) (protons cm-2 ) has been added to the number density in

the same units for the molecular gas to form N
p

, the total number

surface density in protons cm-2 , and Op, in Mq pc~2 .

d) H-alpha Fluxes And Star Formation Rates

The Ha image was acquired from the M83 U,B,V,R,Ha data base of

TJD. A tape of these data was kindly supplied through the efforts of

M. Kaufman, K. Rumstay, R. Dufour, and R. Talbot. (The full data base

now exists on a FITS format magnetic tape, and is available on request

from the author). The data were taken with 1-2" seeing using a

120A interference filter at the X6563 Ha line. The plate images were

digitized in a 1000x1000 pixel raster with resolution 0.7" per pixel,

and the off-band red continuum was subtracted. The [Nil] emission was

removed from the image on the basis of the spectroscopic results of

Dufour et_ al_. (1980). In their study of 6 HII regions located in bar,

bar-end, and spiral arm regions, Dufour et al_. found a relatively

constant [Nil] flux contribution in each region, with F[NII ]/FHa =

0.39±0.2.

The raw data sensitivity per pixel was 4.0xl0~16 erg

—2—1 —2cm s arcsec % which is where we set our cutoff threshold for

integration. Varying this cutoff resulted in little change in the

average surface brightness in an aperature, implying that most of the

flux comes from regions of higher surface brightness. The possibility
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of widespread low level Ha flux being missed by these measurements can

not be ruled out, but the inclusion of such flux would not alter our

results significantly. Integrating the Ha image over each of the 21

aperatures yielded the average raw Ha brightnesses, f'na (er6

cm~2 s
- l arcsec

-
^), which are given in Table 10.

The greatest uncertainty in this study is due to the extinction

corrections for the Ha flux. Two estimates of the disk extinctions in

the disk of M83 have been made. The first is due to Talbot (1980,

henceforth T80) who modeled the optical extinction as a radial function

on the basis of the radial gradient of metal abundance Z and gas

surface density. The resulting correction factor, C, where fH

a

= C

f

'

Ha,
ranges from C=2.7 at Rga i=0 to C=1.5 at R=230". While this model

is simplistic, it has the virtue of yielding values consistent with the

Balmer decrement extinctions measured by Dufour et al. for 6 HII

regions located throughout this radius range, three of which lie along

the central bar.

In a second, more elaborate calculation, JTD examined the

photometric intensities for individual pixels (smoothed to resolution

1.5" = 64 pc) in their images, after first subtracting the flux

contribution of the underlying disk. They solved for the blue band

extinction, A3, for each pixel, which would produced (U-B) and (B-V)

colors consistent with a point on a theoretical cluster evolutionary

track for a Salpeter-like IMF. In this way they obtain not only an

Ag for each pixel but a "cluster" age as well. We have obtained the
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JTD Ag extinction map (Figure 8c in their paper) in the form of a color

slide through the courtesy of R. Dufour, and have made by-eye estimates

(accurate to ~ 30%) of the 45" beam-averaged correction factors that

these extinctions imply for the Ha data. The net effect of these

corrections is to significantly raise the inferred H a flux along the

central bar and bar-ends, giving correction factors, C, in these

regions which are a factor of 30% to 70% higher than those f rom T80.

We consider each of the two extinction estimates described above

to be somewhat less than satisfactory. The extinction method of T80

ignores azimuthal gas density variations which we find in this work to

be strong. Also, the extinction estimation method of JTD is not

internally consistent. Specifically, the extinctions are based on

assumed cluster colors using an IMF which is later rejected by the

authors, primarily on the basis of the extinction corrected

luminosities and inferred ages! They state: "In nuch of our analysis

of the data, we employ as a standard for comparison the Salpeter-like

IMF defined previously [see our Table 15]. However, there are a

variety of indications in our data that such a power-law IMF is a

thoroughly inappropiate approximation to the star-formation processes

that we are observing in the inner arms of M83".

For the simple reason that the T80 radial function gives extinction

estimates in agreement with the spectroscopic results of Dufour et_ al.

,

we have choosen to employ these values in our analysis. In an attempt

to account for the uncertainties in the corrected flux, we have imposed
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a 0.5 Av error term for each HII region, which Is approximately a 30%

uncertainty in the corrected flux. While we expect a significant

scatter in the extinction within each aperture, the mean value of many

extinctions is assumed to approach Talbot's radial function, AV (R).

Therefore, we divide the error term for each beam by the square root of

the number of HII regions included in ^the average (N in Table 10) to

compute the final uncertainty in fH a ,
af (Table 10). We caution,

however, that the true errors may be higher than this statistical

treatment implies. The radial range R=100"-135" includes the end of

the bright bar, and, as indicated by the JTD analysis, corrected fluxes

here may be underestimated.

To convert from corrected fH

a

values to a SFR (Mq pc-2 Gyr
-1

), we

use an IMF very similar to that employed by JTD. We have used the

extended Miller-Scalo IMF (Kennicutt 1983) because it best explains the

observed H a equivalent widths versus (B-V) colors of the 170 spiral

galaxies examined in his study. In this regard, an examination of the

local Ha equivalent widths versus colors in M83 is considered to be an

important future work. However, we will test the validity of invoking

the extended Miller-Scalo in a different way in §VIII.

The conversion between fH

a

and the SFR given by this IMF is, for

massive stars, M > 10 Mq:

MSFR [M0 pc-2 Gyr
-1

]
=

4.71xl0 15 fHa (erg cm-2 s
-1 arcsec

-2
) cos(i), (IIV.6)



and for all masses:

SFR (M0 pc
-2

Gyr" 1
)

=

4. 5Axl

0

16 fHot (erg

where 1 is the galaxy's Inclination.

11.

era 2
s
_1

arcsec
-2

) cos(i), (IIV.7)

Detailed SFRs are listed in Table



CHAPTER VIII

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

a) Point By Point Comparisons

The CO map of Figure 12 closely resembles the higher resolution

Ha map of Figure 11, where each map is shown here on the same scale.

The molecular bar stands out as a 1^00% contrast from the off-bar

intensities at each radius. In Figure 12, contours below 15 K km

s
-
* have been supressed for clarity. Prominent in the H a and molecular

distribution is the emissive southwestern "cusp", which is the region

where the bar connects to the outlying spiral pattern. The existence

of such cusp regions, characterized by numerous large bright HII

regions, is apparent in many barred spiral galaxies (e.g. NGC 1300, NGC

5 383). Such regions of enhanced star formation are predicted by the

hydrodynamic models of gas responding to a bar potential (Sanders and

Tubbs 1980; Roberts, Huntley and van Albada 1979). These models

estimate the forces due to the combination of an underlying disk

potential, a central bar potential and a connecting outer spiral

potential, and the resulting gas motions in this environment are

followed. Gas streamlines are found to converge at the bar termini,

both from radii interior and exterior to this radius. The model of

Roberts et al. predicts the presence of strong gas streaming motions

toward the cusp along the inner edge of the spiral shock and larger

departures from circular motion than does the Sanders and Tubbs model.

In each case, hook-shaped cusps develop, comprising regions of enhanced

gas density and star formation. The CO distribution seen in the

134
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southwestern part of Figure 12 provides evidence for this effect. We

are able to provide qualitative support for these models from the large

scale distribution of gas seen. Discrimination between individual

models (characterized by differing bar masses, widths, co-rotation

radii, etc.) can not be accomplished without higher spatial resolution

observations. In order to identify predicted departures from circular

rotation, gas observations on the size scale of a few arcseconds are

required (Ondrechen 1985).

We have displayed the Ha brightness and CO intensity versus radius

in Figure 13a, and have shown the number surface density of HI and

H2 In protons cm-2 on a log plot in Figure 13b. The fH

a

and CO

intensities are seen to follow very closely at all radii, with the ends

of the optical bar at 100" showing a secondary maximum in each

distribution. The HI distribution, on the other hand, shows an

interior minimum and only rises to 10% of the molecular density outside

of R=100"-150". Allen (1986) has suggested that the regions of star

formation at this outer bar radius produce the observed HI gas through

photodissoclation of molecular material. From our data we can conclude

that there is certainly an ample supply of H2 for this purpose.

The strong point by point correlation between and f^ a is

evident in Figure 14. The best fit to the derived Op and SFR values

(excluding the central position) yields the straight line in this

figure, with a slope corresponding to a mean SFE of 0.73*0.04 Gyr
-

,

with a correlation coefficient b = 0.83. No significant correlation is
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Figure 13. a) The Ico (this study) and fH „ (Talbot et al. 1979)
brightness distributions as a function of radius in thePlane of the M83. The resolution is 1.9 kpc as indicated
by the bar, and the radius position is the mean radius
within each aperture. The two distributions fall steeply

R

° U

-?on?
the ^f1 50 " a^ ^ow a secondary naximum atR gal -100 corresponding to the bar-end radius. b) Themolecular (this study) and HI surface densities (Ondrechen

1985) as a function of radius. The HI shows a central
depression while H 2 falls with radius. The molecular
surface density of the ISM dominates over the atomic
component by factors of 10 to 200 within R 1

=170"
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Figure 14. The & B brightness vs. the total gas surface density
(10 protons cm z

) at 21 positions. A linear fit
(excluding the central position) yields a slope SFE =
SFR/o = 0.81 ±0.04 Gyr-1, wlth a llnear correlation
coefficient b=0. 82.

i
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apparent in the HI data (Figure 15).

b) Averaged Values

Azimuthal averages for the three distributions, Ho, CO, and HI are

shown in Figure 16, with data given in Table 12a. Evident here is the

strong nuclear emission. On the basis .of far-IR photometry, the

nucleus of M83 has been characterized as a "mild starburst" by Telesco

and Harper (1980). The nucleus is unusually extended, consisting of a

bright amorphous region of diameter d=20" in the optical studies of

Pastoriza (1975). These findings help account for the strong central

peak we see in the Ho emission profile in Figure 16.

In this azimuthal average, the peak intensities found at the

bar-ends are diluted by the low emission values of the off-bar

positions. To see the barred nature of this galaxy more clearly we

have made 45° sector averages in azimuth out to R=150" (Figure 17).

Here the bar shows up clearly in both distributions, as does the

southwest cusp, which is seen as an excess of emission in this plot at

0
slcy

=27O° in both distributions as well. We have Included in this plot

the Ha brightnesses which would result using the extinction corrections

of JTD (dashed line). Flux measurements using these extinctions yield

uniformly higher values and 50% to 70% higher peaks are evident at the

position angles of the central bar, in the Northeast and Southwest. We

view these results with some caution however, for reasons previously

discussed, and feel that they suggest, but do not demonstrate, enhanced
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Figure 15. The gas surface density in HI against the density in H ? .No correlation is seen, and the molecular gas density
2

exceeds the atomic gas density by factors It 10 to 200
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TABLE 12a AND 12b (NOTES)

These azimuth and sector mean values were obtained from the
individual data of Tables 10 and 11. All quantities were spatiallyaveraged in the frame of the galaxy with the mean sector values

sf^K
Ced^thr°U8h an interP° lat i°n and averaging scheme described in

out to R -!60"°
rS

Th
re
rn

edSf ^ * ^ angle and extending

h , iga
u
r ; C° W6dgeS Start at the center of the galaxy,while the Ha wedges start at Rgal=15".

Row (1) iA is the annulus index, is is the sector index.

Row (2) N is the number of observations used to compute the mean.

Row (3) <R j> is the mean radius of an annulus in the plane of thegalaxy <B ^ is the mean position angle of a sector, measured east ofthe principle axis 0sky = 226°.

Row (4) <IC0 > is the mean integrated CO intensity,

mean!"
^ ^ ^ ^ dlspersion °f individual Ico values about the

o, vriuifof^bi: f?
UnCertalnt

* °f <IC0> determined from the

Row (7) <fHa> is the mean brightness over the region.

the
R

2an?
> ^ ° ^ ^ diSperSi °n °f the ^dividual % a values about

af "ZuiVof^l: IS!
UnCerta1^ °f <W determined from the

H.n«^
(

J

0) V 18 the aVerage gas Molecular and atomic) surface

tZ^lTmZ- 3
'

The uncertalnty 18 given *

ROW (11) <SFR> is the average star formation rate over the region^uncertainty °sfr -y be obtained from agFR = 4. SzZKtsll?)

Row (12) <SFE>=<SFR>/<^> where <a
p >

[m
q pc'2] = 8 . 0xl0-21 <Np> .

the^mean.^
5SFE 13 diSPerSl°n °f the lndividual SFE values lut

% valuis'of 1Ible
S

i?
e UnCe" aln^ of «"> determined from the
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TABLE 12a

AZIMUTHAL MEAN VALUES

(1) 1a

(2) N

(3) <R„ al >(arc seconds)

(4) <IC0 > (K km s
_1

)

(5) 6IC0 (K km s
_1

)

(6) alc0 (K km s" 1
)

(7) <fHa> 1CT16 erg/(cm2
s arcsec2

)

(8) «fHa 10" 16 erg/(cra2 s arcsec 2
)

(9) "fH« 10
-16 erg/(cm2 s arcsec2 )

(10) <H
p
> (1020 protons cm"2

)

(11) <SFR> (M 0 pc"2 Gyr" 1
)

(12) <SFE> (Gyr
-1

)

(13) <5SFE (Gyr
-1

)

(14) oSFE (Gyr
-1

)

1 2 3 4

1 8 8 8

34 55 99 145

108 25 25 15

14 15 5

20.2 1.9 1.9 1.5

72.6 27.9 23.6 12.9

12. 9 15.4 6.4

6.9 1.7 1.4 1.5

586 135 141 86

311 120 101 69

0.6 7 1.21 0.97 1.02

0.33 0.37 0.22
0.15 0.12 0.10 0.13

TABLE 12b

SECTOR MEAN VALUES

(1) 1S

(2) N

(3) <9slt-> n
(4) <IC0> (K km s" 1

)

(5) SIco (K km s
-1

)

(6) aL^Q (K km s" 1
)

(7) <fHa> 10" 16 erg/(cm2 s arcsec 2
)

(8) SfHa 10" 16 erg/ (cm2 s arcsec2 )

(9) <JfHa 10" 16 erg/ (cm2 s arcsec 2
)

(10) <N
p
> (1020 protons cm

~2
)

(11) <5FR> (M 0 pc -2 Gyr" 1
)

(12) <SFE> (Gyr
-1

)

(13) 6SFE (Gyr
-1

)

(14) oSFE (Gyr
-1

)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3

0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315

14 33 13 19 13 35 20 17

9 14 2 10 8 15 10 1

2 4 2 3 2 5 3 2

14.1 27.8 14.8 10.9 14.5 33.2 24.2 25.3

10.2 15. 7 7.6 7.5 4.8 15.5 3.2 7.5

2.6 2.0 3.0 1.3 2.6 2.5 3.6 3.2

79 181 76 105 74 193 114 99

61 119 64 47 62 14 3 104 109

0.90 0.77 1.02 0. 79 1.19 0.91 1.30 1.36

0.09 0.10 0.32 0.49 0.20 0.05 0.29 0.32

0.23 0.12 0.25 0.13 0.31 0.13 0.29 0.23
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Ha emission, and thus enhanced star formation rates on the central bar.

c) The Empirical Versus Observed Star Formation Efficiencies

Using the gas surface density results of this study, and the

Ha fluxes of TJD corrected in the way suggested by T80, we have

estimated the empirical star formation efficiency, SFEe , as motivated

by T80 and discussed in §IVd. It is especially appropriate to consider

this quantity in the case of M83 because, at first appearance at least,

M83 seems to manifest the particular attribute which this treatment

requires: a linear relationship between the star formation rate and the

gas density. We have seen that for an order of magnitude range in N
p ,

from 40 to 400 protons cm
-2

, there is a single coefficient,

SFE=0. 73±0.04 Gyr
-1 that serves to relate N

p
to the total star

formation rate. We must, however, keep in mind that the total SFR is

an assumed extrapolation from the massive rate, MSFR, as measured by

the Ha flux, a point to which we will return to below.

Given a situation where the SFR follows N
p

over a diverse set of

disk locations and conditions, it is a reasonable step foward to assume

that it does so over time as well. This leads to the differential

equation IV. 11 which has for its solution equation IV. 12, describing an

exponential fall-off of gas density at each location in time. If this

description is correct, then the observed current SFE, as measured by

the current gas density and SFR, should be obtainable in a second

manner, as suggested by equation IV. 13. We have called this second SFE
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measure the empirical SFE; or SFEe . It is obtained from the ratio of

the total stellar content that has been built up over time in any

location, to the amount of remaining gas, and thus bypasses the

indirect, IMF-dependent determination of the low mass star forming rate

from the high mass star forming rate. The form of the empirical SFE is

given as:

SFEe
= l/[T(l-f)] lntOp/Op), (VIII. 1)

where T is the age of the galaxy, f is the fraction of gas recycled

through astratlon, op is the total density (stars and gas and dark

matter) and a
p

is the remaining observed gas.

To make use of equation VIII. 1, we have used the cj, values found

for the four azirauthal annuli of Table 12a, and have obtained total

densities, Oj, from the detailed kinematic models of de Vaucouleurs,

Pence and Devoust (1983) and Devoust and de Vaucouleurs (1980). Their

best fit to the observed Ha kinematics (Model 8) consisted of a two

component Toomre model incorporating a central hot spheroid and a cold

disk. We have given the model results in Table 13. Also given in

Table 13 are total surface densities derived in a different manner

using the simplistic equation for a spherical distribution of dynamical

mass:

MR = 2.25xl0 5 R Vclrc
2

, (VIII. 2)

where MR is the mass within radius R, M is in M Q , R is in kpc and V is

in km s
-1

. By differentiating this expression with respect to R,
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TABLE 13

EMPIRICAL STAR FORMATION EFFICIENCIES FOR M83

R x (arcsec) 34 55 98 145

D=8. 9 Mpc

R al (kpc) 1.46 2.37 4.26 6.25

atSpheroid) (M0 pc-2 ) 114 27 5 2

a(Disk) (M 0 pc-2 ) 489 458 370 273

a(Total) (M 0 pc -2 ) 603 485 374 275

Or (dM/dR)/(2TiR) (M n pc-2 ) - 420 333 243
at (HI-rtl 2 ) (Mo pc -2 ) 521 120 126 77

SFE e
±ae (Gyr-1 ) 0.02±0.02 0.18±0.01 0.1410.01 0.16+0.01

SFE±Oe (Gyr-1 ) 0.67 0. 15 1.20 0. 10 0.97 0.37 1.02 0.22

D=3. 7 Mpc

R x
(kpc) 0.62 0.98 1.77 2. 60

a\ (M
Q

pc-2 ) 1452 1168 901 661

SFE e±aj; (Gyr
-1

) 0.13±0.0 0.28±0.01 0.25+O.01 0.27±0.01
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Oj(R) = (2nR) -1 d/dR (2.25xl0
_1

R Vcirc (R) 2 ), (VIII. 3)

and substituting in a quadratic fit to the rotation curve, Vcirc (R),

(Ondrechen 1985, equation B95), we obtain oj(R) values which, beyond

R=33", agree with the the de Vaucouleurs et^ al_. model within 10% (Table

13). The kinematics of the HI, Ha and CO emission are displayed in

Table 14. The de Vaucouleurs et^ aL. Ha results are employed in the

subsequent analysis.

Using the dp and Op values obtained above, we find that the

empirical SFE falls short of the observed star formation efficiency

outside of R=40" by a factor of about 6 (Figure 18). The discrepancy

at the center position is even larger. Putting the galaxy at the

distance preferred by de Vaucouleurs (1979) of 3.7 Mpc (see also Comte

1981) only alleviates the difference slightly, (although it does make

the ratio of stellar to H 2 mass more similar to that encountered in

other galaxies). What these results indicate is that either M83 is now

forming stars more efficiently than it has in the past, or else the IMF

employed is not correct and our SFR and SFE measurements are

overestimates because a higher fraction of 0 and B type stars are being

produced than the extended Miller-Scalo IMF predicts.

d) Discussion and Conclusions

i) The Previous Study

We wish to compare our results to the earlier, but more extensive

study of the star formation rates in M83 (T80; JTD). Before doing so
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TABLE 14

M83 MAJOR AXIS PEAK VELOCITIES

index Rgal R gal Vclrc (HI) V clrc (Ha) Vclrc (CO)

(arc sec) (kpc) (km s x
) (km s 1

) (km s x
)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

19 146 2.42 162 188 166+9

11 76 1.26 (116) 136 70

3 NE + 39 0.64 (60) 79 48

1 SW + 34 0.57 (54) 59 7. 4 ±11

7 67 1.12 (105) 136 100 ±6

15 110 1.83 150 148 153

21 162 2.69 169 177 150

NOTES:

Column (1) Index of CO observation as in Table 10.

Column (2) Mean radius of CO beam (HPBW=45") weighted by the

Gaussian response of the beam.

Column (3) Radius in kpc using a distance to M83 of 8.9 Mpc (Sandage

and Tammann 1974).

Column (4) Circular velocities obtained from Ondrechen (1985) in his

analytic fit to the HI velocities. Values in parentheses are uncertain

because they do not fit a bump seen in the linear portion of the curve

(Ondrechen 1985).

Column (5) Circular velocities interpolated from Table 6B of the

Ha velocities of de Vaucouleurs et al . (1983). These velocities have

been adjusted to account for the difference in Inclination angle (i=24)

used in that work, and have been presented consistently in terms of

VLSR where for M83
»

VLSR=VSUN + 1.9 km s" 1
.

Column (6) Vclrc = (VQbs
- Vsys )/sin(i) along the major axis, where

V obs is the peak velocity in the CO line profile, Vgys is adopted from

de Vaucouleurs et al_. ; Vsys = 511 km s
-1

(w.r.t. the local standard of

rest), and i=27'
57 Uncertainties are derived from differences in the

line-peak velocity, and the peak of the best fit Gaussian profile. The

systematically lower CO velocities inward of 1.3' are a product of the

low resolution employed in this study (HPBW=1.9 kpc), serving to bias

the peak velocity by giving higher weight to the inner, more emissive

regions in the beam.
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we review the differences, both in observational data and methodology,

that exist between our study and theirs.

In estimating the gas surface densities in the inner disk (R<150")

of M83, a
p

= a
p
(H 2 ) + a

p
(HI) (Mq pc~2 ), T80 and JTD use earlier data

sets which give Op(HI) values which are a factor of 8 greater than the

VIA results of Ondrechen (1985). The latter values are used here.

Also, T80 and JTD use Cp(H
2 ) values that are a factor of 12 smaller

than those found in this study. The factor of 12 discrepancy arises

from the combination of a factor of 2 difference in the IG0 intensities

measured by Combes et al. (1978) and by ourselves, and a factor of 6 in

the conversion factor applied to obtain Op(H 2 ). The net effect is that

our a
p
(H 2+HI) alues are an order of magnitude greater than those

reported in T80.

Equally large differences exist in the star formation rates

derived. Due to the differing extinction corrections, assumed IMFs,

and conversion factors from fH

a

to SFR, our SFR are about a factor of 3

higher than those of T80, and a factor of 9 higher than those of JTD.

We have already discussed our difficulty in determing the best

extinction correction to use for the Ha flux. While we have chosen to

employ the radial function of T80, we have also presented, in Figure

17, the results which would obtain if the cluster extinctions of JTD

were employed. As discussed by JTD, these AB values yield higher

fHa and SFR values along the central bar. Finally, because T80 and JTD

place M83 at a distance D=3.75 Mpc, while we use D=8.9 Mpc, our derived
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total mass surface densities Oj(R) are a factor of 2.4 lower than

theirs.

Dispite the large differences in observational input, our analysis

and conclusions ran parallel to specific parts of JTD's work. Both

studies undertake to measure the quantities SFR, SFE, and SFEe across

the disk, and then to explain the large disparity f ound between the

later two of these quantities in terms of departures from the nominally

expected star formation rates and initial mass function.

Three independent measures of the detailed star formation rates

were obtained by JTD. The quantity SFRUBV was determined by solving

the U-B, B-V colors of each pixel for the disk and star cluster

extinction and cluster age. Cluster masses were then calculated from

the observed luminosities and using these masses and the ages, current

SFRs, termed SFRUBV , were inferred. From the extinction corrected

Ha flux, a second SFR rate was computed, SFRH a, which is completely

analgous to the quantity we term SFR. Finally, SFRe values were

obtained from the product (
Op

SFEe ) which represents the current rate

if the the SFR follows the gas density over time and is to account for

the total stellar disk density. These three measures are each

sensitive to a different mass range: SFRUVB to stars with M > 3 M 0 ;

SFRHa to high mass stars, M=10 Mq -60 M Q ;
SFRe to the low mass, M=0.5

Mq - 2.5 Mq stars, as well as the total gas content.

As a surprising result, TJD find that the three measures predict

very different total yields of new formed stars within R=120". They
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find SFRUBV values are greater than SFRHa values by factors of 2 to 6,

while SFRHa values exceed SFRe values by factors of 2 to A. A possible

explanation offered by the authors to account for the first discrepancy

is that the IMF may actually be truncated at a far lower maximum mass

(25 Mq) than anticipated (60 M 0 ). This adjustment would serve to raise

the derived SFRH a as discussed in Appendix A. The major problem with

this idea is that, with their data, JDT then find a gas depletion

timescale of 100 to 300 million years, a suspiciously short period of

time. To remedy the second disparity (between SFRe and the other two

rates) the authors suggest two possible explanations. Either very few

low mass stars are produced at the sites of the young clusters (i.e.: a

bimodel IMF involving spatially distinct locations for high and low

mass star formation) or else M83 is currently undergoing an unusually

active phase of star formation. We now relate these findings to our

own.

ii) The Implications of Our Results

Using the extended Miller-Scalo IMF the star formation rates we

derive from the Ha flux are comnensurate (to within a factor of 2 at

all radii) with JDT's SFRUBV values. This then alleviates the direct

need to postulate an unusual IMF to bring SFRUBV and SFRH a lnt0

agreement. It is important to note that JTD find other indicators,

such as a relation between cluster luminosity and cluster age, which

indicate an unusual IMF.
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Secondly, we find that with our appreciably larger gas density

estimates, the gas depletion time scale is no longer so alarmingly

short; we set it at a value (SFE
-1

-1 Gyr) similar to that found for

other galaxies sampled in this manner (Kennicutt 1983; DeGioia-Eastwood

et al. 1984). The presence of a rich gaseous disk in M83, with a

surface density peaking strongly in the central 30" then provides a

natural explanation for the prodigious star formation rates and large

surface brightnesses seen.

As for the question of the detailed star forming efficiency on and

off the bright central bar, we are left in somewhat of a quandary.

While the detailed cluster extinctions of JTD yield enhanced Ha fluxes,

SFRs, and SFEs on the bar and especially the bar-ends when applied in

our study (Figure 17) as in their own, (an effect which is not evident

when we employ the radial extinctions of T80), the extinction

estimation method of JTD is not internally consistant (§VII.d). We can

only conclude that there is the suggestion of higher star forming

efficiency on the bar, and bar-ends. This might be naturally explained

by the bar's high gas density (our study) and hydrodynamic action

(Ondrechen 1985, 1985a) along the bar and cusps. Even so, the

fHa(Qsky ) functional form (dashed line) displayed Figure 17 should be

regarded as a qualitative and not a quantitative result.

It is interesting that we find a lower SFE in the central region

of M83 (R<45") than in the disk (45"<R<150"). However, this result too

is very uncertain because of our poor knowledge of the extinctions in
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the nucleus. Dufour et_ al_. (1980) measure only two Balmer decrement

extinction values within this radius. Furthermore, the inner 15" of

the TJD Ha image, having been "masked-out" due to calibration

difficulties, is not included in the calculation of the average

Ha flux. Locking on the positive side, the inner 15" represents only a

tenth of the total area considered for our innermost SFE value, and

through other methods, (Bohlin et_ al_. 1983 and references therein),

even smaller nuclear extinctions values than those measured by Dufour

et al. have been found. Great uncertainty still exists in the SFE

measurement here, with one contribution being the possible presence of

heated molecular clouds which could cause an overestimation of QpO^)

and thus an underestimation of the SFE. For these reasons we have

connected the central SFE point in Figure 18 to the SFE(R) function

with a dashed line. If the SFE is indeed lower here than in the outer

points, it suggests that while the action of the bar hydrodynamics is

efficient in bringing gas to the galaxy's center (Sanders and Tubbs

1980; Tubbs 1982) the star forming efficiency of this process for

barred spirals may not be as great as anticipated (e.g. Mountain et al.

1987). If enough molecular clouds are swept into the same region,

prodigious star formation may be seen to occur (c.f. Bohlin et al.

1983), without necessarily implying that efficient star formation is

occurring. Reasons why, in some circumstances, the hydrodynamic action

of barred spirals may actually surpress efficient star formation is

given by Tubbs (19 82).
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Finally, we agree with the finding of T80 that, in M83's disk, SFE

> SFEe , and with that of JTD, SFRH a > SFRe=ap
SFEe , by a factor of

specifically for 45" < R < 150". This result can be interpreted as

evidence that a linear relationship between the gas density and the SFR

does not hold over a galaxy's lifetime, e.g. that M83 could currently

be engaged in a "burst" of star forming activity. Alternatively, the

result can be interpreted as providing evidence (JTD) that the concept

of a universal IMF cannot be applied with any validity to the

individual star forming regions of this galaxy. A combination of these

ideas has recently been put forth by Larson (1986). He models a

time-evolving IMF for M83, where low mass star formation proceeds at a

constant rate while massive star formation follows the gas density in

time, albeit nonlinearly (Op**^). The model is consistant with our

finding that an exponential fall off of low mass star formation in time

will overestimate the current stellar population of the disk. High

mass star formation is also isolated spatially from low mass star

formation in Larson's model.

These issues cannot be resolved with the data of this study.

Tests still need to be conceived and conducted to search for variations

in the IMF from cluster to cluster with a view toward finding a

dependence on environment (i.e. arm and bar versus interarm regions).

A step in this direction has been taken by Rumstey and Kaufman (1983),

who find an environmental dependence on HII region size in M83. One

possible way to learn more about the true IMF(s) would be to compile
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the ratios of the Ha equivalent widths to color indices (B-V) for the

star clusters associated with HII regions. This might be attempted

after detailed Balraer decrement extinction measures are acquired. The

EW(Ha)/(B-V) ratio, in a statistical sense, can distinguish between

various IMFs in the global parameters of galaxy disks (Kennicutt 1983),

and the application of this method to individual disk regions within a

galaxy seems a logical (if very difficult) next step in studies of this

type.

e) A Comparison of M83 and M51

We compare the integrated gas surface density and H a flux for the

two galaxies M51 and M83 in Figure 19. The azimuthally averaged

distributions were seen to fall off with radius in proportion to 1/R

(or faster for the inner region of M83), and so the surface integrals:

M = / Op (R ) dA; Ljja = / % a dA, shown in this figure rise almost

linearly with radius (with our 45" resolution). The large

Ha luminosity and gas mass of M83 is apparent in this figure as well.

It is also evident here that the Ha emission maintains a higher ratio

to the gas mass in M83 than in M51, which has led us to infer higher

star formation efficiencies, SFEM83 0.7 Gyr" 1
, vs. SFEM51 =0.A Gyr -1

,

for this galaxy. From a sample of only two galaxies it is difficult to

accredit the difference in mean SFE seen to some a particular aspect of

galaxy morphology. Furthermore, it may be inappropriate. An

examination of a survey of the star formation rates in 170 disk

galaxies (Kennicutt 1983; Elmegreen 1987) shows no obvious distinction
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between the total star formation rates found in Sc galaxies and barred

spirals, and a factor of 5 scatter exists in total SFR for each class.

Until more is learned about the corresponding total gas content in

individual galaxies (often dominated by the molecular component), very

little can be said about star forming efficiency versus morphology. We

must also stress that the outer disk of M83 (R>120"), which displays

well defined spiral arms and a greater HI density than the inner

region, has barely been sampled in our molecular observations. Thus, a

comparison of the efficiencies of two different spiral patterns has not

herein been made.

Given these limitations to our study, the number of similarities

found between the two galaxies is striking:

1) The mean SFE with radius in each disk is relatively constant,

implying an overall current linear relationship between the gas

densities and star formation rates.

2) The empirical star formation efficiency, SFEe , calculated on the

basis of the star forming histories of the galaxies, as indicated by

the current supply of gas and the total stellar mass now present, is

smaller (by a factor of 2 for M51 and factor of 6 for M83) than the

current efficiency found from the Ho flux and gas mass of each galaxy.

(A similar result was also obtained by T80 for the Milky Way). One

explaination of this result is that the star formation rate has not

followed the gas content linearly in the past or else has not followed
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it with the same proportionality constant as it now does (e.g. the

galaxy in question is now in a period of enhanced star formation). A

second explanation (conceivable for either galaxy) is that our

extrapolation from a high mass to a low mass star formation rate is in

error.

3) There is enhanced molecular emission and an inferred enhancement

of total molecular gas surface density along the arms of M51 and the

bar of M83.

This is most likely due to the strong spiral (M51) and bar (M83) potentials

present.

4) There appears to be definitive evidence in the case of M51 and

suggestive evidence in the case of M83 that enhanced (non-linear) star

forming efficiencies result in the regions where cloud orbit crowding

occurs (the spiral arms in M51 and bar-ends in M83). If the enhanced

molecular emission seen at these locations is the product of cloud

heating, and not increased cloud number densities at these positions,

this will serve to make the star formation efficiencies we find even

higher. Since our star formation rates are measured by the ionized

flux from trassive stars, these results apply, to first order, to

massive star formation rates and efficiencies. These high efficiencies

are offset by conparatively lower efficiencies in interarm regions so

as to yield an overall linear (current) relation as a function of

radius in the disk between the gas content and star formation rate.



APPENDIX A

SUPPLEMENTARY ERROR ANALYSIS FOR M51

a) Introduction

The process of inferring Lyman continuum fluxes from

Ha observations and subsequently converting these values to massive and

total star formation rates is a process full of assumptions and

uncertainties. Likewise, the practice of linearly converting

integrated CO intensities into nucleon densities is still controversial

and involves invoking some of the nuances of average cloud properties.

We will undertake in this Appendix to examine the assumptions involved

in each conversion process and reach conclusions as to the reliability

of our results. Specifically, the assertion that the massive star

formation efficiency, (MSFE )
, and the total SFE is manifestly higher on

M51's spiral arms than on the interarms is critically examined, with a

view toward finding assumptions, which, if weakened, could simulate

this effect. Our results are summarized in §A.e.

b) The Resolution Problem

As can be seen in Figures 1-4, the data presented in this study

are oversampled, with high oversampling occurring in the region Rsky <

100". The effect of this oversampling and the averaging of oversampled

data values results in a smoothing of all features, i.e. the mimima and

maxima actually present in each distribution. We are able to gauge the

167
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effect of our sampling scheme only on the Ha data set, since here the

data are available at 8" resolution. In Figure 20 we present the

azimuthally averaged Ha distributions smoothed to 10", 30", and 50" for

comparison with the oversampled results shown in Figure 4. We can see

in Figure 20 that detailed variations in fHa(R) are indeed lost. Ue

readily concede that our resolution of 4 5" will cause the smearing out

of high surface density enhancements in the molecular gas density

thereby causing an underestimation of the true gas overdensity in

regions such as the spiral arms, but would this necessarily lead to an

overestimate of the SFE=SFR / °gas
' A Gaussian aperture of HPBW = 45"

will smear out features possessing an intrinsic scale up to 90", which

is wider than the observed optical arms in M51. Thus, if broad

molecular arms exist in this galaxy, we are bound to detect a

diminished contrast conpared to interarm regions. It is exactly for

this reason that we have smoothed the other (Ha, HI) emission

distributions to this same resolution. At 45" resolution, the spiral

pattern in the Ha flux distribution is still readily apparent, while it

is not seen at most radii in the gas density distribution, even when an

underlying smooth component is subtracted at this resolution. While we

do not conclude from this the absence of molecular or HI spiral arms,

we do conclude that there is not a region by region linear relation

between the gas distribution and the star formation rate. Such a

relation would be evident at any resolution. A gas surface density

enhancement does not exist with the same strength or confinement as the

intense star formation seen on the spiral arms.
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c) Molecular Cloud Masses from Integrated CO Intensities

The Milky Way molecular cloud population has been the object of

many global and local studies, and the statistical distribution and

correlation of such cloud properties as size, temperature, linewidth

and position, are becoming known. Our conversion of CO integrated

intensity to an H2
+ He mass surface density, expressed as N

p
(protons)

cm
~2 at each beam position is based on both empirical and theoretical

results which imply a direct proportionality between these two

quantities. We describe these results in turn below.

i) Empirical Results

In observations of 3 dark clouds, Young and Scoville 1982 (YS)

compare Ic0 measurements with the visual extinctions found by Dickman

(1978), and assuming a constant gas to dust ratio, obtain a conversion

factor b = M
p

/ Ico = < 5 - 4 1 4 >x lo2° (protons) cm"2 (K[TR*] km s"1 )"1 .

In a similar study of 5 dark clouds, employing a mean 12C0 to 13C0

ratio found in their galactic plane survey, Sanders, Solomon, and

Scoville (1984, henceforth SSS) obtain b= (7.8 ± 2.0)x

1020 cm"2 <K[TR
*] km s" 1 )" 1

. In a study of the correlation between

diffuse galactic gamma ray emission and the CO intensities of two giant

molecular clouds, Bloemen et al. (1984) find b = (5.2 ± 2.4)xl02 0, and

in a second study comparing high energy (>70 Mev) gamma ray emission

with CO and HI surveys which cover more than half of the Milky Way

(Bloemen et al. 1986) obtain b = (5.6±0. 7)xl020 with no dependence,
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within the errors, with galactic radius. Reviews of these and other

empirical studies may be found in Bloeman et_ al_. (1986), SSS and YS

.

Most recently, Scoville et_ al . (1987) have used a compilation of 1427

clouds from the Massachusetts-Stony Brook Galactic Plane Survey to

compare the virlal masses of individual clouds with their integrated CO

luminosity. For the fraction of clouds with known distances (=0.3), a

linear proportionality of b = (4. 9 ±0. 3)xl020 N
p

cm"2 (K[TR *] km

s
-l)-l was obtained. For the 170 clouds with associated HII regions,

the same proportionality, within errors, was found to apply.

ii) Conversions Using a Uniform Sample

While it may seem counterintuitive that an optically thick line can

serve to measure a quantity such as the total mass of a molecular

cloud, this assertion has a basis not only in empirical results, but

exists on a reasonable theoretical footing, as shown, for example, in

the treatment of Dickman, Snell and Schloerb (1986, henceforth DSS).

Here the number surface density of hydrogen molecules, N
p ,

measured in

protons cm"2 within a uniform aperature, A, is related to the mean

parameters of an ensemble of molecular clouds observed within that

aperture:

Np " N c A_1 ^ l(>) <l3 p> (A-1)

where Nc is the number of clouds, i is the cloud diameter, and p is the

average cloud density, with brackets indicating an ensemble average.

Likewise, the integrated CO intensity is formed by the ensemble

a ve rage

:
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Ico = Nc A -1 (tt/4) <j>2 Av> t (a>2)

where Av is the velocity dispersion width at half power of each cloud,

and T is the mean radiation temperature. With the assumption of clouds

existing in virial equilibrium, Av = C
1 p

X
/2 n, whe re C

x
is a constant.

This yields

N
p 1 XC0 = C 2 T_1 <^3 P>/<*3 P

1/2 > (A. 3)

where C2 is another constant. Removing the average cloud diameter from

the ensemble average, and assuming a "standard cloud" radiation

temperature of 10 K and density of 200 cm-3 (Sanders et_ al . 1985)

directly yields the proportionality constant b = 5. 4 1020 protons

cm-2 (K km s
-1

)
-1

, where N
p

= b lco . Rather than make such an

assumption concerning cloud densities, which are not a directly

observable quantity, DSS instead use the observed size-linewidth

dependence, Av( I), which characterizes the molecular clouds of the

Milky Way (Sanders et_ al . 1985; Larson 1981). Through this

relationship, Av and p may be eliminated in favor of I. The molecular

cloud size distribution found for the Milky Way survey by Sanders et

al . (1985) was inserted into the ensemble averages to yield b = 4.

6

±0.2 1020 protons cm
-2

(K km s
-1

)
-1

. This result is somewhat smaller

than the gamma ray and dark cloud results.

It is important to note that in expression A. 3, the final value of

b is proportional to T_1 . In the DSS analysis, a mean radiation

temperature of 10 K was assumed. If this radiation temperature is not
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everywhere maintained, e.g. if clouds are heated, say by newly formed

stars within them, and the mean cloud tempertures rise, then we are

prone to overestimate their surface density. This is considered the

most important uncertainty in the DSS treatment (Dickman 1987, personal

communication). While Scoville et_ al_. (1987) find no difference in the

vlrial mass to Iqq ratio for clouds associated with HII regions in the

Milky Way, i.e., those which might be expected to be hotter, there is

some concern as to whether the virial mass (Mvlr ~Av
2 H) is truly

representitive of the actual cloud mass. Observational efforts are

underway (R. Snell 1987, personal communication) to study this issue.

In this work we adopt a conversion given by

N
p
(H2 ) = 6±3 xl02 0 lco (A. 4)

with the constant b = 6±3xl020 in units of protons cm
-2

(K[TR ] km s
_1

)

to bracket the range of results presented. Since is near unity for

Milky Way molecular cloud observations made at FCRAO (Tr=Tr*), while

nc
is typically about 0.70 for extragalact ic observations, we convert

our temperature units to TR = TR*/nc prior to estimating N
p

. Implicit

here is the assumption that the molecular clouds in M51 statistically

resemble the cloud population of the Milky Way. It should also be

noted that even for a value of b as low as 3.0xl020 , we still would

retain the result that the molecular hydrogen density dominates over

the atom hydrogen density in the inner disk of M51. Thus, a change in

the conversion factor within the limits we have specified would result
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in little change in the relative shape of the total gas surface density

herein derived.

iii) A different cloud population on the arms?

The shapes of clouds on spiral arm may be different than those in

the interarm. In one model, a cloud, upon entering a spiral density

shock, may become flattened and compressed by the sudden increase in

surface pressure (Woodward 1978). According to this model (which

neglects magnetic or turbulent support) clouds may, for a short time,

achieve a pancake-like shape with the long axis oriented orthogonally

to the line of motion, and then expand slowly over 10 7 yr to a

configuration with a density enhancement 6 to 8 times the preshock

value. Even if support against collapse is provided by locked-in

magnetic fields, some compression along the leading and trailing

surfaces due to the ram pressure seems likely. In such cases we must

abandon the virial assumption in the conversion derivation. The basic

relationship

^0 = Nc A_1 17/4 <P2 Av> T (A. 5)

then becomes

^0 = N
c
A_1 < 1 v AV T'> (A. 6)

where I' is the reduced cloud length (assuming face on viewing of the

galaxy), Av' is the velocity dispersion of the perturbed cloud, and T'

is its new radiation temperature. Under such conditions we would
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expect T' and Av' to be elevated while V is decreased. Therefore,

whether or not we see more than the normal emission from such clouds

depends then on whether

(T'/T) (Av'/Av) > 1/ V. (A. 7)

Very little is known as to whether these effects actually occur in

molecular clouds, or what the magnitudes of the perturbations might be.

This is mostly because we do not even have a clear picture of the

mechanism providing cloud support. The above arguments imply that if

clouds do become compressed in arms such that they present a smaller

cross-section to the face-on direction, and this effect is not offset

by temperature or velocity enhancements, it might be possible to

underestimate the N
p

for the observed I^q values.

d) Star Formation Rates from H-alpha Brightnesses

i) Introduction

In this section we describe, in order, the possible paths taken by

a Lyman continuum photon originating from a massive star; the

production of Ha emission; Ha extinction corrections for M51; and

finally the conversion of H a surface brightness to a star formation

rate for various initial mass functions. We shall end by selecting a

conversion factor, C, for this purpose, and identify the uncertainties

inherent in its use.
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ii) The Possible Paths for a Lyman Continuum Photon

After emission from a massive star, M > 10 Mq, a Lyman continuum

photon will experience one of the possible paths outlined and discussed

below:

I) Absorption by the Dust within an HII Region.

II) Escape from the HII Region,

a) Leading to capture elsewhere in the parent galaxy.

b) To become part of the galaxy's UV continuum.

Ill) Ionization within the HII Region,

a) Producing an H a photon.

b) Producing other Balmer transitions.

The importance of the Lyman continuum absorption by dust within

Milky Way and extragalactic HII regions is still poorly understood.

Evidence that such dust exists in quantities capable of competing for

the UV flux is given by Sarazin (1976) in a study of extinction and

metallicity gradients with galaxian radii in three nearby galaxies.

Sarazin ascribes the observed extinction gradient with radius to the

presence of local dust which appears to follow the HII region's heavy

element abundances, Z. He notes, however, that the observations might

alternatively be explained by differences in excitation due to

variations in stellar content with radius within these regions. Smith,

Biermann, and Mezger (1978) also conclude that dust absorption is
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important in the central H1I regions of the Milky Way. By modeling the

total dust cross section per hydrogen atom as a function of galactic

radius, they predict a fractional absorption by dust of the UV

continuum of up to 0.5. However, in near-infrared observations of 14

extragalactic HII regions, Strom et_ al^ (197A) found little or no

evidence of surviving heated dust grains. Due to the inconsistency of

the models and observations, we have chosen not to attempt to correct

for the dust absorption of the continuum flux. The effect may be

present, and thus our Lyman continuum values obtained from counting

recombination photons and our derived star formation rates are

correctly regarded as lower limits.

An alternative route for the UV photon is to escape from the HII

region entirely (i.e., a density bounded region). Evidence that this

generally does not occur is given by Sarazin (1976). Ions possessing

low ionization potentials ([Oil], [SII], and [Nil] ) which typically

reside in the outer parts of nebulae, are found to exhibit strong

emission. Were the HII regions density bounded, much lower emission

would be expected. As a more difficult problem, Smith, Biermann, and

Mezger (1978) raise the possibility that a large fraction of 0 stars in

the Milky Way may be naked, i.e. ,
possess no surrounding HII region.

This situation is difficult to test for in other galaxies and once

again implies that the Ha-derived massive star formation rate for a

galaxy is to be treated as a lower limit. In this regard, Reynolds

(1984) has shown that there exists a significant diffuse Ha background
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in the high latitudes of the Milky Way, implying 2-4xl06 Lyman

continuum photons s" 1 per cm2 of disk. This emission appears to

originate predominantly from Milky Way planetary nebulae and/or 0

stars. But in our study, the bright Ha emission from individual HII

regions typically exceeds the maximum possible undetected diffuse

Ha emission in each beam, implying that remote ionization is not an

important concern. Escaping UV flux, as mentioned above, may still be

important.

We have arrived finally at the most interesting and tractable

case: the Lyman continuum ionization of gas within an HII region. In a

radiation-bounded HII region virtually all continuum photons

(unabsorbed by dust) will lead to ionizations and each continuum photon

will eventually produce one Balmer photon. This is true by virtue of

the fact that such a region is opaque to Lyman transitions. Lyman

recombinations from levels greater than n=2 will emit photons that are

quickly reabsorbed by the vast supply of ground state hydrogen atoms

present. The process will repeat until a Balmer transition occurs

followed by a Lyman-a transition. The Lyman-a photon then makes its

way out of the region in a random walk of ionizations and

recombinations, while the Balmer photon, having little chance of

absorption, escapes directly. In an equilibrium situation (Osterbrock

1974, Case B, Te=5000 K) the emergent flux of a single Balmer

transition serves to calibrate the entire process, with a relation

between the Lyman continuum photon flux, F' Ly and the H a photon flux,

FW given by F' Ly =F'Ha/0.487 (Talbot 1980).
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We have seen how the Ha line measures the ionizing flux, and we

must next account for the dust extinction of the Ha emission, both from

the local dust, and that located in the plane of the parent galaxy.

The extinction from the plane of the Milky Way at the H a wavelength of

6563A is small, Av=0.2-0.3 magnitudes for galaxies in this study (de

Vaucouleurs et al. 1976) and will be accounted for by the extinction

corrections discribed below.

iii) The Ha Extinction Correction

In this work we use an H a extinction dependence with radius for

M51 largely determined by the work of van der Hulst and Kennicutt

(1987, henceforth vK). Their study used dual frequency radio continuum

maps taken at the Very Large Array (VLA) of the National Radio

Astronomy Observatory, and the same Ha data which is presented here in

Figure 1. By isolating the free-free component of the continuum

emission, and identifying corresponding HII regions in the optical

image, they were able to directly measure the extinction to the 40

brightest regions, out to R = 3' in the disk. They find the extinction

to be very patchy, with adjacent regions in some cases exhibiting over

a magnitude of difference in Av , but that a fairly constant mean value

of <AV > was maintained over the observed disk. They find a small trend

in this mean value with radius, with average values at the two extremes

in radius of <AV(R=1.2')>
= 2.1 and <AV (R=2.8' )> = 1.6, and a large

dispersion, a =1.1, over the entire range. The authors confirmed
Av

their results by conducting spectrophotometric observations of the
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Balmer decrement In 8 selected regions, which yielded Av values in good

agreement with the values obtained by the radio continuum method.

Furthermore, their Av vs. R trend agrees very well with an analogous

study conducted by Klein et_ al. (1984), which employed multif requency

interferometric observations to compare the derived thermal and

Ha fluxes for M51, averaged into annular bins. The median value in the

vK study was <AV >
= 1.8, while Klein et_ al . obtain a mean value of <AV >

= 1.5.

In examining the vK data set we have noticed a weak correlation

between the HII region fluxes and their associated Av values within the

sample, with a linear correlation coefficient b = 0.22, and a

corresponding probability of uncorrelated distributions of 0.18. For

this reason, we have re-averaged the data set after weighting each

A v value with the corresponding radio continuum flux, and used the

resulting mean extinction values with radius in applying corrections.

In the region R < 1' we have supplemented the vK data set with

additional extinction measures from Jensen, Strom, and Strom (1976)

which were computed from observed Balmer decrements.

Calling F the corrected flux, F' the observed flux, and C (R
)
the

correction factor with radius, we have, after scaling by 0.7 as per the

Whitford reddening law for X = 6563 A,

F = 10
0 - 7 Av (R)/2.5 p i = C(R ) F . (A. 8)

The associated uncertainty in the corrected flux in our study, Op,

using Bevington (1969, 4-12), is then given by,
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Op = F' <ac (R)> = F' C(R) (.7/2.5) (In 10) a (R ) N
" 1

/2. (A. 9

)

Here N r is the number of HII regions within each aperture, as

determined from the catalog of 109 HII regions in M51 of Carranza et_

al. (1969). Nr ranges between 3 and 18 regions in each Gaussian beam,

yielding an uncertainty of between 5% and 30% for the flux per

aperture. In the two outer disk positions, A and B, we applied no

extinction correction because an Av = 0 was found by Smith (1975) at or

near these locations. Observed and corrected Ha brightness values for

all 60 positions are given in Table 1.

We have compared our resultant extinctions with those obtained

using the empirical relation between gas density and color excess

in the Milky Way, developed by Bohlin, Savage and Drake (1978).

Adopting their value N (HI+H2 )/E(B-V) = 5.8xl021 cm
-2

mag
-1

, and

A V/E(B-V)
= 3.1, we were able to use our derived gas densities in M51's

disk to independently obtain Av estimates with radius (c.f.

DeGioia-Eastwood et al. 1984). The Av estimates obtained in this

manner agree with the results described above, within our

uncertainties, but only outside of R=60". Within this radius the

extinctions inferred from the gas density exceed the mean value

obtained from Balmer decrements by about two magnitudes. This may

indicate either that the presence of heated cloud in the central region

of M51 is causing an overestimation of the total hydrogen density there

(Dickman, personal communication) or perhaps that a more detailed model

including the consideration of the spatial distribution of HII regions
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at varying optical depths is required (c.f. Talbot 1980,

DeGioia-Eastwood et_ al. 1984).

This concludes the description of our extinction corrections. In

principle, any errors in our determination of the Ha intensities are

chiefly due to possible systematic misestimation of the mean extinction

over the regions 2.1 kpc in diameter. The magnitudes of these errors

depend on the extent to which we are actually averaging over a

statistically well behaved ensemble of HII regions and extinctions.

Further evidence that the dust distribution is not clumpy on the scale

of our beam comes from the infrared continuum observations of Smith

(1982) taken with 49" resolution. His results show a fairly shallow

and uniform falloff in dust optical depth outside the central region,

thus lending support to this picture.

There remains the possibility that a class of faint HII regions

exists which may be completely missed in an Ha survey. Indeed, both

the PDS and the CCD images show interarm disk regions of scale 0.5 kpc

with no detected flux. We have some reassurance that a sizable portion

of the Ha emission is not being lost, in that Klein et al. found that

the observed unreddened line flux could account for most of the

observed thermal radio continuum flux.

iv) The Star Formation Rate Conversion

We have shown how a measurement of the H a flux can yield an

estimate of the ionizing Lyman continuum flux from massive stars.
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Given an ensemble of HII regions and their Lyman continuum flux, one

can wo* awards to obtain the total nass of ionizing stars (Talbot

1980 ; Kennicutt 1983; Gallagher, Hunter, and TutuKov 1984; Pogge and

bridge 1987). With a pledge of the expected lifetimes of stars as

a function of mass, x(H) in Gyr = 10* yr (e.g. Tutu^ov and Krugel 1980,

benceforth TK), one may obtain the current star formation rate as

described below.

(na~2 ) of stars of mass M to

The number surface density, n(M) (pc

M^m is given in terms of a nassive star formation rate per area, MS,*

(M 0 PC"2 Gyr"*) and the initial mass function IMF (M
)
as

n(M) (PC"
2

) = SFR IMF (M) t(M) <M.

Here IMF (M ) dM represents the number of stars forned in the mass range

M to M+dM per each solar nass produced, and thus is normalized such

that

, , \ (A. 11)

JM IMF(M) dM = 1 (dimensionless)

(Mlow» "up*'

nm a 10 the total Lyman continuum flux, FLy
(erg

Following equation A. 10, tne lou ,

( o== m > lOMn), each with luminosity

s
-l pc

-2
)f from nassive stars (mass M > 10 n 0 ),

LLy (M) (erg s" 1
), is given by

Ft
= SFR J IMF (M ) t(M) LLy (M) dM

,

Ly
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with the integral Is taken from 10 M 0 , where the continuum flux becomes

important, to Mup. This may be equated to an Ha flux (erg pc"2 s" 1
)

by

pHa = d FLy = SFR J IMF (M ) t(M) LLy <M > m -
(A ' 13)

where Cj is a constant dependent on model HII regions. Introducing a

distance independent geometrical factor C 2 to convert flux, FH

a

(erg

pc"2 s" 1
), to the observed brightness, fHa,

(erg cm"2 s" 1 arcsec"2 ), we

have,

%« = G
i

c 2
SFR /

mF(M) T(M) LLy (M) m
'

(A ' U)

(A. 15)

Finally, this gives

SFR = 1/(0], C 2
C 3 ) fHa = C fHa

with

c 3
= / mr(M) too LLy dM, (A - 16)

and 0=1/ (Gi C 2 C3 ).

This last integral can be evaluated using a variety of methods

(Huchra 1977, Kennlcutt 1983; Hunter 1982; Gallagher, Hunter, and

Tutukov 1984; Pogge and Eskridge 1987). We have adopted Kennlcutt «s

results in our work because his analysis involved the manual

integration of individual stellar evolutionary tracks, treating the

Lyman luminosity as a function of mass and time, and accounting for

mass loss which serves to increase the lifetimes of the more massive
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stars. Other studies have used interpolated fits to evolutionary

models or else mean values for the functions t and LLy . The

interpolated fits of TK will be useful for us in determining the effect

that varying the IMF, M low , and Mup will have on the conversion

constant, C.

Using an extended Miller-Scalo IMF (see Table 15), with MloH =0.1

M 0 , and Mup=100 Mq, Kennicutt obtains:

For massive stars, M > 10 Mq5

MSFR [M 0 pc~2 Gyr
-1

] = 4.71xl015 fHa cos(i), (A. 17)

/MSFR dA [M 0
yr_1 ] = 9.19xl0

-43
LH » <A - 18)

It is a simple matter then to use the selected IMF to extrapolate

the SFR to the low mass end and obtain a star formation rate conversion

constant that gives the rate from M low to Mup . For Kennecutt's

parameters, we have:

SFR [M 0 PC"2 Gyr" 1
] = 4.5Axl016 fH a cos(i) = 9.63 MSFR (A. 19)

/SFR dA [M 0 yr-1] = 8.92xl0^ 2 LH a = 9.63 /MSFR dA, (A.20)

In these formulae the galaxy's inclination, i, is important for the

brightness measurements but is implicitly included in spatial

integrations over a region of area A in pc 2
. It can be seen from these

formulae, that the extended Miller-Scalo IMF puts about 10% of the mass

of new stellar material into stars more massive than 10 Mq.
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TABLE 15

INITIAL MASS FUNCTIONS

Miller-Scalo

0.3 5A M
-1 ' 4 Mlow < M < 1 MQ

IMF 01) = fl(Mla,.Mup) x °' 354 M
"2,5

1 M0 < M < 10 M Q

2.231 M~ 3 - 3 10 Mo < M < Mup

Extended Miller-Scalo

1.0 M" 1 ' 4 M low < M < 1 M Q

IMF(M) = f 2 (M l0W ' Mup ) x
.25 lnM , M , M1.0 M L '^> 10 M 0 < M < Mup

Salpeter

IMF(M) = f 3 (M l0W ,Mup ) x 1.0 M- 2 - 35 (allM)

Jensen, Talbot, and Dufour (1981)

0.175 M" 1 ' 6 M low < M < 1.8 M 0

IMF (M ) = ^(Miow'Mup) x

0.272 M
-2 - 35 1.8 M0 < M < Mup

The functions, f i-A^iow^up >• Pr°vide normalization such that

/ IMF (M ) M dM = 1, integrated from M low to Mup . The constant

coefficients listed above serve to make the functions continuous.
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The fact that the conversion factor is fairly insensitive to the

upper mass limit, \ p
, in equation A. 19 is shown in Figure 21. Here

we display the normalized logarithm of the terms of equation A. 16 along

with the normalized logarithm of their product [t(M) LLy (M) IMF(M)].

The forms for t(M) and LLy (M ) are from the interpolated fits of TK (and

references therein) with the Lyman continuum luminosities taken by

these authors from nongray atmospheric models. The IMF used is an

extended Miller-Scalo function. We see that the stellar contribution,

per mass interval, to the total Lyman continuum flux (labeled "Product"

in Figure 21) falls off after M=40 M0 with increasing stellar mass,

dropping to -0.5 dex (1/3) of this value by 90 M 0 . The point here is

that the IMF weighted continuum emission drops off per interval of

stellar mass after 40 M0 ,
making the conversion factor, C, insensitive

to the upper mass cutoff Mup . We see also in this figure the dramatic

drop in Lyman continuum flux for stars less massive than 15 M0 .

We have used the functional forms of TK for x and LLy to find the

conversion factors for different IMFs and mass ranges. In Figures 2 2

and 23 we trace the variation in C with Mup and M low ,
respectively,

for the four IMFs given in Table 15. The Miller-Scalo IMF, with its

steeply declining high-mass end, is seen to yield a conversion factor

about three times larger than that of the other IMFs. This is due to

the fact that with this IMF, the Ha flux is accredited to lower mass

stars which are less efficient in producing LLy continuum flux. All of

the IMFs yield higher conversion factors for smaller values of Mup for
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this same reason. The IMF functions of Figure 23 are seen to give

conversion factors which are fairly Insensitive to variations in Mlow .

The Salpeter and Mi ller-Scalo functions give slightly larger conversion

factors for a lower cutoff value in part because the normalization of

these functions places more nass into the same inefficient LLy stars

discussed above. Figures 24 and 25 show the fraction of the newly

formed stellar hbss which goes into high mass stars for each IMF and

„ M limits. The application of a selected conversion factor,

n low' nip

C, by the fraction shown in Figures 24 and 25 will recover the

conversion factor to high mass stars (M > 10 M0 )
alone. Again, it can

be seen in these figures that varying Mup or M low will not have a very

strong effect on the number of solar masses going into massive star

formation for a particular IMF. The important result of this analysis

is that the choice of the particular power-law IMF is crucial in

determining the star formation rates, while the choice of mass range

has a much smaller effect, so long as Mup is above about 60 M 0 .

Finally, we oust caution that the uncertainty in these results grows

with Mup , since there is little observational data above M=30 M 0
with

which to constrain the evolutionary models.

v) Choice of an Initial Mass Function

We wish to select an appropriate initial mass function to use In

converting Ha fluxes to star formation rates. We have have ta.en note

that the relative values of the global H a equivalent width (EW) and the

OHO color of a galaxian disk can serve as a sensitive discriminator
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between various IMFs as shown by Kennicutt (1983). In this study, the

color and Ha emission evolution were estimated for model galaxies using

different IMFs and different star formation rate dependencies on time.

The model disks were evolved for 15x10^ yrs under the assumptions of

linearly increasing, constant, and various exponentially decreasing

star formation rates. A range of final EW and (B-V) colors resulted,

and are represented by curves on the EW-color diagram (Figure 26,

reproduced from Kennicutt 1983). The advantage of comparing the H
a
EW

with the (B-V) colors is that the results for a particular IMF (due to

its slope between 30 M 0
and 60 M Q ) are distinct. The three regions in

this figure represent: a "shallow IMF", IMF(M)-M"2 ,
top curve; the

Salpeter-like "extended Miller-Scalo IMF", IMF(M)^- 2 - 5
,
middle curve;

and the Miller-Scalo IMF, IMF(M)^3 - 3
, lower curve. The extention of

each curve across the EW-color diagram is due to the various star

formation rate histories assumed for the model disks; those with

increasing star formation rates appearing on the left (blue) side and

disks with no remaining star formation appearing on the right (red)

side. The points on this figure are from the measured global

(B -V)T 0 colors (de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs, and Corwin 1976), and

the HOlrtllXI]) values (Kennicutt and Kent 1983). The colors and EW

values are not corrected for extinction, but because the red and

Ha flux are measured from the same wavelength band, the equivalent

widths may be extinction-independent. This will not be the case,

however, if extinction is preferentially present in the sites of new

star formation, e.g., dusty HII regions. The hatched regions in this
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Figure 26. Intitial mass function discrimination method. Reproduced
from Kennicutt (1983). The three shaded areas represent
model disk galaxy colors corresponding to different IMFs.
The lower region is the steep Miller-Scalo IMF; the central
region is the extended Miller-Scalo IMF; the upper region
is a shallow IMF (exponent of -2). Superposed are the
observed parameters for 120 disk galaxies, with M51
indicated.
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figure take into account this effect, with the lower bound in each

region corresponding to an Av of 1.2 affecting just the H a emission.

Most of the 120 disk, galaxies examined show colors that are

inconsistent with the Miller-Scalo IMF and the shallow IMF, but are

consistent with the extended Miller-Scalo IMF. The position of M51,

with values EW (H a+[NII ] )= 24 A, and (B-V)T0 = 0.6 is indicated in this

figure and is seen to be consistent with the extended Miller-Scalo

function. We should add that Kennicutt used his IMF discrimination

method in a statistical treatments of large numbers of galaxies, and

not for the characterization of a individual disk. One obstacle in

applying the method to an individual disk is the problem of knowing the

mean extinction, an obstacle we believe has been surmounted here.

We have adopted the extended Miller-Scalo IMF, and use the

conversions given in equations A. 17-A.21. An important remaining

question is the validity of applying this global value to individual

regions within the disk. We cannot rule out the possibility that the

spiral density wave may be responsible for the production of a

different IMF, i.e., one biased more toward the massive end than is

found in interarms regions in M51. The difficulty in determining local

departures from a global IMF can scarcely be exaggerated. Apart from

actually counting stars of various spectral types (an impractical

procedure here) no method has been devised to indirectly infer a local

IMF. The difficulty originates from three sources. First, it is an

unhappy fact that the major contribution of low mass stars, M < 1 M0 ,
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is simply their mass. The colors of any particular galaxian region are

dominated by stars of mass greater than 1 MQ . Secondly, in attempting

to discern color differences on the spiral arms caused by the relative

abundance of stars of mass 1 M0 ~ ~100 Mq, we must first be able to

separate out the contribution of any enhanced stellar number density of

old stars due to the compressive action of the spiral density wave.

Various stellar types, each possessing an intrinsic mean velocity

dispersion, are expected to respond to the spiral density wave

differently, compounding the problem. Finally, as Equation A. 10

indicates, the stellar distribution at any location is dependent on the

past star formation rate there, as well as the IMF. The presence of

HII regions arranged along the spiral arms indicates that the arms are

sites of recent enhanced star formation. A 50% enhancement in the SFR,

lasting 107 - 108 yr can dramatically alter the (U-B), (B-V) colors and

the Ha and Hg equivalent widths, as has been shown by the composite

(steady state plus burst) models of Huchra (1977). The SFR(t) and IMF

terms are not easily separated when SFR(t) is non-monotonic and largely

unknown. For these three reasons, color differences between the arms

and interarms are difficult to uniquely interpret.

With this restriction in mind, we briefly review investigations of

the arm colors in M51. Two studies (Schweizer 1976; Burkhead 1977) have

looked for a color gradient across the spiral arms in M51 which might

indicate the reddening of newly formed clusters as they age while

moving downstream. In these studies the spiral arms (A) were seen to
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be slightly bluer than the Interarms (IA), with (B-O) IA=1.01 and

(B-O)A=0.76 (Schwelzer 1976) and maximum departures of (B-V) IA=0. 75,

(B-V)A=0. 5, (U-V) IA =-0.5, (U-V)A=0.0 (Burkhead 1977, at Northeast arm

region "G"). However, no spatial color gradients were detected. In

these studies, at many locations, the arms were found to be almost

uniformly more luminous than the interarms at all wavelengths, an

effect which Schweizer accredits to density enhancements of the old

stellar disk. Similarily, in a comparison of the I-band and B-band

intensities at 20 arm and interarm locations in M51, Elmegreen and

Elmegreen (1984) found that about half of these locations maintained a

B/I intensity ratio of 1.5 ±0.2 while the remaining half had a B/I ratio

near unity, B/I=1.0±0.2. Again, the conclusions of this study was that

the enhancement in stellar number density was producing the majority of

the arm light, and not the new stellar populations. None of these

studies were able to overcome the difficulties in determining a local

IMF listed above.

We are then left with two areas of uncertainty regarding the

initial mass function in M51. The first is whether a spatially

variable IMF could simulate the result that the total star formation

rates are higher on M51's arms than its interarms, and the second is

whether a spatially variable IMF could simulate the result that the

massive star formation rate is higher on the arms. The answer to the

first question is yes, but only if the spiral arm IMF entails a low

mass cutoff or slope which generally excludes the formation of low mass
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M < 1 Mq stars. The answer to the second question is yes as well, but

only if the IMF on the arms is highly skewed to star of mass 15 Mq - 30

M 0 , i.e., efficient LLy producers. Such an effect is suggested by Silk

(1986), who argues that the action of the spiral density wave is to

build up clouds sufficiently massive to produce 0 and B stars. These

stars in turn heat the clouds, and under such conditions the critical

mass required for collapse is raised, further favoring massive star

formation and thus establishing a feedback mechanism. We point out

that this scenario is_ one of enhanced massive star formation, the only

question being if the mechanism is capable of skewing the IMF to such

high masses that our calculation of the total number of solar masses

produced is overestimated. If this model turns out to be correct

(there is still very little observational evidence) the result of

efficient massive star production on M51's spiral arms remains valid as

a qualitative assertion.

e) Summary

We have discussed the methods and uncertainties involved in

deriving H 2 surface densities from CO intensities and star formation

rates from Ha brightness measurements. While the sources of possible

error are plentiful, what stands out in this discussion is the

direction these uncertainties take. The conversion to H 2
surface

densities assumes that a mean radiation temperature (10 K) applies to

ensembles of molecular clouds, and that the cloud virial mass

(Mvlr~Av2 I) represents the true mass. If clouds in a region are
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hotter than we have supposed or have a larger velocity dispersion (e.g.

due to star formation events such as cloud collisions or stellar winds)

then we will have overestimated the cloud masses and the H 2 surface

densities. Star formation rates, on the other hand, are very prone to

underestimation , for the variety of reasons given. We have seen why it

is difficult to overestimate the ionizing flux from massive stars, but

very easy to underestimate it. Our estimates of LLy /MH2 are therefore

lower limits.

To convert the Lyman luminosity to total star formation rates, we

have used an extended Miller-Scalo IMF for M51, and have given evidence

that the use of this IMF is appropriate, at least on a global scale.

That the IMF is spatially constant on a local scale is given some

support by the small color variations across the disk, but this

observation in no way constitutes a proof. If there exists a dramatic

shift of the IMF range and/or slope between the arms and interarms, our

relative values for the massive star formation rates and efficiencies

could be wrong. These values could be overestimated on the arms, for

example, if the arm clouds preferentially produce stars of mass M > 20

M 0 .

We list below our results in order of increasing uncertainty:

1) The result that the production of ionizing stellar emission per

nucleon of gas on the arms is higher than on the interarms

seems firm.
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2) The result that the MSFE on the arms is higher than on the

interarms seems likely. An alternative explaination is the

selective production of higher mass stars (as opposed to more

total mass in high mass stars) on the arms. To check this

possibility, a determination of the effective temperature of the

exciting stars in on-arm and off-arm regions might be attempted.

3) The extrapolation of the above result to total SFEs is very

uncertain because it difficult to distinguish between newly

formed low mass stars on the arms and those present due to the

action of the spiral density wave. It might be possible to

remedy this by measuring the Ho equivalent widths of and red

light contribution from on-arm and off-arm HII regions, after

first subtracting off the red disk and "old red arm" light.



APPENDIX B

A MASS INFALL MODEL FOR M51

a) Introduction

Here we are interested in critically examining the result that,

over the disk of M51, SFE>SFEe , where the former term is the current

SFE, and the latter term is the empirical value inferred from the

current gas density and total star formation rate averaged over the

galaxy's lifetime. Our concern is important in that, if SFE is indeed

larger than SFEe , this might indicate that the galaxy is currently

engaged in a "burst" of star formation.

We have discussed in Appendix A the various errors that could

contribute to a ndsestimation of the observed SFE. In §IVe we found

that the error in SFE=SFR/Op would have had to be an overestimate by a

factor of over 3 to bring the SFE into agreement with with the SFEe .

Because of Ha extinction uncertainties and related factors, the

inferred SFRs are most likely to be underestimated. Also, the

a
p

values obtained from the Ico intensities are most likely to be

overestimates if the mean cloud radiation temperature is elevated in

regions heated by newly formed stars, as discussed in Appendix A. Both

of these trends are in the wrong direction to align SFE with SFEe .
The

highest uncertainty in computing the SFE values originates in

converting the Lyman continuum flux to a star formation rate. Errors

could arise variously from incorrect assumptions regarding the IMF

209
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slope, the upper n*ss cutoff, and the spatial constancy of the

function. If, as suggested by Shu, Adams, and Liz a no (1987), and

Scoville etal. (1986), the IMF is weighted to the high .ass end on

spiral arms, then the SFR could be overestimated in the <SFR(R)>

averages. We can not dismiss this possibility, but for the moment, we

ignore it, and asR if the SFEe measurements could be underestimated,

and if by altering the assumptions that went into their formulation, we

can bring the SFEe and SFE values into agreement.

Specifically, our SFEe values may be underestimates because we

have ignored gas infall over the lifetime of the galaxy. The star

fornation efficiency could have been higher than SFEe throughout the

past because, while we correctly estimate the total mass of stars

created, we overestimate the density of gas from which they form by

including in *<t> the future infall gas mass. In the following

treatment, we compute constant infall rates which will bring the SFEe s

into agreement with the observed SFEs.

b) Formulation

Allowing Talbot (1980), we call oe
the constant SFE, such that,

in the absence of infall the rate of change of the gas surface density

in time, *(t>'. «* be related to the rate of new star formation as:

where f is the fraction of material recycled back to the ISM. If we

consider this process over the age of the galaxy, where t goes from
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zero to the present time, this leads to

Op(t) = exp[-(l-f )uet] (B.2)

oe
= l/[T(l-f)] lnCor/c^) (B.3)

where T is the galaxy's age and Op = a
p
(0) is the total density, stars

and gas, and oe is the empirical time averaged SFE measured in Gyr-1 .

In the presence of a constant infall in time, oln
' (where the

—2 —1
prime denotes a time derivative) with units Mq pc * Gyr , the

differential equation becomes:

Op(t)' = -(l-f)uc^(t) + oia
' (B.4)

with

ar(t) = o
p
(0) + oin

- t. (B.5)

The solution is

ap(t) = ain 'T + (a
p
(0) - aln 'T) exp(-t/t) (B.6)

where t = l/[(l-f)u].

Here we have left off the subscript to u, so that we may use the

observed SFE as u, and compare it with the ue = l/[T(l-f )]

ln[ Oj.(T)/o- (T)] = SFE
e

values obtained in §IVd. The goal here is to

find Op(0), aln
' values that will yield both our observed o and our

empirical oe values consistently. Setting ^(T), Op(T), and t from

§IVe, and with t=T, we have two equations, B.5 and B.6, and two

unknowns, o-
p (0), and o-in

'.
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We show the solutions in Table 16 for the two cases, T=10 Gyr, and

T=15 Gyr. In each case we also show aln'T/efc(T),
which is the fraction

of total current density which has arrived via infall in this model.

The required infall rates, 16-70 M0 pc"2 Gyr" 1
,

are much too high

to make the model plausible. The galaxy would have to accrete one to

three times its original mass over its lifetime, and such reserves of

gas are not apparent nearby. While there do exist peripheral HI clouds

surrounding the NGC 5194/5195 system (Haynes, Giovanelli and Burkhead

1978, A. Rots 1985, personal comnunication), the total outlying HI mass

is put at ~108 M 0
(Haynes et al. 1978), which is three orders of

magnitude too low for the required constant infall per Gyr.

Furthermore, tidal interaction most likely causes outward streaming,

with each passage of the companion producing the various components of

the plumes and debris clouds seen. We therefore discount gas infall as

an insufficient means with which to account for the observed difference

between the time averaged SFEe and the currently observed SFE.
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TABLE 16 (NOTES)

The infall models for two galaxlan ages, lOxlO9 yrs and 15xl09 yrs.

The purpose of the models Is to produce the currently measured values

OpCr), CT

p
(T), SFE, and SFEe via infall so that there Is no

contradiction implied by SFE * SFEe .

Row (1) Or(T) is the total disk surface density (stars and gas).

Row (2) cjp(T) is the gas surface density.

Row (3) SFE is the observed quantity SFR/Op(T).

Rows (4,9) T is the current age of the galaxy.

Rows (5,10) ain
' is the constant gas infall rate, from time t=0 to

t=T.

Rows (6,11) Op(0) is the initial disk density, assumed to be

entirely gaseous.

Rows (7,12) oln 'T I Op(T) is the fraction of current total disk

density acquired through infall.

Rows (8,13) SFEe is the empirical star formation efficiency for the

non-infall case, SFEe=[T (1-f ) ]

_1
ln( oj.(T)/

0

p
(T ), where T is given in

row 4 and 9, and f is set at 0.2.
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TABLE 16

GAS INFALL MODEL RESULTS

*u)T« «o pc-z >
i»o »» 8K 677 599 531 369 250

o, Hcn «o p«-2
> "» " 8 1M 129 108 83 59 "

W) Sre-. 0*^) 0.U ».« 0. 42 0.33 0.3S 0.33 0.3, 0. 4 »

(4) T=10 Gyr

(5) <W _2
(M0

pc z Gyr
x

)

(6) Op(0) (M 0
pc"2 )

(7) Otn'T/^CT)

(8) SFEe
=u

e
(Gyr

-1
!

63 56 52 30 28 17 14
16

(9) T=15 Gyr

(10) "in' , _i,
(M0 P<^

^ Gyr x
)

(12) aln'T/ar(T)

(13) SFEe=ue
(Gyi

754 537 344 376 322 359 226 86

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.6

0.24 0.24 0.23 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.24 0.23

68 60 54 34 31 22 17 17

355 200 53 162 135 206 118 0

0.7 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.7 1.0

0.16 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.1



APPENDIX C

EXCESS EMISSION DIAGRAMS FOR M5

1

Figures 27 to 29 show the Ic0 , fH a and SFE excesses above the

radial average In M51. The CO and Ha data from each of the 57

positions from Rgal
= 45" to 160" was interpolated to give a smooth

distribution for each parameter. At each 2" interval in Rgal the

azimuthal mean value of each parameter was computed. The mean value was

first subtracted from the parameter at each 2" by 2" position, and then

divided into the result, yielding the fractional excess, F ex ,
from the

„ , j * . tt = (v-<E»/<E.>. The excess SFE
mean emission, <E>, at each point; Fex - 05 <&>)iv>'.

W as obtained by first dividing the interpolated H a and CO maps, and

then applying this procedure. In each figure the inner dust lanes of

the spiral arms are traced. The method outlined has the difficulty

that one arm can suppress the other by raising the mean above the true

interarm intensity. The arm in the West in these figures is suppressed

in this way in the Ha map. Evident in all three figures are the bright

Northeast and Southwest complexes.
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Figure 27. The fractional CO emission above the azirauthal mean in M51.

Contours are 0.0, 0.3, and 0.6.
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Figure 28. The fractional Ha emission above the azimuthal mean in M51.
Contours are from 0.3 to 1.9, spaced by 0.3.
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Figure 29. The fractional SFE above the azlrauthal mean in M51.

Contours are from -0,2 to 1.4, spaced by 0.4.
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